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Preface

Using experience gained from 35 supply chain improvement proj-
ects, the first edition of Supply Chain Excellence (AMACOM, 2003)
was an instruction manual for anybody who sought a rigorous and
proven methodology for systematic improvement in supply chain
performance, using a cross-industry reference called the Supply
Chain Operations Reference (SCOR�) model.

The second edition (AMACOM, 2007) updated the method and
approach based on an additional 30 engagements with companies
that completed multiple projects and integrated deliverables and ana-
lytical concepts in continuous improvement methods using Six
Sigma and Lean. The second edition also expanded the process scope
to encompass the entire value chain—including product design and
customer sales processes. This was done with addition of two new
frameworks: the Design Chain Operations Reference (DCOR) and
Customer Chain Operations Reference (CCOR) models.

The third edition (AMACOM, 2012) updates the tips and tech-
niques based on experience with 30 more projects—a majority of
which were completed by companies that have not only used the
approach multiple times but also extended its application in three
areas: global alignment, small business schedule, and utilization of
SAP� software. As with previous editions, updated and expanded
key concepts, steps, tasks, outcomes and behaviors are illustrated in

xv
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xvi Preface

the context of a composite case: Fowlers Inc. Specific additions for
this third edition include:

6 A refined, more efficient project timeline conducive to global
and small business use

6 Simplified deliverables that better utilize resources and sharpen
focus on performance

6 Integration of SAP functionality and system implementation
processes into the Fowlers examples

6 A section on effective global supply chain strategy

6 SCOR Level 4 examples of sales and operations planning and
master scheduling

6 Updating to SCOR 10.0
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Introduction
During dinner at a recent supply chain conference, a senior execu-
tive asked me about the latest thinking on how to improve global
supply chain performance. Without hesitation I whispered, ‘‘Have
you tried the sardine strategy yet?’’ Anticipating the puzzled look, I
continued: ‘‘For schooling fish, staying together is a way of life. Fish
in a school move together as one.’’

Photo by Ihoko Saito/Toshiyuki Tajima/Dex Image/Getty Images.
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2 Supply Chain Excellence

For schooling fish, the ‘‘move as one’’ trait is innate. Separation
means likely death. For global supply chains, misalignment—failure
to move as one—means poor service, high inventory, unexpected
costs, constrained growth and profits, and loss of market share.

The purpose of this book is not to convince anyone of the im-
portance of supply chain management (SCM). That case has been
well made many times in many industries since the first edition of
Supply Chain Excellence was published in 2003. Even then, only the
first two paragraphs of the book’s introduction argued the ‘‘why’’ of
SCM. The rest was about the ‘‘how.’’

While using the methodology of this book on roughly 100 sup-
ply chain projects around the world, ‘‘how’’ has been further refined
into a series of processes to achieve the highest levels of supply chain
alignment: moving as one.

Here are the 15 most common contributors to supply chain mis-
alignment. Which ones are relevant to you?

Fifteen Common Causes of Misalignment
1. Lack of a Technology Investment Plan

A chief information officer deflected pressure to install the latest and
greatest advanced planning system—making the case that simply
having state-of-the-art tools was not a good enough reason to put
her entire company into the kind of upheaval that such implementa-
tions create. As she watched the rapid evolution of web-based appli-
cations, event management tools, and demand-driven advanced
planning systems, she found herself without a clear technology in-
vestment plan that supported the company’s business strategy.

2. Little or No Return on Investment (ROI)

A company bought its Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) package
during the vendor’s end-of-quarter push to meet sales goals. The
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Introduction 3

deal included all the latest add-ons—things like customer relation-
ship management, transactional processing, advanced supply chain
planning, event management, and web portals providing self-service
for customers and suppliers. Now the executive team is looking for
an answer to a deceptively difficult question: When will a return on
investment start to show up in the earnings statement?

3. Isolated Supply Chain Strategies

Three executive vice presidents—for sales, marketing, and opera-
tions—assembled their own well-articulated strategies for developing
supply chain competence within their departments. Then they invested
in application technology, manufacturing processes, and product devel-
opment—all with measurable success. Now what’s missing is a compre-
hensive blueprint that combines their individual efforts to drive profit
and performance across the entire company.

4. Competing Supply Chain Improvements

A company’s top executive for SCM assembled a dozen of his
brightest managers for a structured brainstorming process—resulting
in a list of 45 high-priority projects. But when the managers began
implementation, the results were not encouraging. General manag-
ers were being asked to support multiple initiatives that used many
of the same financial, human, and technical resources. Goals seemed
in conflict. They needed to align their objectives and prioritize proj-
ects to make good use of the available resources.

5. Faulty Sales and Operations Planning

The vice president of operations for one of the companies had seri-
ous cash-to-cash problems and declining customer satisfaction—all
resulting from raw materials shortages, mismatched capacity, poor
forecasting, and inventory buildup. The challenge was to address the
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4 Supply Chain Excellence

planning and forecasting issues and put the balance sheet back in
shape.

6. Failure to Meet Financial Commitments

A company’s CEO promised the board of directors that he would
improve earnings per share. An analysis of competitors’ balance
sheets and income statements indicated that the company’s direct
and indirect costs were out of line, and that its cash-to-cash cycle
was too long. The leadership was charged with identifying the right
mix of improvements to obtain a predictable result that would satisfy
shareholders. The CEO’s credibility then was at stake.

7. Lack of Support and Specialized Expertise

The director of a new supply chain solutions team needed a proven
method for evaluating and implementing projects. That meant being
able to show documented examples of its use, and evidence that it
was both scalable and repeatable. Then she would have to sell the
method throughout the organization—which would require execu-
tive references and easy, low-cost access to the method itself. Finally,
she would have to develop a team that could use the model to de-
liver early successes.

8. Mismatch Between Corporate Culture and ERP

As the ERP implementation wore on and business processes were
increasingly automated at one of the organizations, things suddenly
started to go wrong. The project leader had a pretty good idea why:
The company was organized in rigid, vertical functions that directed
AS IS practices. But the ERP system was essentially horizontal, orga-
nized by transaction flow for purchase orders, sales orders, forecasts,
master data, and so on. How could the corporate culture shift from
functional management to process management?
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9. Underutilization of Existing Technology

A vice president of administration was being pressured by her col-
leagues to replace a two-year-old transactional system with a new,
name-brand system offering advanced supply chain planning. But
the ROI analysis just wasn’t adding up. A more detailed investiga-
tion revealed that not all of the business leaders were complaining. In
fact, the vice president found a direct correlation between a business
leader’s satisfaction and the effort he or she had exerted to learn the
system. Those who were least satisfied didn’t handle implementation
very well and as a consequence were utilizing few of the available
modules. The challenge was to motivate business leaders to use ex-
isting functionality better.

10. Vaguely Defined Goals

The executive team achieved consensus that it would differentiate
the company through a strategy of operational excellence. The other
choices had been customer intimacy and product innovation. Now
that the decision was made, the team had to define—at more tactical
levels—the characteristics of an operationally excellent supply chain.

11. Impact of Mergers and Acquisitions

The executive teams from companies that had been acquired or
were purchasing others needed the acquisition to go smoothly and
yield short-term synergies. The challenge was how to leverage effi-
ciencies in material flow, technology platforms, work and information
flow, and capacity in the due diligence, integration, and stabilization
stages of the merger.

12. Mismanagement and Poor Standardization of
Business Processes

Five years after a ‘‘successful’’ ERP implementation, a company
found pieces of chaos at different levels of its organization. Fifteen
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plants opted to turn off select pieces of the system functionality in
the name of continuous improvement and leaning out their proc-
esses. Three business units independently opted to redefine how date
fields were used by customer service to promise-date orders for their
customers. Corporate logistics added a transportation optimization
tool that subordinated the promised ship date to efficient truck load.
And finally, business rules to manage planning master data were
changed, ignored, or forgotten by new employees, who did not have
the benefit of the original training.

The net result was poor delivery performance, extended order
cycle times, and seemingly routine feast-or-famine capacity mis-
matches to demand. After a disastrous performance review by the
company’s largest retail account, the executive team members finally
realized that they needed to get a handle on defining and managing
supply chain process performance . . . at their level.

13. Extension from Supply Chain to the Value Chain

One company’s operating committee issued the difficult directive to
simultaneously improve quality and reduce cost in manufacturing. It
challenged the supply chain executive with some equally difficult
improvement pairings: support the increased pace of new-product
rollouts while making material acquisition more efficient; support
increased sales productivity while making presale and postsale cus-
tomer service more effective; make global distribution more flexible
while increasing the efficiency of warehouse and transportation
costs; and implement planning for customer supply chains while im-
proving internal planning efficiency. The challenge with competi-
tive global manufacturing and sophisticated information exchange is
that the improvement pairings move beyond the four walls of the
company and include more than just supply chain processes. Execu-
tives need to define the concept of ‘‘value chain’’ processes and fig-
ure out how to improve them.
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14. Running Out of Ideas for New Improvement Projects

After five years of using the annual ‘‘brainstorming’’ technique, a
company’s Lean Sigma executive steering team concluded that cor-
porate impact on operating income had peaked. With all efforts
seemingly aimed at inventory, many project scopes were competing
for the same resources and had conflicting metric impact (supply
chain cost versus service level improvement). Projects were moving
further and further away from having legitimate strategic impact,
and the proximity of the projects still seemed to be manufacturing.
The steering team’s challenge was to more effectively and efficiently
identify and scope projects to solve more than just manufacturing
issues.

15. An Organization That Defies Effective and Efficient
Supply Chain

‘‘We’ve got five business units, six high-level profit and loss state-
ments, two headquarters, four global regions, 26 regional distribu-
tion centers, 18 plants, the requirement to implement collaborative
planning, forecasting, and replenishment with our largest accounts,
and about 5,000 active suppliers. We need a buildup to one unit
forecast that supports the corporate financial plan and a set of supply
chain plans to support the regional service levels and cost commit-
ments. How do we staff this thing?’’ There is no more to be said
about the challenge here.

Why Supply Chain Excellence?
Ultimately, one or more of these performance issues will inflict
enough pain that the enterprise takes action. The question is how
to do that without disrupting other areas where things are going
well—how to move globally as one. Put another way, how to act
like a school of sardines.

The content of the third edition of Supply Chain Excellence is
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8 Supply Chain Excellence

refined by 30 additional project experiences (now more than 90 in
total). It also has been enriched with more practices that have helped
global supply chains move as one, with special emphasis on processes
and practices in the SAP environment, including:

6 Effective integration with global supply chain strategy

6 Techniques for global organizational supply chain design

6 Effective cross-references with software tools

6 Project implementation case studies

6 Quick assessments focused solely on smaller-scale performance
analysis

As with the first and second editions, this book follows the prog-
ress of one company, Fowlers Inc., toward supply chain excellence.
It is intended as a working handbook for using SCOR (the Supply
Chain Operations Reference model) as a tool to help leaders at every
step as they undertake supply chain initiatives. It is structured on a
week-by-week project timetable, providing achievable action plans
to navigate through the steps of a SCOR project.

Specifically, each chapter focuses on a week’s worth of work
conducted in face-to-face, remote, or classroom meetings with fol-
low-up assignments (or ‘‘homework,’’ which many clients have
learned to love). Included are sample deliverables, summaries of
tasks, tables, and figures to illustrate the step-by-step processes. An
important note about Fowlers Inc.: It is not a real company, and the
Fowlers employees are not real people. Fowlers is a compilation of
circumstances found in a variety of projects. The purpose was to
provide a textbook case study that addresses the broadest range of
issues, while maintaining continuity to help readers follow the logic
of the SCOR approach from beginning to end.
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C H A P T E R 1

The Supply Chain Operations
Reference Model
> The Cross-Industry Standard for Supply Chain

Peter Bolstorff was introduced to the Supply Chain Operations Ref-
erence (SCOR) model in the fall of 1996 when he became part of a
newly formed corporate ‘‘internal consulting’’ team for Imation,
which had just been spun off from 3M. He’s been using the SCOR
model in supply chain improvement project work ever since. He
was a delegate at the first conference of the Supply Chain Council,
and has remained active in the Council, involved in the process of
improving SCOR and teaching others how to use it. In fact, the
Supply Chain Council adopted Supply Chain Excellence as the core
text for its SCOR Project implementation workshops globally.

So he’s heard all the questions. Among those most frequently
asked are these: What is the Supply Chain Council? What is SCOR?
How do I use SCOR? What is the value to my organization? How
do I learn more about SCOR?

The Supply Chain Council
The Supply Chain Council (www.supply-chain.org) is an indepen-
dent not-for-profit corporation formed in 1996 as a grassroots initia-

9
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10 Supply Chain Excellence

tive to develop a supply chain process model. Among those involved
at the start were individuals from such organizations as Bayer;
Compaq; Procter & Gamble; Lockheed Martin; Nortel; Rockwell
Semiconductor; Texas Instruments; 3M; Cargill; Pittiglio, Rabin,
Todd & McGrath (PRTM); and AMR Research, Inc. In all, 69 of
the world’s leading companies participated in the council’s founding.
Its mission today is to perpetuate use of the SCOR model through
technical development, research, education, and conference events.
By the end of 2010, the council’s technical community had released
nine subsequent versions of SCOR, providing updates to process
elements, metrics, practices, and tools. SCOR 10.0 also incorporates
a ‘‘People’’ standard for describing skills required to perform tasks
and manage processes.

The council has about 1,000 corporate members worldwide,
with chapters in Australia/New Zealand, Latin America, Greater
China, Europe, Japan, Southeast Asia, and South Africa. Member-
ship is open to any organization interested in applying and advancing
principles of supply chain management. In 2010 there were four
tiers of membership: global, standard, small business, and nonprofit.

The SCOR Framework
SCOR combines elements of business process engineering, metrics,
benchmarking, leading practices, and people skills into a single
framework. Under SCOR, supply chain management is defined as
the integrated processes of PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER,
and RETURN—from the supplier’s supplier to the customer’s
customer (Figure 1-1). The Supply Chain Council Web site, www
.supply-chain.org, has an online overview of the model that can be
viewed both by members and nonmembers.

Here’s what’s included in each of the SCOR process elements:

PLAN: Assess supply resources; aggregate and prioritize demand re-

quirements; plan inventory for distribution, production, and ma-
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The Supply Chain Operations Reference Model 11

Figure 1-1. The SCOR Framework.

Source � 1996–2011 Supply Chain Council, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Used with permission.

terial requirements; and plan rough-cut capacity for all products

and all channels.

SOURCE: Obtain, receive, inspect, hold, issue, and authorize pay-

ment for raw materials and purchased finished goods.

MAKE: Request and receive material; manufacture and test product;

package, hold, and/or release product.

DELIVER: Execute order management processes; generate quota-

tions; configure product; create and maintain customer database;

maintain product/price database; manage accounts receivable,

credits, collections, and invoicing; execute warehouse processes

including pick, pack, and configure; create customer-specific

packaging/labeling; consolidate orders; ship products; manage

transportation processes and import/export; and verify perfor-

mance.

RETURN: Defective, warranty, and excess return processing, in-

cluding authorization, scheduling, inspection, transfer, warranty

administration, receiving and verifying defective products, dispo-

sition, and replacement.
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In addition, SCOR includes a series of ENABLE elements for
each of the processes. These processes focus on management around
performance, information, policy, inventory strategy, capital assets,
transportation, physical logistic network, regulatory, and other man-
agement processes to enable the planning and execution of supply
chain activities.

SCOR spans all customer, product, and market interactions sur-
rounding sales orders, purchase orders, work orders, return authori-
zations, forecasts, and replenishment orders. It also encompasses
material movements of raw material, work-in-process, finished
goods, and return goods.

The SCOR model includes three levels of process detail. In
practice, Level 1 defines the number of supply chains, how their
performance is measured, and necessary competitive requirements.
Level 2 defines the configuration of planning and execution strategies
in material flow, using standard categories such as make-to-stock,
make-to-order, and engineer-to-order. Level 3 defines the business
processes and system functionality used to transact sales orders, pur-
chase orders, work orders, return authorizations, replenishment or-
ders, and forecasts. Level 4 process detail is not contained in SCOR
but must be defined to implement improvements and manage pro-
cesses. Advanced users of the framework have defined process detail
as far as Level 5, software configuration detail.

Value Chain Processes
In 2004, the Supply Chain Council introduced two new frame-
works that help piece together more of the detailed mosaic of enter-
prise value chains (Figure 1-2). The Customer Chain Operations
Reference (CCOR 1.0) model defines the customer part of the
value chain as the integration of PLAN, RELATE, SELL, CON-
TRACT, SERVICE, and ENABLE processes.

The Design Chain Operations Reference (DCOR 2.0) model
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Figure 1-2. Value Chain frameworks.

Source � 1996–2011 Supply Chain Council, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Used with permission.

defines the design part of the Value Chain as the integration of
PLAN, RESEARCH, DESIGN, INTEGRATE, AMEND, and
ENABLE processes.

Chapter 19 will discuss how these process models can be used
with SCOR to drive overall value chain performance improvement.

Using SCOR to Drive Supply Chain
Improvement
For all its power and flexibility, the SCOR model is still essentially
a series of definitions for processes, metrics, and leading practices.
Simply having the ‘‘dictionary’’ doesn’t do any good for a business.
To use SCOR, it is necessary to add effective change management,
problem-solving techniques, project management discipline, and
business-process engineering techniques. Supply Chain Excellence is a
handbook on how to use SCOR with a refined five-step formula
that has been tested and proven in the course of more than 100
projects on six continents, in ten languages and with six enterprise
software systems, incorporating Lean and Six Sigma, growing sales
and profits, improving inventory turns, increasing productivity, and
making customers happier.
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The phases of the Supply Chain Excellence approach, as detailed in
this third edition of the book, have been refined to support global
projects in which units operate more like small business. The refine-
ments have helped reduce the resource and time requirements to de-
velop a project list by 50 percent and have eliminated non-value-
added analysis by shifting material, work, and information flow analy-
sis to implementation. We use the same analytical tools but focus only
on the scope of each project. The refined steps are as follows:

1. Build organizational support

2. Define project scope

3. Analyze performance

4. Develop project portfolio

5. Implement projects

Build Organizational Support

Chapter 2 examines how to build organizational support for a
SCOR project. The chapter explores four important roles: the
‘‘evangelist,’’ the person in the company who has the passion, expe-
rience, and talent to lead a supply chain project; the ‘‘active execu-
tive,’’ the individual who is accountable as sponsor of a supply chain
project through modeling, influence, and leadership; the ‘‘core
steering team,’’ which has the champion role to review and approve
recommendations and ultimately lead the implementation efforts;
and the ‘‘design team,’’ which analyzes the supply chain from end
to end and assembles recommendations for change.

Define Project Scope

Chapter 3 helps to define and prioritize the organization’s supply
chains using a combination of data and strategic assessment. One of
the primary outcomes from the discovery step is a Project Charter,
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which helps define a project’s scope, approach, objectives, schedule,
milestones, deliverables, budget, organization, measures of successes,
and communication plan.

Analyze Performance

The analysis stage (Chapters 4 through 7) is where the metrics are
defined, data are collected, defects are analyzed, benchmarks are tal-
lied, and performance gaps are calculated. Frequently used SCOR
metrics include cash-to-cash cycle time, inventory days of supply,
perfect order fulfillment, order fulfillment cycle time, total supply
chain management cost, and upside supply chain flexibility. This
phase also helps the team to prioritize and balance customer metrics
with internal-facing metrics: delivery, reliability, flexibility/respon-
siveness, cost, and assets.

Develop Project Portfolio

Chapters 8 through 10 describe the analytical steps required to iden-
tify a company’s preliminary project list. Tasks in this phase include
further analysis of metric defects; conducting a brainstorming ses-
sion; using problem-solving tools such as fishbone diagrams, run
charts, and affinity grouping; and working with finance to validate
both financial and customer-service improvement commitments.

Implement Projects

Chapters 11 through 18 describe the thirteen steps necessary to im-
plement a project identified in the portfolio. Analytic techniques for
this phase include process and geographic mapping, transactional
data analysis, leading practice assessment, ‘‘staple yourself to an
order’’ interviews, storyboarding, design and test solutions, and the
final rollout to the enterprise. This section also discusses effective
supply chain strategy as a means to sustain gains and build momen-
tum for future years.
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Extend to the Greater Value Chain

Chapter 19 introduces a Value Chain Excellence project roadmap
that can be used with any combination of DCOR, CCOR, and/or
SCOR process frameworks. Although every project follows the
same five steps, the deliverables have been tweaked to accommodate
the broader scope of value chain issues, such as product develop-
ment, sales, postsale service, or engineering changes and product life
cycle management.

The Value of a SCOR Initiative
The Supply Chain Excellence approach is reliable and predictable with
respect to project duration, cost, and benefits. Implementation re-
sults across the 100-plus projects for which this approach has been
used are consistent:

6 Operating income improvement, from cost reduction and ser-
vice improvements in the initial SCOR project portfolio, av-
eraging 3 percent of total sales; depending on how your
company compares with benchmark data, it could be as high
as 4.5 percent or as low as 1.5 percent. Return on investment
of two to six times within twelve months—often with cost-
neutral quick-hit projects under way on a six-month time-
frame.

6 Full leverage of capital investment in systems, improving re-
turn on assets for fixed-asset technology investments.

6 Reduced information technology operating expenses through
reduced need for customization and improved use of standard
system functions.

6 Ongoing profit improvement of 0.5 percent to 1 percent per
year, using continuous supply chain improvement.
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C H A P T E R 2

Phase 0: Build Organizational
Support for Supply Chain
Improvement
> Finding the Tipping Point for Change

Brian Dowell called out of the blue after getting my name from a
Google search; his keywords included SCOR, Supply Chain, Met-
rics, Operational Excellence, and Value Chain. He was looking for
some direction for his company, Fowlers Inc., and had enough moti-
vation within the company to justify a visit.

We showed up a week later, and Brian, the company’s chief
operating officer, gave us a warm greeting. His introductory over-
view demonstrated Fowlers to be a well-run worldwide manufactur-
ing conglomerate with the seeds of supply chain improvement
already in place. ‘‘In fact,’’ he said proudly, ‘‘we are six months past
our SAP� go-live and have closed the books on time each month.’’
But more on that later.

The supply chain action plan had been developed at the division
level by David Able, vice president of operations in the technology
products group—one of the four operating units. He had pieced it
together with just a little background in supply chain management

17
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and a whole lot of operating pain at the global level. His efforts had
been encouraged by his boss, the division president, who had
brought the concept of more integrated global supply chain im-
provement to the attention of other executives in the company. His
last comment in most conversations on the subject went something
like, ‘‘Not all of the company is on an SAP platform and most of the
regions outside North America are not figuring out how to im-
prove.’’

They had become a self-selected ‘‘gang’’ whose common feeling
was that although David’s ideas would solve some short-term issues,
there had to be a way to solve the company’s global supply chain
problems to move as one at a more strategic level. Figure 2-1 is
Fowlers’ current organizational chart.

We began the formal meeting in the company’s boardroom, with
several executives present and a few others in teleconference from
around the world. It didn’t take much prodding to get this gang to
start sharing their thoughts.

‘‘Our products are good for a week, maybe ten days, in the

Figure 2-1. Fowlers’ executive-level organizational chart.
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store,’’ said Doris Early, president of the food products group.
‘‘We’ve got to move a lot of product around with a lot of speed.
And if regulators were to bring in the label from something we
processed six months ago, we need to be able to identify the plant,
the line, the day, and the names of everyone on the shift who pro-
duced it.’’

‘‘Our shelf life is short, but not that short,’’ added Jovan Kojcic,
David’s boss and the president of the technology products group,
from an office in Warsaw. ‘‘We also have some other things in com-
mon with the food group; we buy a lot of commodities. The prices
we pay change daily, but our customers won’t let us be so flexible.
There’s seasonality in our sales, and many new products that are
harder to forecast—all of which makes it difficult to maintain consis-
tent margins.’’ He added, ‘‘We’ve been challenged to be more flex-
ible in shorter time with less cost and minimal inventory. The
experts are telling us that we need to think about how to respond to
consumer demand—that is to say, point of sale—more effectively.’’

Arvid Westergaard, president of the durable products group,
spoke up from Sweden: ‘‘Our issues are about the rate of improve-
ment. We have tried to address the performance issues in our group
through our continuous improvement program. Four years ago, we
invested in a Lean Six Sigma program that has trained hundreds of
black, green, and yellow belts. We have been disciplined as an exec-
utive team managing the project list. We started out quickly with
most of the work directed at our manufacturing plants. In the past
year, it seems we started to run out of steam; most of our projects
now seem to be smaller and smaller in scope. They are smaller in
payback too. But we still believe there are big issues to address. So
how do we identify a more strategic list? How do we integrate sup-
ply chain improvement with Lean Six Sigma?’’

Last, Graham Morgan, the chief executive officer, added, ‘‘In
our strategic planning session cycle in January we—the business
presidents and I—asked ourselves, ‘How good is our supply chain
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strategy? What do we need to address as an executive team and what
should we delegate to the business units? It seems that our corporate
supply chain–related roles are always complaining about the business
and vice versa.’ It raised the question: How should we organize our-
selves for the future and prepare a clear strategic roadmap for supply
chain improvement?’’

The last conversation was about the SAP implementation. Girish
Naagesh, the chief information officer, started off by saying that
Fowlers’ initial SAP scope was North America. This was to be fol-
lowed by regional implementations in Europe, Asia Pacific, and
everywhere else. He also stated that he and his consulting partners
followed the basic AcceleratedSAP (ASAP) Roadmap for implemen-
tation (Figure 2-2).

This was the longest discussion of the day; it generally filtered into
three streams of dialogue. The first had to do with getting information
out of the system. Admittedly, there was a gross underinvestment in
reporting capability. That, in combination with leadership’s stub-
born demands about wanting to see the SAP report ‘‘exactly like

Figure 2-2. AcceleratedSAP Roadmap for implementation.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved. Used with permission.
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their current legacy reports,’’ left data analysts creating custom Z
reports as opposed to developing data warehouse capability. The sec-
ond stream was the frustration that some of the plants were having
around capacity planning. The unverified feedback was that the SAP
system was adding days of work on the backs of an already stressed
team. Lines were either too loaded or not loaded enough, or mate-
rial was not showing up at the right time to run the schedule, causing
unnecessary changeovers. In fact, manufacturing variances were
going up. The third stream was concern for a general increase in
inventory and decline in customer service. The embarrassing fact was cus-
tomers were calling to tell their reps about the late orders, as opposed
to the reps calling them.

It all came together as they spoke: products that have short shelf
life and short life cycles; disconnected supply chain and product
development; price-sensitive customers sold through varied and
sophisticated channels with volatility on both ends—demand and
supply; a continuous improvement program that needed to be reju-
venated; poor assimilation to SAP processes; and an organization that
needed the right focus and alignment.

The executives described how a chosen leader, David Able, had
outlined an improvement plan and its main components. They then
assigned the plan to their direct reports in other divisions to execute.

Brian wasn’t quite ready to admit this at our first meeting, but it
was clear what happened: The business-unit leaders at the next level
down thought they’d just been briefed on the latest program-of-the-
month and, still frustrated with the new system, did very little with
the strategy. To placate the executives, they did take some small
steps: they identified a few projects, assigned some green belts, and
improved a metric here or there—generally at the expense of others.
But after three months, Brian pushed Arvid, Jovan, and Doris to join
him in looking for an outside perspective. ‘‘We can’t be the only
ones with this dilemma,’’ he said.

Without realizing it, Brian had already taken a few important
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steps to ensure a successful approach. Selling supply chain manage-
ment to an organization is tough. It’s an educational sell to everyone
involved. Not only is the reality of an integrated supply chain com-
plex; everyone has his or her own preexisting ideas of what supply
chains are all about, how they fit in with operational strategy, and
what to do to fix them.

SCOR, as an industry standard, makes the sell easier because it
has gained credibility from a long list of successful case studies, but
the model can’t sell itself, and it can’t teach people who aren’t ready
to learn. That’s why any SCOR project will depend on four key
roles in the education process. These are the evangelist, an active
executive sponsor, the core members of an executive steering team,
and the analytical design team. Without these, you can’t hope for a
project’s success.

The Evangelist
As is the case with any successful SCOR application, the people who
brought SCOR to Fowlers started by educating the organization to
support the effort. Their first step was to develop an evangelist. This
is the person who is best able to learn the SCOR model; who can
sell it to upper management; who has the experience to pilot a proj-
ect and gain early results; and who can become the executive-level
project manager, charged with spreading the model throughout the
business. If nobody steps up to this role, then a SCOR-based project
probably cannot succeed.

The evangelist, who may be self-selected or appointed from
above, typically acts as project manager of the first SCOR project.

At Fowlers, David Able, vice president of operations in the tech-
nology products group, placed himself into the role of evangelist
based on his interest in supply chain integration, his diverse back-
ground, and his reputation as an effective, influential leader. He was
readily confirmed by Brian Dowell, the company’s chief operating
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officer and the man who would quickly assume the important role
of executive sponsor.

The Evangelist’s Resume

As the appointed evangelist, David Able had a portfolio of experi-
ences that would help create general understanding of the rela-
tionship between financial performance and the central factors of
organization, process, people, and technology. Over the course of
15 years at the company, he had demonstrated knowledge of ‘‘how
things work’’ and had built a strong foundation of leadership roles.
He had participated in a large-scale reengineering effort a few years
before, and so had seen the way an enterprise project works. Those
who worked for him also confirmed such important qualities as the
ability to teach, communicate, resolve conflict, and add humor at
just the right time.

Experience

The right evangelist candidate will have the following experience
on his or her resume:

Financial Responsibility and Accountability. The former means un-
derstanding the details of how cost, revenue, and assets are assembled
on a profit and loss statement and balance sheet—and all the financial
impacts in real time. The latter means being able to tell the business
story behind the numbers. Accountability also means defending ex-
ecutive critique, explaining bad news with confidence, preparing for
operations reviews, and having the ability to focus and effectively
motivate an entire organization to ‘‘hit’’ a common set of financial
goals and objectives.

Aligning Business Goals with Appropriate Strategy. Cascading goals
is the art of organizing objectives in such a way that every employee
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understands the higher levels of success and how day-to-day goals
support that success.

Setting the Organizational Learning Pace. This means developing an
atmosphere that supports team learning and fosters dialogue among
individuals, teams, and departments. In managing the performance
of individuals and departments, evangelists understand the day-to-
day effort that is required to achieve success.

Multiple Worker Roles. The evangelist will have firsthand experi-
ence in a variety of business functions that map to the SCOR Level
1 elements of PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and RE-
TURN. Leading practices in PLAN—such as sales and operations
planning, materials requirements planning, and promotional event
forecasting—can come from experiences as a demand planner, fore-
cast analyst, supply planner, and inventory analyst. Leading practices
in SOURCE and MAKE—such as Kanban, vendor-managed in-
ventory, rapid replenishment, cellular manufacturing, Six Sigma,
total quality management, ISO 9002, to name a few—can come
from experiences as a buyer, production superintendent, master pro-
duction scheduler, and engineer. Leading practices in DELIVER and
RETURN—such as available-to-promise, cross-docking, cellular
kitting and packaging, and so on—can come from experiences as a
customer service representative, transportation analyst, and supervi-
sor for shipping and receiving.

As vice president of operations for one of the operating divisions
at Fowlers, David Able had experience with a number of these areas.
In addition, his previous participation in a well-run reengineering
effort had exposed him to disciplines in four important areas neces-
sary to a supply chain improvement: process mapping, recommenda-
tions, justification, and project management.

Natural Talent. The right evangelist candidate will demonstrate
the following five talents in his or her daily work:
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1. A Talent for Teaching. This is part skill and part art. The skill
is showing employees how to perform a task, modeling the
appropriate skill, guiding them to understanding, and finally
letting them try it on their own. The art is a sixth sense that
seems to monitor everyone’s level of understanding and auto-
matically adjusts the lesson for each individual involved in a
project. The ability to generate examples or anecdotes in the
context of each individual’s understanding can separate the
great teachers from the average ones. Good evangelists are
effective storytellers.

2. A Talent for Listening. It’s important to know when to ask
clarifying questions and when not to interrupt, further build-
ing an understanding of the speaker’s point of view. For a
successful evangelist, listening and clarifying are more valu-
able than preaching.

3. A Talent for Communicating with Executives and Peers. There are
four prerequisites for effective executive communication.
The evangelist must:

6 Have earned personal and professional credibility with
members of the executive team.

6 Be a subject matter expert.

6 Be able to assemble effective executive presentations.

6 Balance formal group communications (presentations,
proposals, meetings) with informal one-on-one commu-
nications (lunch, golf, hallway, in private).

4. A Talent for Using Humor Appropriately. Every good evangelist
has a great sense of humor and can introduce comic relief at
just the right moment—whether planned or unplanned. The
evangelist doesn’t have to be the funniest person in the room;
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on a team of 15 people, there will be at least two or three
others who can be counted on to help at any time.

5. A Talent for Conflict Management Among Groups and Peers. The
constraint to successful supply chain projects does not always
lie in the technical challenges of material flow and application
architecture; it’s often in the conflicts that occur between
people. Successful evangelists can handle large-group conflicts
and individual conflicts—not by quashing them, but by con-
structively helping one side or both to move toward common
ground.

The Active Executive Sponsor
The active executive sponsor represents the leaders in the organiza-
tion who will sign off on resources needed to make the changes
happen. This person has the most to gain or lose based on the success
of the project and therefore takes on responsibility to review and
approve recommended changes as proposed by the project design
team. Behind the scenes, the executive sponsor needs to sell the
changes up to the chiefs and down to their managers, eliminate bar-
riers to progress, take ownership of the financial opportunity that
comes through improvement, and prepare the organization for im-
plementation.

As with the evangelist, picking the right person is critical. At
Fowlers, the obvious choice was Brian Dowell, the chief operating
officer and the executive with supervisory responsibility over the
directors of planning (PLAN), purchasing (SOURCE), manufactur-
ing (MAKE), logistics (DELIVER and RETURN), and customer
service. Organizational role is just one factor.

One gauge of the right executive sponsor uses the scale of ‘‘more
savings faster’’ (MF) versus ‘‘less savings later’’ (LL). The choice of
MF sounds intuitive, but there are a lot of LL executives in the
world; they behave in a manner that slows the rate of improvement
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and lengthens timeframes. The nature of a project life cycle demands
different behaviors at different times from the active executive spon-
sor. In all cases, the sponsor will be better served by MF behaviors.

Educate-for-Support Behaviors of the Active
Executive Sponsor

MF executives can look at their organizations from a process per-
spective as opposed to seeing them as a collection of individuals
grouped by a functional silo. They have experienced the power of
process improvement and understand key roles in process manage-
ment. MF executives have invested personal time learning about the
strategic value of supply chain in their respective marketplace. That’s
why they are comfortable learning new things in a public forum
regardless of rank—sometimes setting the capacity for change of the
entire organization.

MF executives accelerate the educate-for-support step of a proj-
ect (often from six months to one year) by encouraging the progress
of the evangelist as a SCOR subject matter expert and by facilitating
core team buy-in.

LL executives, when in public, seem to know everything—
whether they do or not. They depend on individual heroics to make
things better. Thus, LL executives need to be sold on the merits of
supply chain improvement.

Planning and Organizing Behaviors of the Active
Executive Sponsor

In this second step of the project life cycle, the focus is on three
essential areas: an understanding of how organizational change oc-
curs, a respect for supply chain complexity, and an effective integra-
tion of business resources. The critical output of this step is a project
charter that defines project scope, objectives, organization, benefits,
and approach. MF executives understand their sponsor role and can
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articulate a burning platform for change. They learn to look at sup-
ply chain performance needs from various perspectives such as orga-
nization, process, people, technology, and strategy. MF executives
can accelerate the discovery stage by effectively involving business
leaders and participating directly in early steps of the project design.

LL executives, on the other hand, short-circuit the discovery
work by directing efforts to focus on one or two prescribed metrics,
rather than actively engaging business teams to define scope and op-
portunity. LLs delegate learning about SCOR to subordinates rather
than understanding the basic steps of the SCOR Project Roadmap
and associated deliverables themselves.

Measures and Strategy Behaviors of the Active Executive
Sponsor

At this stage of the project life cycle, important behaviors are respect
for the schedule and fueling the fire on the platform for change.

MF executives commit themselves, their evangelists, and their
design teams to the detailed, 17-week analyze-and-design process.
This process involves two days per week for 17 weeks plus home-
work for design team members and half a day two times per month
plus homework for executive members of the steering team. The
project manager will work on the effort full time, and the MF exec-
utive sponsor will spend part of each week in oversight and review.

MF executives spend time understanding how actual, bench-
mark, and other comparative data were gathered, and they accept
the completed analysis at face value as a defined opportunity. MF
executives begin laying the groundwork for organizational change
by initiating regular communication regarding the relative opportu-
nity, the expected changes, and the approximate timing of the
project.

LLs skip design team sessions, miss some executive sponsor re-
views, and don’t put in any personal time. They discount the validity
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of the data because they don’t understand how they were gathered,
and they view the analysis as the end of the project—not the begin-
ning.

Design Solutions Behaviors of the Active Executive Sponsor

At this stage of the project life cycle, the focus is on understanding
the integrated nature of material, work, and information flow; spar-
ring with the difficulties of designing improvement; and prioritizing
change.

To this end, an MF executive sponsor will spend time each week
with the design team learning about the basic steps of producing
desired material, work, and information and then leverage this
knowledge to educate his or her other C-level peers and prepare
them for anticipated supply chain changes.

MF executives constructively challenge the design team on as-
sumptions and results, and invest time to understand the scope and
sequence of recommended changes. LL executives are only con-
cerned with the ‘‘what,’’ not with how key milestone deliverables
were built. LLs use a shotgun approach to savings by initiating all
projects at the same time and letting the strong survive.

Establishing Core Team Buy-In
Once Brian Dowell was established as the active executive sponsor,
he recruited Jovan Kojcic as the business unit sponsor; together they
affirmed David Able as the evangelist and project leader, and the
three became solely responsible for picking the rest of the people for
the steering team.

This group would bear responsibility to review and approve the
project as it progressed. The challenge was to build the right mix of
leaders who ultimately will determine the supply chain changes that
happen.

It’s a reality in any corporation that an executive steering team
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will contain some members who are not going to be helpful and
forward thinking. That’s why it was so important for Brian, David,
and Jovan to hand-select the core of this team—an elite group who
would actively power the steering team to provide constructive
oversight and help keep the project moving. Leveraging momentum
and knowledge gained in David’s earlier supply chain strategy dis-
cussions, David, Jovan, and Brian picked the steering team to
include Tadeo Morillo, president of the international group, and
Amanda Messenger, vice president of marketing and a long-time
proponent of organizational alignment. They also included Timothy
Ulrich, vice president of sales; Girish Naagesh, CIO; Jon Park, CFO;
and two executives from the technology products group, the vice
president of sales and marketing and the finance controller.

There are four important criteria for the evangelist and executive
sponsor(s) to consider as they begin assembling this core group: col-
lective experience, attitude, effective communication skills, and abil-
ity to cope well in chaos.

Collective Experience

Experience is measured individually and as a team. In either case,
important considerations when forming this group include the fol-
lowing:

Level of Authority. Effective steering teams have members at simi-
lar levels of authority within the organization who are willing to
assign resources from their own teams to the project design effort
and have earned confidence from the senior executive team.

Cross-Functional Relationships. An effective steering team member
has built relationships over time instead of leaving a trail of ‘‘my way
or the highway’’ casualties. The best contributors have a sense of
how the whole business works and have developed cooperative rela-
tionships with other functional leaders.
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Knowledge Contribution. Depth of historical perspective is impor-
tant—not only of the business process evolution but also of the orga-
nizational response to change. This perspective can be both good
and bad; the right steering team members can balance their applica-
tion of knowledge with the occasionally unavoidable attitude of
‘‘we’ve tried that before.’’

Attitude

Steering team members don’t have to go through a battery of psy-
chological tests to determine whether they have the right attitude,
but they should pass three simple ones. First, they should be immune
to the ‘‘not invented here’’ syndrome. Second, they should have a
controlled and adaptable style of communication. Third, they should
be effective learners.

Effective Communication Skills

An effective steering team sets the learning pace of a SCOR project
by dictating the effectiveness of the learning environment. It is de-
liberate about expectations and spells out exactly the type and fre-
quency of feedback it needs to help keep the project moving. The
most valued feedback can be categorized as critique, opinion, or
clarifying dialogue (team learning). Effective critique assumes that
the steering team members understand the material under review,
have assembled a list of checking questions for the design team, and
are comfortable exploring the logic to check the integrity of the
work. Opinion is reserved for forks in the road at which decisions
must be made to go forward with the project. Opinion is rendered
only after initial dialogue and critique. Clarifying dialogue is as sim-
ple as asking questions and discussing work both spontaneously and
at planned reviews. The objective is simply to understand the design
team’s point of view with an open mind.
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Ability to Cope Well in Chaos

Many leaders in industry suggest that the closer an organization can
get to the edge of chaos without going over, the more it will thrive
in today’s business environment. Let’s not kid ourselves; moving
toward the edge of chaos is stressful, so steering team members need
an intuitive feel for how close is too close. Process thinking helps
set the appropriate distance from the edge. Process thinkers look at
performance as the result of the interaction of process steps. They
look at an organization from a systems point of view. They can artic-
ulate the basic relationships between the supplier inputs (capital,
human resources, raw materials), the organization (business processes
and functions), the customer (who buys products and services), the
competitors (who compete for supplies and customers), and other
factors that touch the system. The alternative to a process thinker is
a functional thinker who stakes out some territory, builds a big wall,
and shuts out the rest of the world. This silo behavior is, at some
level, an attempt to avoid chaos, and it is one of the first big changes
to be addressed in a SCOR project.

The Fowlers core team rounded out the short list for an execu-
tive steering team to include Jon Park, chief financial officer; Tim
Ulrich, vice president of sales; and Girish Naagesh, chief information
officer.

Picking the Project Design Team
Once the steering team was in place, its first official duty was to
pick the right project design team, the group of people who would
ultimately spend time analyzing supply chain issues and assembling
recommendations for change. As is the case with every other sig-
nificant initiative, the obvious guideline was to pick ‘‘the best and
brightest.’’ Experience has proven that four additional factors equally
contribute to the quality of project output: problem-solving experi-
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ence, personality factors, dedication/discipline to task, and access to
data.

Problem-Solving Experience

Design teams that have at least one black belt or green belt take the
analysis deeper and faster at each project phase than do those without
such training. Real experience with certain Lean Six Sigma disci-
plines will help the team pinpoint root causes of problems, identify
effective solutions, and more accurately predict the value of and con-
fidence in improvement recommendations. Particularly useful disci-
plines include value stream analysis and eliminating the eight areas
of waste; Kano, voice of the customer, and force field analyses; cal-
culating cost of poor quality; putting together data collection plans;
calculating process sigma levels; using data analysis tools such as Par-
eto and run charts, histograms, and scatter plots; and using process
analysis tools such as SIPOC (suppliers-inputs-process-outputs-
customers), value stream, and cross-functional maps.

Personality Factors

There seem to be four personality factors to consider when picking
individuals for the project design team. The first scale contrasts facts
and feelings. The facts side of the scale describes people who prefer to
look just at the numbers and let the data do the ‘‘talking,’’ whereas
the feelings side describes people who look only at the human factors
of change. The second scale contrasts details and vision. The details
side of the scale describes people who look at situations from the
‘‘ground up’’; they come to conclusions by putting the pieces to-
gether. The vision people look at the whole, the big picture, and
come to their conclusions by looking at the trends. The third scale
contrasts introvert and extrovert. The introvert side of the scale describes
people who ‘‘think inside’’ and stereotypically are the quiet ones in
groups. The extrovert side of the scale describes people who ‘‘think
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out loud’’ and, right or wrong, will refine their hypotheses in public
and can sway a group through verbal skills. Introverts gain energy
with individual down time, whereas extroverts gain energy in the
group. The fourth scale is focused on degree of organization. This
scale contrasts the unorganized on the one side with the highly orga-
nized on the other.

Although these personality factors may seem trivial, considering
the right mix of people on the team can help avoid two common
pitfalls. The first we’ll call the Loud Lead. Characterized by feelings,
vision, extroverts, and low organization, this team talks a good game
but will likely not have the details to stand up to executive scrutiny
at the end. We’ll call the second pitfall Analysis Paralysis. Character-
ized by facts, details, introverts, and high organization, this team always
needs more data and often freezes when confronted with executive
teams who want a recommendation or decision.

Dedication: Discipline to Tasks

There was a sign that hung in a colleague’s office that read, ‘‘The
reward for good work is more work.’’ As you will come to appreci-
ate, each deliverable in a Supply Chain Excellence project helps make
a decision; each decision then becomes a part of the next deliverable
and so on until the end. It’s like learning algebra (I can hear you
groaning): You need to understand multiplying and dividing frac-
tions before you can begin to simplify algebraic expressions; if you
don’t do your homework, it’s difficult to move ahead. Likewise, if
the team doesn’t complete its project homework, it will be ill pre-
pared to make the next decision.

Access to Data

The last thing to consider in selecting your team is access to data.
Although this one is fairly self-descriptive, there are several nuances
to consider. The first nuance is in regard to data. During each phase
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of the project, different ‘‘cubes’’ or ‘‘tables’’ will be queried from
your information system in an attempt to extract data. This may be
in the form of extracts from the production system, a data ware-
house, or standard reports. The second nuance is in regard to access.
Team members who have access directly or indirectly to the data
versus having to submit a data request generally progress faster and
more reliably. The third nuance is in regard to analysis. Team mem-
bers who have knowledge and skill with applications such as Micro-
soft Excel and Access and Minitab, which allow them to summarize,
segment, and otherwise study data, progress faster and more effec-
tively than team members who don’t.

Considering each of the four factors, Fowlers assembled the proj-
ect design team. It consisted of the following:

6 Director, Logistics

6 Director, Customer Service

6 Director, Manufacturing

6 Director, Purchasing

6 Director, Planning

6 Vice President of Sales and Marketing—Food Products Group

6 Corporate Controller

6 Director, Applications

6 David Able—Project Manager

6 SCOR Coach
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C H A P T E R 3

Phase 1: Define Project Scope
> Planning and Organizing a Supply Chain Excellence Initiative

Understanding the business reasons for a project and then properly
defining its scope are critical steps to a successful launch. The Fowl-
ers executive team had already provided the ‘‘go’’ decision during
an on-site briefing on March 11; now the members wanted to know
who, what, when, how, and, of course, how much. During the on-
site visit the SCOR coach, Brian, Jovan, and David organized web-
based conference calls for the week of April 18, which would be
used to review Phase 1 deliverables in preparation for the targeted
April 25 project kickoff. There are three primary deliverables for
Phase 1: (1) the business context summary, (2) a supply chain defini-
tion matrix, and (3) an approved project charter. A fourth deliverable
in the first week of active project planning is to assemble a complete
presentation of information to be used in the project kickoff
meeting.

The Business Context Summary
This deliverable is not raw research. It merely collates existing infor-
mation into a simple reference source for the duration of the project.
Most often, the project leader can assemble this in a few hours. To
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make it easy, start with a checklist of information that needs to be
reviewed and summarized to gain a full understanding of (and ap-
preciation for) the business context for supply chain improvement.
This information sets the strategic backdrop for supply chain focus
and ultimate project scope.

Just as important, though, are the soft benefits of working through
the checklist. Involving the business leaders in this process allows them
to help set the agenda for the company’s supply chain. Getting these
important people engaged in the earliest stages of a project has untold
value in the change management challenge that all companies face.
Understanding their problems, asking for their point of view, and ac-
knowledging their good work goes a long way toward positioning the
supply chain as ‘‘our thing’’ versus ‘‘a corporate thing.’’

Assembling the business context summary involves several tech-
niques, including interviewing key stakeholders; scouring the com-
pany’s Web site and 10K earnings reports; reviewing existing business
plans as found in the annual report or any other big-picture document;
locating and reviewing competitive analyses that have been conducted
internally or by any external entity; and checking out the reviews of
financial analysts readily available on such Web sites as hoovers.com,
forbes.com, marketguide.com, and reuters.com.

Why all the emphasis on public documents and financial state-
ments? Because the important step you’re taking is to create the
often-overlooked connection between the company’s operations
and the real-world business goals as defined by the people who hold
the purse strings. There’s always a temptation to dismiss investors
and bean counters as being out of touch and unrealistic in their de-
mands, but by understanding their goals and creating a bridge to
operations, you can establish the basis for high performance at all
levels over the long term.

There are four categories of information that make up a business
context summary: (1) strategic background, (2) financial perfor-
mance, (3) internal profile, and (4) external profile.
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Strategic Background

Strategic background summarizes the business and its supply chain
performance status in a competitive environment relative to com-
petitors.

A business description is the first component of the strategic back-
ground. It describes the enterprise, its businesses, and a high-level
view of the competitive landscape. It’s the kind of information that
managers should be able to develop off the top of their heads, or by
drawing from the dozens of such descriptions that probably reside in
brochures, memos, and written documents throughout the organi-
zation.

A strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats (SWOT) analysis
is another source of information that describes the relationship be-
tween the enterprise and its marketplace. First, it outlines where the
company surpasses direct competitors and where it falls short. Then
it projects ways in which it might grow and ways in which it is most
likely to be overtaken by competition. On its surface, the SWOT
analysis is a simple, four-point document, but for large or diversified
organizations, this can become an intricate document with informa-
tion on each major product or served market.

Another piece of the strategic background is a value proposition
statement, which describes the competitive value of a business from
the customer’s point of view. Inherent in a good value proposition
is an intimate understanding of the business requirements of each
major customer or customer segment.

For example, a company such as Procter & Gamble—with a
broad range of consumer products sold primarily through large re-
tailers—might view its relationship with Wal-Mart as deserving its
own value proposition, owing to Wal-Mart’s particular requirements
of suppliers. At another level, it might include Wal-Mart in a ‘‘large
retailer’’ value proposition while developing a separate value propo-
sition for its network of distributors that serve grocery chains and
small retailers.
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Common requirements in a value proposition statement are
price, product quality, technical innovation, customized packaging,
delivery reliability, order lead time, strategic relationship, and value-
added services such as inventory management. Customer value
propositions are commonly found directly or indirectly in contracts
or service-level agreements.

The last important components of the strategic background doc-
ument are critical success factors and critical business issues.

Critical success factors describe three to five variables most central
to an organization’s success. Success is defined as thriving—not
merely surviving.

Supply Chain Operations Reference defines the following as
critical success factors in supply chain performance: delivery reliabil-
ity, flexibility and responsiveness, supply chain cost, and effective
asset management.

Critical business issues describe how well an organization stacks up
against the competition for each of these factors. In each category,
the comparative performance level will be rated as disadvantage, par-
ity, advantage, or superior. Sources for these perspectives are not
standardized. Good places to look for ratings include annual business
plans, quarterly business reviews, annual reports, analyst web casts,
10K reports, and regular company communications.

Fowlers Inc. Strategic Background

Here are highlights of the strategic background for Fowlers from the business context
summary developed by the core team.

Business Description
Fowlers Inc. is a billion-dollar conglomerate with worldwide leadership in three busi-
nesses: food processing (food products group), optical technology products (technology
products group), and business services (durable products group).

Fowlers’ food products group is a leading North American supplier of premium fresh
and frozen meat products and management services to the food service, retail,
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online retail, and government sectors. Customers include SuperValu, Wal-Mart, Ara-
mark, Simon Delivers, and thousands of independent grocers and specialty restaurants.

Fowlers’ technology products group is one of the world’s largest independent suppliers
of optical storage products and services such as CD-ROM replication, CD-read and
CD-write media, title fulfillment and distribution services, and optical drives. Customers
include retail leaders such as Wal-Mart and Target, and category leaders such as Best Buy
and Office Depot. Fowlers is also a major supplier to original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) for the personal computer market. Customers include HP, Dell, and Apple.

Fowlers’ durable products group was formed by acquiring one of the fastest-growing
suppliers of business services, providing personalized apparel, office supplies, and promo-
tional products to more than 14,000 companies and a million individual wearers. By
using a dealer franchise as the route delivery mechanism, Fowlers’ durable products
group has gained a competitive edge by being both knowledgeable and responsive to
individual customers in the markets it serves.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths

6 Superior product quality in the food products group and technology products
group.

6 Low-cost manufacturer status in the technology products group existed before out-
sourcing several key items in the product line.

6 The durable products group is perceived as the most responsive in its chosen geo-
graphic markets, often delivering products and services on the same day as ordered.

6 The food products group has a reputation for superior delivery performance, miti-
gating criticism of its premium prices in a commodity marketplace.

6 The company’s growth in durable goods exceeded expectations.

Weaknesses

6 Lack of organization-wide assimilation of SAP functionalities.

6 Delivery performance is inconsistent, especially in the technology products group.
Customer complaints in this market are especially high. Because the market visibil-
ity is so high, Fowlers is developing a reputation in customers’ eyes as being tough
to do business with (hard to place an order with, incomplete and incorrect product
shipments, inaccurate pricing, poor order status capability, and so on). This is nega-
tively affecting overall satisfaction ratings.

6 Operating income of the food and technical product groups is eroding because of
price pressure and a too-flat cost-reduction slope.

6 High indirect purchasing costs, despite lower cost of sales.
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6 The rate of cost increase for customer service is significantly higher than the rate of
sales growth.

6 Despite sales growth, Fowlers’ stock price has taken a hit because of five quarters
of poor profit-after-taxes and a bloating cash-to-cash cycle. Analyst criticism fo-
cuses on the inability to effectively manage return on assets and integrate profit
potential of the business services acquisition.

Opportunities

6 Leverage commodity buys across all product groups to improve gross profit.

6 Increase effectiveness and efficiency of order fulfillment to improve customer satis-
faction and reduce rate of spending on indirect goods and services (those that don’t
add value to the product being produced).

6 Develop more advanced knowledge management capability to add financial value
to customers beyond simple price cutting.

6 Accelerate market share in the durable products group by introducing an online
catalogue for its end customers.

6 Leverage cost-to-manufacture leadership in the technology products group to in-
crease profits.

6 Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of SAP utilization.

Threats

6 Key competitors in the food products group are buying their way into the market-
place with a ‘‘lowest list price’’ strategy.

6 Although the overall market for the technology products group has been in a pe-
riod of decline, the group’s market share is declining even faster; customer satisfac-
tion scores put this group in the lowest quartile of performance.

6 Price point in the technology products group is getting too low to meet profit
targets with the current cost structure.

6 Established catalogue apparel companies are potential competitors to the online
sales channel being introduced this quarter.

Value Proposition
6 The Fowlers Inc. corporate value proposition is summarized by profitable growth

as the preferred supplier of customers in targeted markets, driven by exceeding
customer requirements.

Critical Success Factors
6 Maintaining revenue contribution by increasing the share of the food products

group in existing markets.
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6 Driving revenue growth by introducing durable products in the direct-to-consumer
market and capturing targeted share.

6 Achieving overall revenue growth for current year, targeted at 10 percent, and
achieving targeted after-tax profit of 7 percent.

6 Maintaining an image as technical leader in the technology products and food prod-
ucts groups, while improving overall return on assets and aggressively driving cost
out of operations.

6 Improving overall cash-to-cash position.

6 Optimizing the utilization of SAP modules.

6 Effectively integrating assets of the new durable products acquisition.

Critical Business Issues
6 Customer satisfaction from all channels in the technology products group is nega-

tively affecting sales.

6 Profits are disappearing from the technology and food products groups because of
higher direct and indirect costs.

6 Revenue is targeted to grow to $1.02 billion, but actual projection after nine
months is $1 billion.

6 The durable products group integration of online capability is behind schedule.

6 Inventory and receivables are expanding, seemingly uncontrollably.

6 Key customers in the food products group are leaving on the basis of price-only
criteria.

Financial Performance

Finding information about a publicly traded company’s financial
health is as easy as knowing the stock symbol and logging on to
hoovers.com. There you can find all the ratio statistics, share price
analyses, profit reports, and cash flow data necessary to paint the
relative financial picture of a company.

To complete a current-state summary, you’ll need information
about income and cash position. The income statement contains
revenue, cost, and profit data. The balance sheet looks at the right-
now cash position by documenting assets and liabilities, including
inventory.

In the business context document, profit is considered three ways,
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and each will eventually have its place in planning a supply chain
project.

1. Gross Margin. Revenue less the cost of goods sold. This pic-
ture of profit is usually stated as a percent of total revenue.

2. Operating Margin (also referred to as operating income). Gross
margin less the costs of sales and administration. In effect, it’s
the gross margin with all indirect costs removed. It, too, is
usually represented as a percent of total revenue.

3. Economic Profit. Operating margin less taxes and interest ex-
pense. The interest expense is affected by the amount of cash
tied up in the business through inventory, receivables, and
payables.

By using these industry standards for developing your profit pic-
ture, you’ll gain a better understanding of how your business fits into
its competitive environment—an important piece of the business
context summary.

Internal Profile

The internal profile summarizes the physical aspects of the company
as well as other performance measures that influence results. The
first physical aspect is the organization chart. In a publicly held com-
pany, you can find this at the top level—usually down to the man-
agement of operating units or divisions—in the executive profile
section of a corporate-reporting Web site such as hoovers.com.
Many companies also share this information, including names, titles,
and brief biographies, on their own Web sites. Good starting places
for this hunt are the ‘‘investor relations’’ or ‘‘about the company’’
sections of the Web site.

The second physical aspect of the internal profile is identification
of all locations where the company has operations, including manufac-
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turing sites, warehouses, call centers, technical service centers, return
locations, headquarters, and all contract locations, in cases in which
these functions are outsourced. This usually takes some work to col-
lect; good sources for this information are the human resources de-
partment, the information technology department, the purchasing
department, and accounting.

The third physical aspect of the internal business context is a
picture of how the organization is set up to plan, manage, and execute
key performance measures or indicators. For example, Fowlers’ or-
ganization chart in Chapter 2 (Figure 2-1) reflects that sales, opera-
tions, and finance are controlled at both the corporate level and the
business unit level. Note that the chief operating officer is at the
same hierarchical level as the product group presidents, and that cor-
porate directors have potential for conflict with the vice presidents
of operations in each product group.

Most companies have such intricacies built into their reporting
structures, and it can lead to overly complicated supply chains and
delays in making improvements, as politics of control get in the way.

Fowlers’ physical locations contain similar quirks. Each product
group manages its own manufacturing locations, but the distribution
locations are a mix—some are managed by a product group, and
others are managed at the corporate level, demonstrating previous
efforts to manage efficiency.

A final element of the internal profile is how success is measured.
At Fowlers, the project team discovered five key performance indi-
cators that were on the business team’s dashboard:

1. Unit Cost

2. Line Item Fill Rate

3. Operating Income

4. Revenue

5. Backorders
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External Profile

The external profile lists customers and suppliers in the context of
groups that have significant impact on your supply chain. To keep it
simple, a customer group is most easily defined by revenue reporting
groups. Often these revenue categories are established by business
model (i.e., direct-to-consumer, retail, distributor, and OEM).

Likewise, a supplier group is often defined by a major commod-
ity type, such as packaging; tooling; process materials; maintenance,
repair, and operations; value-added service; and so on. In both cases,
use the 80/20 rule to list the largest customers and suppliers within
each group—the 20 percent who get 80 percent of your revenue
and material spend.

In Fowlers’ case, the customer profile summary yielded seven
market/customer channels across all of the product groups:

1. Retail markets, including mass merchant and category killer

2. Distributor/wholesaler markets

3. Direct-to-consumer markets

4. OEM/key account customers

5. U.S. government

6. Home delivery/route sales markets

7. International markets

Fowlers’ key supplier profile included raw material commodity
types of resins, packaging, electronic components, live produce, hard
goods, and apparel. In addition, the supply base included several
contract manufacturers that supply apparel, optical media, precooked
food, and computer hardware.

The Supply Chain Definition Matrix

Up to this point in the discovery process, the emphasis has been on
gathering background pieces of contextual information. Now is the
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time when the team needs to develop a consensus on how the com-
pany’s supply chains are defined—a key to defining the project’s
scope.

In most cases, a supply chain is defined by a combination of
product, customer, and geography. It can also include financial re-
porting and other factors. To create its definition, the team must take
into account all points of view and prioritize the importance of each.

Using a supply chain definition matrix can help. (See Table 3-1
for an example of Fowlers’ supply chain definition matrix.) The fi-
nancial reporting hierarchy can help identify ‘‘major’’ geographies of
the world. For example, if a company has profit-and-loss reports for
Europe, Latin America, the Far East, North America, and Japan,
then start with five matrices. To start, choose the geography that
either has the most sales or serves as the location of the corporate
headquarters.

The columns of each matrix represent demand including mar-
kets, customers, and/or channels. To build the columns on your first
matrix, look at how sales regions are tracked, market channels are
organized, and/or customers are segmented. Adding the revenue in
each column should yield total revenue for geography represented

Table 3-1. Fowlers’ supply chain definition matrix.

Fowlers
North

America

Retail Markets Distributor
Markets

Direct-to-
Consumer
Markets

OEM and Key
Accounts

Government Home
Delivery

International

Food 
Products

X X X

Technology
Products

X X Developing X X X

Durable
Products

X X X

Customer/Market Channels
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in the matrix. The lowest level of detail in a column can be an
‘‘invoiceable’’ customer ship-to address.

The rows in the matrix focus on supply, including business lines
or products; indirectly the rows address locations (manufacturing and
distribution) and suppliers. To build the rows, start with the highest
level of business lines or product families or groups. The lowest level
of detail in a row is a stock keeping unit (SKU); the rows should
total your costs. There may be disconnects between how financial
costs are aggregated versus how product families are aggregated. This
has been a challenge in nearly every project; the use of more sophis-
ticated data warehouse applications has started to make data more
accessible.

Most companies are in the habit of defining their supply chains
from a product cost perspective—solely by product and financial
definitions, regardless of the customer. They worry about how the
product is made, what suppliers are involved, and where the reve-
nues and earnings are credited, but they often don’t view a supply
chain from the customer point of view. This can potentially derail a
project’s success. First, customer requirements are key factors that
drive supply chain performance; although the gross margin may look
good, the net profit might suffer because of high indirect costs to
serve. Second, manufacturers are often indiscriminate about what
items of the total product line should be available to a particular
customer segment. Third, with a product-only view, supply chain
costs can evolve to support the delivery requirements of the most
aggressive customers—meaning the manufacturer provides superior
delivery performance even where it is not needed or valued.

At Fowlers, the number of supply chains could be viewed in
more than one way. If defined by product, the company would
have three supply chains: food, technology, and durable products.
If defined by market or customer channel, there would be seven
supply chains: retail/mass merchant, distributor/wholesaler, direct-
to-consumer, OEM, U.S. government, home delivery/route sales,
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and international. Fowlers could also define supply chain by geogra-
phy, in which case there would be two: international and North
America. Last, and the preferred view, Fowlers could say there are
eleven mature supply chains as defined by customer and product
(count the X’s in Table 3-1) with one developing supply chain.

The next step is to collect data for each supply chain in order to
help the team determine a project scope. The mantra Think big, act
small, and scale fast works here. The idea is to pick supply chains for
the analytical scope that would be representative of the rest. It is
important to understand supply chain performance at a detailed
level; knowing more about less and then applying knowledge to the
broad implementation scenarios is a good rule of thumb.

Common data elements include revenue (units and $), profit ($
and % margin), inventory (units and $), number of SKUs, and strate-
gic importance. Between the business context document, critical
success factors, critical business issues, the definition matrix, and the
data, a project scope generally is readily apparent. If not, the project
sponsor and steering team become the ultimate decision-makers on
scope. By using its data and some good sparring, the Fowlers core
team narrowed the scope for its supply chain project to six supply
chains as defined by the U.S. sales of technology products and food
products:

Food Products

6 U.S. Retail Markets

6 U.S. Distributor Markets

6 U.S. Direct-to-Consumer Markets

6 U.S. Government

Technology Products

6 U.S. Retail Markets

6 U.S. OEM—Key Accounts
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Now, with the four basic components of a business context sum-
mary complete—strategic background, financial performance, inter-
nal profile, and external profile—the team was able to move ahead
to the project charter.

The Project Charter
The project charter is created during this phase to establish a com-
plete understanding of the project’s scope and objectives. The docu-
ment helps to align assumptions and expectations among executive
sponsors, stakeholders, and team members. The page most project
members jump to first is the schedule.

On the schedule, there are three project delivery formats.

Format 1. Two days of classroom each week, focused on specific
deliverables to be completed as ‘‘homework’’ before the next ses-
sion.

Format 2. This completes the same deliverables in the same
elapsed time, but the classroom sessions are organized by phase
rather than week. Figure 3-1 illustrates an alternative Fowlers sched-
ule using the ‘‘by phase’’ approach. This utilizes three days of
classroom work followed by two weeks of time to complete the
deliverables. This approach makes more productive use of teams
with members who must travel (domestically) as part of the project.
Until 2009, this was the most frequently used schedule and still is
the one recommended for larger and more complex companies.

Format 3 (which was used to outline this third edition of Supply
Chain Excellence). This is for global business units in smaller regions
and for small businesses. It utilizes a remote meeting schedule—with
such teleconferencing platforms as GoToMeeting, Cisco, or Micro-
soft Office Communicator or Lync—to collect data, followed by a
week on-site to develop the project portfolio, with implementation
to proceed as normal (Figure 3-2). This option reduces the resource
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Figure 3-1. Project schedule by phase.

Schedule by Phase Classroom DateselbarevileD

Supply Chain Excellence Overview with 
wide audience

February 7, 2011
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1102,12hcraMpohskroWnoitatnemelpmIROCS

dedeeNsAsgnifeirBlanoitazinagrO
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Business Context Summary

Supply Chain Definition Matrix (with data)

Project Charter

Metric Definitions and Data Collection Plan

Defect Data Collection Plan

Defect Analysis

Industry Comparison

Competitive Requirements

Benchmark Data

Preliminary Scorecard

Scorecard Gap Analysis

Phase 0

Build Organizational Support

February 1 to May 1, 2011

Phase 1

Define Project Scope

May 1 to June 7, 2011

May 2, 3, and 4, 2011
May 23, 24, 25, 2011

Phase 2

Analyze Performance

Staple Yourself to an Order Interviews

AS IS Process Diagram

Defect Analysis Part 2

Brainstorm Event and Documentation

Preliminary Project Portfolio

Opportunity Analysis
Assemble and Approve Implementation 
Project Charters
September 1, 2011, to August 31, 2012

Kickoff Projects

Develop Performance Baselines for Metrics

Conduct Level 3 and 4 Process Gap 
Analysis
Conduct Leading Practice Assessment

Develop TO BE Process Blueprint

Assemble Solution Storyboard

Approve Solution Design

Build and Test Solution

Pilot and Verify Solution - Twice

Define Process Control Measures

Rollout to Project Scope

Rollout to Enterprise

Phase 3

Develop Project Portfolio

June 7 to July 22, 2011

June 13, 14, and 15, 2011
July 5, 6, and 7, 2011

Phase 4

Implement Projects

August 15, 16, and 17, 2011

September 1, 2011, to
August 31, 2012
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Figure 3-2. Project schedule for global, remote, and/or small business units.

Schedule for Global and Small 

Business Applications
Classroom DatesDeliverable
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Business Context Summary

Supply Chain Definition Matrix (with data)

Project Charter

Kickoff

Metric Definitions and Data Collection Plan

Defect Data Collection Plan

Defect Analysis

Industry Comparison

Competitive Requirements

Benchmark Data

Preliminary Scorecard

Scorecard Gap Analysis
IDEALLY DEDICATED ON-SITE
Staple Yourself  to an Order Interviews
IDEALLY DEDICATED ON-SITE
AS IS Process Diagram

OPTIONAL
AS IS Process Diagram
Defect Analysis Part 2

Brainstorm Event and Documentation

Preliminary Project Portfolio

Opportunity Analysis
Assemble and Approve Implementation 
Project Charters
Prioritize Implementation Projects

Kickoff  Projects
Develop Performance Baselines
for Metrics
Conduct Level 3 and 4 Process
Gap Analysis

Conduct Leading Practice Assessment

Develop TO BE Process Blueprint

Assemble Solution Storyboard

Approve Solution Design

Build and Test Solution

Pilot and Verify Solution--Twice

Define Process Control Measures

Rollout to Project Scope

Rollout to Enterprise

Phase 3

Develop Project Portfolio

July 11 to August 1, 2011

On-Site

July 11 to  15, 2011

Phase 4

Implement Projects

August 1, 2011, to July 31, 2012

Combination On-Site and
Remote Management

August 1, 2011, to
July 31, 2012

On-Site

June 13 to 17, 2011

Phase 2

Analyze Performance

Phase 0

Build Organizational Support

February 1 to May 1, 2011

Phase 1

Define Project Scope

May 1 to July 1, 2011

Remote Web-Based Meetings

April 18
April 25

May 2
May 9

May 16
May 23
May 30
June 6
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requirements by about 50 percent through to portfolio develop-
ment, but increases difficulty building broad awareness and support
for the initiative. In both formats 2 and 3, the majority of material,
work, and information flow analyses have moved to implementation
so that only those processes scoped in the projects are analyzed. The
exception is the staple-yourself interviews needed to assemble the
SCOR AS IS process diagram. In Format 3, there are two options
to document the AS IS. The first dedicates a week in advance of the
brainstorm event; this allows for more thorough understanding of
the process and truly walks the path of the transaction. The second
option is to spend a day going through the build of the SCOR AS
IS process diagram during the brainstorm week. Essentially, all par-
ties are brought into a conference room and the diagram is created
interactively.

The second-most popular page that people turn to in the charter
is the one defining roles and responsibilities. Other important compo-
nents of the project charter are scope; business and project objec-
tives; methodology; deliverables; risks and dependencies; budget;
organization chart; stakeholder expectations; benchmarks; benefit
analysis; critical success factors; and communication plan. Fowlers’
entire project charter is included as the Appendix.
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C H A P T E R 4

Phase 2: Analyze Performance
> April 18 and 25: Project Kickoff and SCOR Metrics

The theme for this phase is analysis. The candidate list includes the
SCOR metrics, performance defects, benchmarks, and ‘‘staple your-
self to an order’’ interviews. The key outputs are a scorecard, a set
of competitive requirements prioritized by market, and the AS IS
SCOR Level 3 process diagram. To kick things off, we start with a
kickoff ! For the Fowlers team, the kickoff would be a combination
of an on-site at the world headquarters in North America and a
video conference for international team members congregating at
their regional offices. The time zone was the biggest challenge, as
team members included Europe, Asia, and North America. The
team decided that two kickoff meetings were necessary because Eu-
rope was seven hours ahead of central standard time and China was
fourteen hours ahead.

The Project Kickoff
There are two ingredients for a great kickoff. First, all the right
people have to be a part of it. The audience should include all
resources participating on the project, including the steering team,
active executive sponsor, project manager, design team, and ex-

55
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tended team. If in doubt about a particular person or group, extend
the invitation. Providing the big picture to anyone who might
participate in the project makes his or her support in gathering
details more productive.

At Fowlers Inc., executive sponsors Brian Dowell and Jovan
Kojcic invited the seven-member steering team and ten-member
design team as identified on the project charter. They also invited
extended team resources from information technology, finance, and
site operations. In all, 36 people were on the list.

The second ingredient to a great kickoff is having the right mate-
rials presented by the right people. The most popular and effective
agenda organizes the content into three basic chunks:

1. Setting the strategic context for supply chain improvement,
delivered by the executive sponsor(s);

2. Providing a high-level overview of how Supply Chain Oper-
ations Reference (SCOR) works, delivered by the coach;

3. Summarizing critical elements of the project charter, deliv-
ered by the project manager.

To prepare for the kickoff, Brian Dowell and Jovan Kojcic pre-
pared ‘‘state of the business’’ summaries highlighting the issues re-
lated to both Fowlers’ and its technology products group’s supply
chain improvement. Their presentations summarized business plans,
strategy, critical success factors, critical business issues, and expecta-
tions with regard to supply chain improvement.

The coach prepared the SCOR overview presentation. It pro-
vided the big picture of the SCOR Framework, highlighted the
Supply Chain Excellence project roadmap, and gave examples of the
deliverables that individuals across the design and extended teams
would be asked to produce in the coming weeks.
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Finally, David Able prepared key points from the approved proj-
ect charter, emphasizing the thing most people were interested in—
the schedule. He allowed time for everyone to synchronize their
own calendars to the rhythm of the project as outlined in the project
charter. There was a big sigh of relief that not all weeks were travel
weeks and that the meetings would be rotated among geographic
locations. A side benefit of this approach would be to help the team
understand regional supply chain challenges and develop more effec-
tive relationships. In addition to the schedule, the kickoff provided
the opportunity to set remaining stakeholder interviews left over
from Phase 1. These would be incorporated into a revised project
charter, in the stakeholder expectations section.

Mixing the three ingredients—the business context for supply
chain improvement, the SCOR education, and key points of the
project charter—built a powerful shared vision of the pace of the
project. It aligned expectations for deliverables and outlined the ef-
fort required for the various project roles.

Picking a Balanced Set of Supply Chain Metrics
With the kickoff meetings complete during the week of April 18,
the real work begins. Typically, the only people online or in the
room for the next session are the project manager, coach, and design
team; 10 p.m. central standard time seemed to be the best slot for
this first design team meeting. The team agreed that one of the three
geographies would be inconvenienced each week and that the bur-
den would be rotated. The team selected an online web-conference
platform for remote meetings, allowing all to share content from the
computer, see a presenter’s material, and use Voice over IP (VoIP)
to minimize phone bills. The primary order of business is to select
the appropriate metrics from the SCOR 10.0 Level 1 Strategic Met-
ric list (Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-1. SCOR Level 1 Strategic Metrics.

Source � 1996–2011 Supply Chain Council, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Used with permission.

There are three common approaches to selecting the right mix
of metrics. The first is to educate the team on the pure SCOR defi-
nition, calculation, and collection requirements using Section 2 of
the SCOR 10.0 manual. The team can then contrast the SCOR
ideal with its current metrics and ultimately achieve consensus on
inclusion, exclusion, or modification.

A second approach is to use the generic (non-Fowlers) guides
provided by Tables 4-1 through 4-9, where the SCOR 10.0 defini-
tions are compared to practical calculation components built from
multiple project experiences.
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Table 4-1. Perfect Line Fulfillment. Also called Line Item On Time and In Full.

Perfect Line Fulfillment is not an official SCOR 10.0 metric. In practice
this measure mimics the definition of Perfect Order Fulfillment but judges
good or bad at the line level. In a 10-line order where 5 are delivered
perfectly and 5 are not, the Perfect Order Fulfillment would be 0% andPerfect Line Fulfillment
the Perfect Line Fulfillment would be 50%. This metric has evolved on
mixed orders for which products have different commit dates and lead
times. Most ERP packages operate at the line level.

Measurement Calculation
Score Data Query Assumptions

Component Component

Line On Time

68.4%
and In Full to
Customer
Request

Self-explanatory. This is the base for
Request, Commit, and Perfect Order.Total Number of

10000 In this case the 100 orders averaged 100Customer Lines
line items.

Request date is the first request date
from the customer at the line level. This

Total Number of Lines includes agreed-to lead times by SKU
Delivered On Time to that may ultimately be part of the7100
Customer Request customer’s master data settings. This
Date also helps differentiate MTO and MTS

items that are on the same order.

Request quantity is the first request
quantity prior to application ofTotal Number of Lines

6900 Available To Promise (ATP) checks atDelivered In Full
the line level.

Many applications have a difficult time
with both on-time and in-full, even by

Total Number of Lines
line. Each line needs to be evaluated and

Delivered On Time
considered good if quantity and date are

6840 and In Full to
met. As with the order, many

Customer Request
companies do not store original request

Date
data and, hence, do not calculate this
component.

Line On Time

72.0%
and In Full to
Customer
Commit

Commit date is the original
confirmation date first given the
customer after the first ATP check at theTotal Number of Lines
line level. Ideally this is a committedDelivered On Time to

7456 delivery date to the customer. ManyCustomer Commit
companies are not getting receipt dataDate
from their carriers and measure to the
committed ship date.

Commit quantity is the first
confirmation quantity after theTotal Number of Lines

7209 application of ATP checks at the lineDelivered In Full
level.

(continues)
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Table 4-1. (Continued)

Measurement Calculation
Score Data Query Assumptions

Component Component

Many applications have a difficult time
with both on-time and in-full even by

Total Number of Lines line. Each line needs to be evaluated
Delivered On Time against original commit and is

7199 and In Full to considered good if quantity and date are
Customer Commit met. Many companies do not store
Date original commit data and, hence, always

measure against the latest commit,
making the metric look like 100%.

Perfect Line 49.0%
Fulfillment

This is the most difficult measure to get.
The best method is to evaluate your
three-way match percentage at the line

Total Number of Lines
level via your customers’ purchasing or

On Time and
4899 payables systems. Many companies try

Complete Meeting 3-
to measure this metric using the On-

Way Match Criteria
Time and In-Full to Commit as a base
and then subtract order invoices that
have some deduction associated with it.

A third approach is to rely on the SCORmark benchmark that
is offered with membership in the Supply Chain Council. It has
calculation components, is based on SCOR definitions, and helps
assemble necessary benchmark data.

Whether you use the SCOR manual, SCORmark, and/or the
reference tables, a good general rule is to pick at least one metric from
each performance attribute. By day’s end, the Fowlers design team had
identified metrics for its balanced supply chain scorecard, created a
blank scorecard template (Table 4-10 on page 71), and downloaded
a SCORmark survey.

Here are the metrics the Fowlers design team identified, which
happen to be the most frequently used metrics:

6 Perfect Order Fulfillment

6 Order Fulfillment Cycle Time

6 Upside Supply Chain Flexibility
(Text continues on page 63)
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Table 4-2. Perfect order fulfillment.

The percentage of orders meeting delivery performance with complete and
accurate documentation and no delivery damage. Components include all
items and quantities on-time (using the customer’s definition of on-time),

Perfect Order Fulfillment and documentation—packing slips, bills of lading, invoices, etc., SCOR
10.0, page 2.1.1. While this definition comes straight out of the book, the
calculations below have been adapted through the course of experience.

Measurement Calculation
Score Data Query Assumptions

Component Component

Order On Time

38.0%
and In Full to
Customer
Request

Total Number of Self-explanatory. This is the base for
100 Customer Orders Request, Commit, and Perfect Order.

Request date is the first request date
Total Number of from the customer. This includes
Orders Delivered On agreed-to lead times by SKU that may47
Time to Customer ultimately be part of the customer’s
Request Date master data settings.

Total Number of Request quantity is the first request
Orders Delivered In quantity prior to application of50
Full Available To Promise (ATP) checks.

Many applications have a difficult time
with both on-time and in-full by order.

Total Number of
Each line needs to be evaluated; if all of

Orders Delivered On
the lines are on-time and in-full to

38 Time and In Full to
original request, then the order is

Customer Request
considered good. Many companies do

Date
not store original request data and,
hence, do not calculate this component.

Order On Time

40.0%
and In Full to
Customer
Commit

Commit date is the original
confirmation date first given the
customer after the first ATP check.Total Number of
Ideally this is a committed delivery dateOrders Delivered On

47 to the customer. Many companies areTime to Customer
not getting receipt data from theirCommit Date
carriers and measure to the committed
ship date.

Total Number of Commit quantity is the first
Orders Delivered In confirmation quantity after the50
Full application of ATP checks.

Many applications have a difficult time
with both on-time and in-full by order.
Each line needs to be evaluated; if all of

Total Number of
the lines are on-time and in-full to

Orders Delivered On
original commit, then the order is

40 Time and In Full to
considered good. Many companies do

Customer Commit
not store original commit data and,

Date
hence, always measure against the latest
commit, making the metric look like
100%.

(continues)
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Table 4-2. (Continued)

Measurement Calculation
Score Data Query Assumptions

Component Component

Perfect Order
24.0%

Fulfillment

This is the most difficult measure to get.
The best method is to evaluate your
three-way match percentage at the

Total Number of order level via your customers’
Orders On Time and purchasing or payables systems. Many

24
Complete Meeting companies attempt to measure this
3-Way Match Criteria metric using the On Time and In Full

to Commit as a base and then subtract
order invoices that have some
deduction associated with it.

Table 4-3. Order fulfillment cycle time for make-to-stock (MTS).

Order The average actual cycle time consistently achieved to fulfill customer orders. For each
Fulfillment individual order, this cycle time starts from the order receipt and ends with customer
Cycle Time acceptance of the order, SCOR 10.0, page 2.2.1. The calculations below are adapted for
(MTS) MTS.

Calculation
Score Data Query Assumptions

Component

12.0

In practice, this is the time from initial receipt of
the customer order Purchase Order (PO) until theCustomer Authorization

4 order entry is complete. For EDI transmissions, theto Order Entry Complete
clock starts with the system receipt day and time.

This is normally from the time of order-entry-
Order Entry Complete to complete until the order delivery is created at the

5 Order Received at warehouse. This is also where future dated orders
Warehouse sit (dwell time).

Order Received at This is the time from delivery creation in the
Warehouse to Order warehouse until the order is shipped to the1
Shipped to Customer customer.

Order Shipped to
Customer to Customer This is often referred to as ‘‘in transit’’ time.1
Receipt of Order

Order Received at This category is reserved for those having an
1 Customer to Installation installation component, and is calculated from

Complete receipt of first good until installation complete.
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Table 4-4. Order fulfillment cycle time for make-to-order (MTO) and engineer-to-order

(ETO).

Order
SCOR 10.0 does not have distinct calculations for MTS, MTO, and ETO. This

Fulfillment
spreadsheet adds two segments to account for manufacturing time. The calculations below

Cycle Time
are adapted based on project experience.

(MTO ETO)

Calculation
Score Data Query Assumptions

Component

39.0

In practice, this is the time from initial receipt of
the customer order Purchase Order (PO) until theCustomer Authorization

1 order entry is complete. For EDI transmissions, theto Order Entry Complete
clock starts with the system receipt day and time.

This is normally from the time of order-entry-
complete until the production order is created inOrder Entry Complete to

5 manufacturing. This is also where future datedStart Manufacture
orders sit (dwell time).

Start Manufacture to This is the time from production-order-create to
21 Manufacturing Ship ship to the warehouse or customer.

Manufacturing Ship to
Order Received at This is often referred to as ‘‘in transit’’ time.2
Warehouse

Order Received at This is the time from delivery creation in the
Warehouse to Order warehouse until the order is shipped to the1
Shipped to Customer customer.

Order Shipped to
Customer to Customer This is often referred to as ‘‘in transit’’ time.4
Receipt of Order

Order Received at This category is reserved for those having an
5 Customer to Installation installation component and is calculated from

Complete receipt of first good until installation complete.

6 Cost of Goods

6 Supply Chain Management Cost

6 Inventory Days of Supply—a subset of Cash-to-Cash Cycle
Time

Building on the momentum of the kickoff, and knowing that
relationships were critical to executing the schedule, Brian and Jovan
sponsored a social event to finish up a day that all agreed was one of
the best project launches anyone at the company could recall.
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Table 4-5. Upside supply chain flexibility.

The number of days required to achieve an unplanned sustainable 20% increase in
quantities delivered. Note: 20% is a number provided for benchmarking purposes. For
some industries and organizations a different percentage may be appropriate. The newUpside
operating level needs to be achieved without a significant increase of cost per unit, SCORSupply Chain
10.0, page 2.3.1. The calculation below is a practical adaptation using master data.Flexibility
Essentially, it is the stacked lead time of MRP refresh period plus longest sourced
component, plus manufacturing schedule wheel plus delivery lead time.

Calculation
Score Data Query Assumptions

Component

113.0

Re-Plan Planned Lead
Often associated with frequency of MRP update.30 Time

Source Planned Lead This is the longest component planned lead time
33 Time for a SKU’s bill of materials.

This is frequently associated with a SKU’s
manufacturing scheduling cycle, i.e., weekly,
monthly, quarterly, etc., or it can be part of the45 Make Planned Lead Time
‘‘replenishment lead time’’ found in item setup
screens for ATP.

This is also associated with the ‘‘replenishment lead
Deliver Planned Lead

5 time’’ and refers to the planned time from order
Time

entry to ship.

Data Collection and Benchmarks
The next step is the process of assembling a data collection plan.
There are generally five important elements to a data collection plan.
First and most important is a definition of the metric; as stated pre-
viously, we recommend using the SCOR definitions as a baseline.

Second, it’s necessary to assemble a segmentation strategy that will
allow for aggregation and desegregation. Examples of segmentation
options are by location, customer, item, country, forecast planning
family, or commodity. The third requirement is a data extract query
(taking into account the segmentation strategy) that includes specific
data tables and fields from either the live system or data warehouse.
The fourth consideration is the sample size of the data. Collecting
customer order data for perfect order fulfillment and order fulfill-
ment cycle time may use a sample size of the last three months,
whereas total supply chain management cost may use a sample size
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Table 4-6. Supply chain management cost.

The sum of the costs associated with the SCOR Level 2 processes to Plan, Source,
Deliver, and Return, SCOR 10.0, page 2.4.1. This metric was redefined in the 7.0

Supply Chain release. Aside from SCORmark, much of the benchmark data is based on the
Management Cost definition in version 6.1. This worksheet still uses the 6.1 calculation components

but is easily mapped to SCOR 10.0.

% of Raw Data Calculation
Score Query Assumptions

Revenue (000s) Component

21.9%

$1,000,000 Revenue

Order Management
9.8% $98,011 Cost

Cost centers that have to do with entering
customer orders, reserving inventory,Customer Service

3.5% $35,098 performing credit checks, consolidatingCost
orders, processing inquiries and quotes.

Cost centers that have to do with the
Finished Goods storage, receiving, picking, and shipment2.4% $23,908
Warehouse Cost of finished goods products.

Cost centers that have to do with the
Outbound transportation (all modes, including2.1% $21,098
Transportation Cost export) of finished goods products.

Cost centers that have to do with the
initiation and ongoing management of

Contract and Program customer contracts, including master0.9% $9,000
Management Cost agreements, compliance to volume-based

incentives, and other special incentives.

Cost centers that have to do with the
planning and execution of productInstallation Planning

0.0% $0 installation at customer-designatedand Execution Costs
locations.

Cost centers that have to do with the
Accounts Receivable processing and closure of customer0.9% $8,907
Cost invoices, including collection.

Material (Product)
6.2% $61,638 Acquisition Cost

Cost centers associated with the strategic
as well as the tactical parts of the1.9% $18,997 Purchasing Cost
purchasing process.

Cost centers associated with receiving,
Raw Material storage, and transfer of raw material0.6% $5,987
Warehouse Cost product.

Cost centers associated with supplier
qualification, product verification, and0.1% $1,099 Supplier Quality Cost
ongoing quality systems for raw materials.

(continues)
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Table 4-6. (Continued)

% of Raw Data Calculation
Score Query Assumptions

Revenue (000s) Component

Cost centers associated with engineeringComponent
(design and specification) and tooling0.3% $2,987 Engineering and
costs for raw materials, i.e., packaging.Tooling Cost

Cost centers that have to do with
transportation (all modes includingInbound

2.5% $24,678 import) of raw material and/or purchasedTransportation Cost
finished goods products.

Cost centers that have to do with
processing and closure of supplier0.8% $7,890 Accounts Payable Cost
invoices, including credit and disputes.

Planning and
0.8% $8,092 Finance Cost

Demand Planning Cost centers allocated to unit forecasting
0.2% $2,349 Cost and overall demand management.

Cost centers allocated to supply planning,
including overall supply planning,
distribution requirements planning,0.5% $4,509 Supply Planning Cost
master production planning, and
production scheduling.

Cost centers in finance allocated to
reconcile unit plans with financial plans,

Supply Chain Finance account for and control supply chain cost0.1% $1,234
Control Cost centers, and report financial performance

of the supply chain Scorecard.

Inventory Carrying
3.1% $30,806 Cost

The value of inventory multiplied by the
2.6% $25,609 Opportunity Cost cost of money for your company.

Additional cost of obsolescence in the
0.3% $3,452 Obsolescence Cost form of accruals and/or write-offs.

Additional cost of shrinkage in the form
0.1% $1,245 Shrinkage Cost of accruals and/or write-offs.

Taxes and Insurance Cost centers allocated to the payment of
0.1% $500 Cost taxes and insurance for inventory assets.

IT Cost for Supply
2.0% $20,000 Chain

(continues)
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Table 4-6. (Continued)

% of Raw Data Calculation
Score Query Assumptions

Revenue (000s) Component

Cost centers summarizing the fixed costs
associated with supply IT application costsSupply Chain

1.0% $10,000 to PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE,Application Cost
DELIVER, and RETURN.

Cost centers summarizing the ongoing
expenses associated with maintenance,

IT Operational Cost
1.0% $10,000 upgrade, and development of IT costs to

for Supply Chain
support PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE,
DELIVER, and RETURN.

of the last fiscal year. The fifth element in the data collection plan is
to identify a data collection team. This team will follow the collection
all the way through defect analysis.

As part of the effort to benchmark performance, it’s important
to consider the level of detail necessary, comfort level of divulging
company data, and effort required to get the data back. With this in
mind, there are two types of sources for benchmark data. First, there
are subscription sources, which generally require a fee to access the
data. Subscription data are evolving in the level of detail, require no
company data, and can be acquired with little or no effort. Second,
there are survey sources, which require a company to complete a
survey of supply chain metrics and submit them as contribution to a
larger sample. Although the effort is greater (up to 40 hours), this
type of resource provides a higher level of detail. The appendix pro-
vides some frequently used benchmark sources. In any case, the goal
is to get multiple sources of benchmark data for each selected metric.

With the data collection plans in place, the second part of the
day focuses on planning how to assemble an industry comparison
spreadsheet using information available at www.hoovers.com (Table
4-11 on page 72). This spreadsheet template illustrates actual and
benchmark data for profitability, returns, and share performance.
The industry comparison list should contain at least 25 companies
for statistical reasons; using fewer is considered more of a point-to-
point comparison.
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Table 4-7. Returns management–warranty costs.

Cost to Return Defective Product—the sum of the costs associated with returning
a defective product to the supplier. (Processes: sSR1, sDR1.) Cost to Return Excess
Product—the sum of the costs associated with returning excess product to the
supplier, SCOR 10.0, page 2.4.8.

This metric was redefined in the 7.0 release and was no longer considered a stand-Returns
alone metric. Aside from SCORmark, much of the benchmark data is based on 6.1.Management–
This worksheet still uses the 6.1 calculation components. ReturnsWarranty Costs
Management–Warranty Costs is a discrete measure that attempts to segment the cost
centers associated with defective product returns, planned and unplanned returns of
maintenance, repair and overhaul products (MRO), and returns associated with
excess customer inventory. Total Returns Management–Warranty Cost is additive
to Supply Chain Management Cost.

% of Raw Data Calculation
Score Query Assumptions

Revenue (000s) Component

0.5%

$1,000,000 Revenue

Cost centers that have to do with enteringReturns Authorization
0.01% $134 return authorizations, scheduling receipts,Processing Costs

and processing replacements or credit.

Cost centers that have to do with laborReturned Product
0.22% $2,222 and space for receipt and storage ofFacility Cost

returned products.

Returned Product Cost centers that have to do with the
0.02% $222

Transportation Costs transportation cost of returned products.

Cost centers that have to do with the
0.10% $1,000 Repair Costs material, labor, and repair of damaged

products.

Cost centers that have to do with the
material, labor, and problem diagnosis for0.10% $1,000 Warranty Costs
verification and disposition of returned
products.

At Fowlers, the finance controller from technology products
group, the corporate directors of logistics, and customer service di-
vided up the metric data collection because those people had the
easiest access to the financial and customer order information and
also had extended team resources who could help collect the data.
The vice president of sales and marketing in the technology products
group and David Able—in his capacity as vice president of opera-
tions for the technology products group—took responsibility for as-
sembling their industry comparison spreadsheet. Because the team
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Table 4-8. Cost of goods sold.

The cost associated with buying raw materials and producing finished goods. This
cost includes direct costs (labor, materials) and indirect costs (overhead). This is not

Cost of Goods intended to be additive to Total Supply Chain Management Cost, SCOR 10.0,
page 2.4.2.

% of Raw Data Calculation
Score Query Assumptions

Revenue (000s) Component

76.5%

$1,000,000 Revenue

Cost centers that include all materials
directly incorporated into the cost of the55.6% $556,000 Material Cost
finished good product.

Cost centers that include all labor that
directly impacts the

13.4% $134,000 Direct Labor manufacturing–assembly of the finished
good product.

Cost centers that include indirect labor
and overhead supporting the

7.5% $75,000 Indirect Labor
manufacturing–assembly of the finished
good product.

members knew that Fowlers’ own data were listed in its industry
profile on Hoovers.com, they requested that food and computer in-
dustries be added to the list for more specific comparisons with the
operating groups. Meanwhile, the director of applications was put-
ting together a short list of analysts for the extended team who could
help with data queries and segmentation capability.
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Table 4-9. Cash-to-cash cycle time.

The time it takes for an investment to flow back into a company after it
has been spent for raw materials. For services, this represents the time from
the point at which a company pays for the resources consumed in the
performance of a service to the time that the company receives payment

Cash to Cash Cycle Time from the customer for those services, SCOR 10.0 page 2.5.1. The
calculation components below are based on project experience. Inventory
Days of Supply is the most utilized sub-measure for this performance
attribute.

Raw Data Calculation
Score Query Assumptions

(000s) Component

117.4 $556,000 Material Cost

$765,000 COGS

$1,000,000 Revenue

Inventory Days of Total Inventory $ / (COGS / 365); Inventory
95.4 Supply Turns is calculated by COGS / Total Inventory $

$200,000 Total Inventory As defined on your balance sheet.

Finished Goods
$100,000 Includes manufactured and purchased FG.

Inventory

Work In Process
$25,000

Inventory

Raw Material
$75,000

Inventory

Days Sales
54.8 Total Receivables $ / (Revenue / 365)

Outstanding

$150,000 Total Receivables As defined on your balance sheet.

Days Payables
32.8 Total Payables $ / (Material Cost / 365)

Outstanding

$50,000 Total Payables As defined on your balance sheet.
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Table 4-10. Fowlers’ scorecard template.

Fowlers, Inc. Benchmark Data

7-Feb-11
Performance
Attribute or Category

Level 1 Performance
Metrics

2010 Act
Parity
50th

Percentile

Advantage
70th

Percentile

Superior
90th

Percentile
Gap Source

External

Supply Chain
Delivery Reliability

Perfect Order
Fulfillment

Supply Chain
Responsiveness

Order Fulfillment Cycle
Time

Supply Chain
Flexibility

Upside Supply Chain
Flexibility

Internal

Supply Chain Cost

Cost of Goods

Supply Chain
Management Cost

Supply Chain Asset
Management
Efficiency

Inventory Days of
Supply
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Table 4-11. Summary of actual and benchmark data for profitability, returns, and share performance at the enterprise level.

Industry Comparison—
Computer Network Industry—
Hoovers.com

Revenue
MM

SG&A
Cost of
Goods

Cash-to-
Cash Cycle

Time

Inventory
Days of
Supply

Asset Turns
Gross

Margin
Operating
Income

Net
Operating
Income

Return on
Assets

YOUR COMPANY $176.1 40.9% 47.2% 158.6 98.3 0.7 52.8% 11.9% 6.8% 7.8%

Network Appliance, Inc. $1,006.0 29.0% 40.0% 58.28 20.4 1.6 60.0% 31.0% 7.5% 49.1%

Dassault Systemes S.A. $546.0 57.4% 14.3% 91.00 0 1.2 85.7% 28.2% 16.5% 33.0%

The Titan Corporation $1,033.0 25.2% 73.3% 104.9 12.2 2.2 26.7% 1.5% �1.8% 3.3%

RadiSys Corporation $340.7 24.3% 65.7% 129.8 86.8 1.3 34.3% 10.0% 9.6% 12.9%

Convergys Corporation $2,320.6 29.5% 54.7% 34.96 0 6.0 45.3% 15.8% 9.3% 70.0%

3COM $2,820.9 64.3% 81.1% 39.04 32 1.6 18.9% �45.4% �34.2% �54.9%

Enterasys Networks, Inc $1,071.5 66.4% 52.1% 106.0 64.2 1.1 47.9% �18.5% �56.6% �15.0%

Jack Henry and Associates $345.5 19.1% 56.1% 93.71 0 2.7 43.9% 24.8% 16.1% 49.8%

Novell, Inc. $1,040.1 80.1% 31.5% 50.66 1.00 1.3 68.5% �11.6% �26.2% �11.8%

Reynolds and Reynolds $1,004.0 38.8% 44.1% 24.34 8.90 4.7 55.9% 17.1% 9.9% 60.0%

Cerner Corporation $404.5 71.4% 22.3% 148.6 8.91 1.9 77.7% 6.3% 26.0% 8.9%

The Black Box Corporation $827.0 26.1% 59.7% 78.78 37.8 4.1 40.3% 14.1% 7.8% 43.7%

Integraph Corporation $690.5 40.0% 63.5% 85.64 21.1 2.4 36.5% �3.4% 1.5% �6.3%

Entrada Networks, Inc. $25.7 66.1% 66.9% 130.1 97.6 1.6 33.1% �33.1% �82.5% �38.6%

Inrange Technologies Corp $233.6 34.9% 44.9% 196.9 102 1.0 55.1% 20.2% 6.1% 15.6%

Computer Networks Industry $100.0 35% 52% 58.27 19.7 1.2 48.0% 13.0% 2.4% 12.0%

Networking Solutions Q3 $38.9 50.1% 47.0% NA NA NA 53.0% 2.8% NA NA

Storage Solutions Q3 $16.5 17.0% 90.9% NA NA NA 9.1% �7.9% NA NA

50th Percentile $758.8 39.4% 53.4% 92.35 20.8 1.6 46.6% 10.9% 7.1% 10.9%

70th Percentile $1,164.9 32.1% 40.6% 64.88 10.4 3.0 59.4% 18.6% 11.7% 32.4%

90th Percentile $1,571.1 24.9% 27.8% 37.41 0 4.3 72.2% 26.2% 16.2% 53.9%
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C H A P T E R 5

Phase 2: Data, Benchmarks,
and Competitive Requirements
> May 2 and 9: Putting Performance in Perspective

The objectives for these sessions are to review the work in progress
from the data collection for each metric, review the industry com-
parison, prepare the SCORmark submission, set competitive re-
quirements, and begin to think about the defect analysis. In terms of
file mechanics, the project leader organized a simple file-management
plan. First, he set up a global storage folder named ‘‘SCEProject.’’
Inside the folder were four subfolders: Presentations (from the
coach), Templates (also from the coach), Deliverables, and Refer-
ence (SCOR 10.0 from the Supply Chain Council). Inside of the
deliverables folder, the coach recommended the following file-
naming convention: phase number.deliverable name.date. For ex-
ample, the supply chain definition matrix was labeled 1.supplychain-
definitionmatrix.022411. Each time a team member needed to revise
the file, he or she would change the date. Inside the deliverables
folder, the project leader had set up another called archive to store
older versions.

For the web conference, each file owner downloaded a copy of
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the deliverable to his or her desktop. The meeting leader was then
able to display each presenter’s files at the click of a button.

Initial Data Review
The first file to review was the industry comparison. The second set
of files to review were the spreadsheet results of the metric data
collection efforts. The last thing to do was fill out the SCORmark
survey.

David Able presented the industry comparison findings of the
computer network industry (Table 5-1) and conglomerates (Table
5-2). Even on first examination of the data, several things jumped out.

First, the wide range of figures for cost of goods as well as selling,
general & administrative (SG&A) costs made it clear that there is no
standard for reporting these numbers from one company to another.
Operating income seemed to be a good comparison point for ex-
penses. ‘‘But there’s still no way to compare supply chain costs using
the data we have so far,’’ the coach pointed out. ‘‘You can’t add cost
of goods and SG&A and supply chain costs to create a working
scorecard metric. Total supply chain management costs are more
activity based, and they can borrow from the other two categories,
so you’d be double-counting certain costs if you just added them.’’
The SCORmark survey would help with that comparison.

Second, the metrics on the conglomerates comparison for cash-
to-cash cycle (197 days) and asset turns (1.5) for Fowlers confirmed
what many in the finance community seemed to think about the
company: It used physical assets well and cash assets poorly.

Third, as the team members looked at the ‘‘parity opportunity’’
portion of the table, their eyes got wide. As a conglomerate with $1
billion in revenue, Fowlers’ 7 percent operating income ($70 million)
was only half the level of the conglomerate industry benchmark. To
achieve parity in operating income, the company would need to find
another $70 million of benefit through supply chain performance.
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Table 5-1. Fowlers’ comparison data for computer network industry.

Industry Comparison—
Computer Network
Industry—Hoovers.com

Revenue
MM

SG&A
Cost of
Goods

Cash-to-
Cash Cycle

Time

Inventory
Days of
Supply

Asset
Turns

Gross
Margin

Operating
Income

Net
Operating
Income

Return on
Assets

Network Appliance, Inc. $1,006.0 29.0% 40.0% 58.28 20.4 1.6 60.0% 31.0% 7.5% 49.1%

Dassault Systemes S.A. $546.0 57.4% 14.3% 91.00 0 1.2 85.7% 28.2% 16.5% 33.0%

The Titan Corporation $1,033.0 25.2% 73.3% 104.9 12.2 2.2 26.7% 1.5% �1.8% 3.3%

RadiSys Corporation $340.7 24.3% 65.7% 129.8 86.8 1.3 34.3% 10.0% 9.6% 12.9%

Convergys Corporation $2,320.6 29.5% 54.7% 34.96 0 6 45.3% 15.8% 9.3% 70.0%

3COM $2,820.9 64.3% 81.1% 39.04 32 1.6 18.9% �45.4% �34.2% �54.9%

Enterasys Networks, Inc $1,071.5 66.4% 52.1% 106.0 64.2 1.1 47.9% �18.5% �56.6% �15.0%

Jack Henry and Associates $345.5 19.1% 56.1% 93.71 0 2.7 43.9% 24.8% 16.1% 49.8%

Novell, Inc. $1,040.1 80.1% 31.5% 50.66 1.00 1.3 68.5% �11.6% �26.2% �11.8%

Reynolds and Reynolds $1,004.0 38.8% 44.1% 24.34 8.90 4.7 55.9% 17.1% 9.9% 60.0%

Cerner Corporation $404.5 71.4% 22.3% 148.6 8.91 1.9 77.7% 6.3% 26.0% 8.9%

The Black Box Corporation $827.0 26.1% 59.7% 78.78 37.8 4.1 40.3% 14.1% 7.8% 43.7%

Integraph Corporation $690.5 40.0% 63.5% 85.64 21.1 2.4 36.5% �3.4% 1.5% �6.3%

Entrada Networks, Inc. $25.7 66.1% 66.9% 130.1 97.6 1.6 33.1% �33.1% �82.5% �38.6%

Inrange Technologies Corp $233.6 34.9% 44.9% 196.9 102 1.0 55.1% 20.2% 6.1% 15.6%

Computer Networks Industry $100.0 35.0% 52.0% 58.27 19.7 1.2 48.0% 13.0% 2.4% 12.0%

Networking Solutions Q3 $38.9 50.1% 47.0% NA NA NA 53.0% 2.8% NA NA

Storage Solutions Q3 $16.5 17.0% 90.9% NA NA NA 9.1% �7.9% NA NA

50th Percentile $827.0 38.8% 54.7% 91.0 20.4 1.6 45.3% 10.0% 7.5% 12.9%

70th Percentile $1,027.6 29.1% 44.3% 62.4 8.9 2.4 55.7% 16.8% 9.5% 41.6%

90th Percentile $1,821.0 24.7% 26.0% 36.6 0.0 4.5 74.0% 26.9% 16.3% 55.9%
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Table 5-2. Fowlers’ comparison data for conglomerates.

Industry Comparison—
Conglomerate Industry—
Hoovers.com

Revenue SG&A
Cost of
Goods

Cash-to-
Cash Cycle

Time

Inventory
Days of
Supply

Asset
Turns

Gross
Margin

Operating
Income

Net
Operating
Income

Return on
Assets

Fowlers $1,000 7.0% 86.0% 196.7 91.3 1.5 14.0% 7.0% 3.5% 10.7%

National Service Industries $563 32.3% 62.3% 47.6 20.0 0.6 37.7% 5.3% 4.8% 3.4%

Maxxam Inc $2,448 6.9% 81.7% 120.1 82.4 0.5 18.3% 11.4% 1.4% 6.2%

US Industries $3,088 23.3% 66.1% 119.5 88.4 1.2 33.9% 10.6% 1.2% 13.1%

Pacific Dunlop Limited $2,120 29.7% 66.3% 131.8 105.2 1.6 33.7% 4.0% �3.4% 4.8%

Sequa Corporation $1,773 13.9% 75.3% 127.1 102.2 1.4 24.7% 10.8% 1.4% 11.1%

GenCorp Inc $1,047 3.8% 81.7% 94.8 77.7 1.1 18.3% 14.5% 12.3% 11.5%

Olin Corporation $1,549 8.5% 77.2% 82.3 65.9 1.8 22.8% 14.3% 5.2% 19.7%

Federal Signal Corporation $1,106 20.0% 66.9% 103.2 77.8 1.5 33.1% 13.2% 5.2% 14.7%

Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd $8,395 12.4% 87.2% 253.4 136.8 1.1 12.8% 0.4% �1.0% 0.4%

Valhi Inc $1,192 16.9% 63.2% 144.1 117.7 0.7 36.8% 19.9% 6.4% 10.5%

Pentair Inc $2,748 17.1% 71.1% 105.5 73.4 1.4 28.9% 11.9% 2.0% 12.3%

Tomkins PLC $5,875 7.0% 81.4% 87.6 51.7 2.0 18.6% 11.6% 1.6% 17.5%

ITT Industries Inc $4,829 23.6% 62.0% 96.4 64.8 1.4 38.0% 14.4% 5.5% 15.1%

Six Continents PLC $5,939 27.2% 48.7% 39.0 16.8 0.6 51.3% 24.0% 11.4% 10.7%

TRW Inc $17,231 9.0% 80.5% 42.4 22.9 1.4 19.5% 10.5% 2.5% 11.0%

Textron $13,090 11.3% 72.8% 231.0 71.6 1.1 27.2% 15.8% 1.7% 12.7%

Johnson Controls Inc $18,427 8.9% 83.1% 41.8 13.8 2.5 16.9% 8.0% 2.6% 14.9%

Dover Corporation $5,401 20.8% 59.8% 119.5 88.5 1.5 40.2% 19.4% 9.6% 21.4%
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Ratheon Company $16,895 10.3% 76.0% 122.9 54.3 0.8 24.0% 13.7% 0.8% 8.7%

ABB Ltd $22,967 19.0% 75.0% 170.0 67.7 1.0 25.0% 6.0% 6.3% 4.5%

RWE AG $48,182 26.6% 67.8% 95.1 30.4 0.9 32.2% 5.6% 2.2% 3.6%

Emerson Electric $15,480 19.9% 60.8% 103.7 73.6 1.4 39.2% 19.3% 6.7% 19.9%

Honeywell International $25,652 12.2% 70.5% 111.1 75.3 1.4 29.5% 17.2% 6.5% 17.6%

United Technologies $26,206 17.1% 69.1% 107.6 75.7 1.4 30.9% 13.8% 6.9% 14.3%

Koninklijke Philips Electronics $35,658 15.5% 69.7% 105.7 73.1 1.3 30.3% 13.8% 25.4% 13.6%

3M $16,724 30.3% 46.4% 141.8 108.7 1.5 53.6% 23.3% 10.7% 26.8%

Vivendi Universal SA $40,138 22.3% 61.8% 212.9 44.6 0.4 38.2% 15.9% 5.4% 4.5%

Siemens AG $86,208 26.9% 66.2% 134.3 84.9 1.3 33.8% 6.8% 2.4% 6.6%

Tyco International Ltd $34,037 21.5% 53.4% 488.1 102.4 0.4 46.6% 25.1% 11.7% 7.7%

General Electric Company $129,417 36.7% 34.1% 565.8 64.7 0.4 65.9% 29.3% 9.8% 8.7%

Conglomerate Industry $100 30.0% 54.3% 291.0 77.7 0.7 45.7% 15.7% 11.2% 8.7%

Food—Meat Products Industry $100 13.1% 82.7% 49.4 52.1 2.1 17.3% 4.2% 2.9% 6.7%

Media—Movie, Television, &
Music Production Services
and Products

$100 54.6% 45.6% 82.8 19.2 0.7 54.5% �0.2% �4.2% �0.1%

Diversified Services—
Miscellaneous Business
Services

$100 35.1% 61.0% 47.6 16.7 1.3 39.0% 3.8% �0.4% 3.8%

50th Percentile $10,742 18.0% 68.5% 115.3 73.5 1.3 31.5% 13.8% 5.2% 11.3%

70th Percentile $19,789 12.3% 62.9% 101.2 64.8 1.4 37.1% 15.9% 6.5% 14.4%

90th Percentile $40,943 8.4% 52.9% 47.1 22.6 1.6 47.1% 23.4% 11.4% 19.7%
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David and the team were trying to figure out how much Technology
Products would have to contribute toward the $70 million.

As the review turned to the scorecard, the corporate controller,
director of logistics, and director of customer service shared their
data collection experience. First, they said they had been able to segment
the Perfect Order Fulfillment and Order Fulfillment Cycle Time by
SKU make-to-stock (MTS) or make-to-order (MTO), by customer,
by plant, by customer order and line number, and by sales hierarchy.

The toughest part, as anticipated, was assembling the Perfect Order
Fulfillment. For each line they were able to identify the expected
quantity, requested and committed date, actual ship date, customer
receipt date, and orders that were paid on time. While this is not
exactly like the SCOR metric definition, it was close enough to
understand overall customer reliability. They used both the template
noted in Chapter 4 as well as the SCORmark questionnaire. Order
Fulfillment Cycle Time was a blended number between MTS and
MTO items; for this metric they also used the combination of the
Chapter 4 template and SCORmark. Supply Chain Management Cost
used the calculations as defined in the SCORmark survey. Figure
5-1 illustrates the enterprise scorecard performance for each of their
targeted metrics.

There was a collective gasp in the room as the scorecard made
its way to the screen. Each measure in the customer-facing section
was new to Fowlers; as bad as it looked, it was the first time the
team had really considered overall delivery reliability through cus-
tomers’ eyes.

The ensuing discussion sounded a bit like a session with a grief
counselor; there was denial, bargaining, anger, and eventually accep-
tance of the data. Every member of the team wanted to bolt from
the room and jump right into firefighting the problem—as they had
all done so many times before. Fortunately, it was the end of the
day. Tomorrow’s agenda would focus the team on something else,
and a good night’s sleep would put this information in perspective:
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Figure 5-1. Fowlers’ enterprise scorecard.

25-Apr-11 Performance Attribute

or Category

Level 1 Performance 

Metrics

2010 Act Parity

50th Percentile

Advantage

70th Percentile

Superior

90th Percentile

Gap Source

Supply Chain Delivery 

Reliability
Perfect Order Fulfillment 50.5% SCORmark

Supply Chain 

Responsiveness

Order Fulfillment Cycle
Time (Days)

15.0 SCORmark

Supply Chain Flexibility
Upside Supply Chain 
Flexibility (Days)

91.5 SCORmark

Cost of  Goods srevooH%9.25%9.26%5.86%0.68

Supply Chain Management 
Cost

15.5% SCORmark

Supply Chain Asset 

Management Efficiency
Inventory Days of  Supply srevooH6.228.465.373.19

ataDkramhcneB—Enterprise Scorecard.cnIsrelwoF

External

Internal

Supply Chain Cost
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The team had found an opportunity for the kind of improvement it
needed to make. The team agreed to submit the SCORmark ‘‘as is’’
rather than waste any more time justifying something the customers
had been saying for years.

The SCORmark Survey
The SCORmark� survey is a service provided to Supply Chain
Council members that utilizes a subset of the APQC database to
create a scorecard using SCOR metric definitions. The last time I
used the survey, it was 57 questions covering 157 Excel rows. Figure
5-2 illustrates a sample output for supply chain management cost.

Competitive Requirements Analysis
The next step is composed of three tasks: conducting competitive
requirements (prioritizing performance targets relative to competi-
tors), assembling a plan to complete a defect analysis for each metric,
and preparing for steering team review number one.

Rules for Prioritization

As illustrated in Figure 4-1, there are five attributes of supply chain
performance:

1. Delivery reliability

2. Responsiveness

3. Flexibility

4. Supply chain cost

5. Asset management efficiency

The objective of the competitive requirements exercise is to prioritize
your company against competitors with respect to the five attributes
for each customer or market channel—determining whether you
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Figure 5-2. Sample output of SCORmark supply chain management cost.

Supply Chain Management Cost Your Score

$7.18

Your Site

c
o

s
t

$8

$6

$4

$2

$0

$10

Parity Advantage Superior

n=54

Description of  supply chain management costs (5.023) with references to the
question number in the survey (5.027)

You chose the advantage target for this metric. While you have 

scored above parity by –$1.72, your target gap is $2.08.

$7.18

$8.90

$5.10

$3.30

Source � Copyright APQC 2007. All rights reserved. Used with Permission.

need to perform at a superior level (90th percentile), at a level of
advantage (70th percentile), or at parity (50th percentile).

There is a catch: For each customer or market channel, the team
is allowed to set only one performance attribute at the superior level
and two at the level of advantage. The other two attributes must be
set at parity.

One last note: the requirements are established from the com-
pany’s point of view as they relate to the competitive landscape of
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the future. This is not a firefighting exercise aimed at trying to iden-
tify where to improve the most; it’s a strategic exercise, focused on
how to differentiate against stiff competition in the future.

Many companies are using the strategic categories discussed in
The Discipline of Market Leaders (written by Michael Treacy and Fred
Wiersema, Basic Books, 1997), which define operational excellence,
customer intimacy, or product innovation as the strategy driver. The
results of the competitive requirements exercise should reflect and
support the SWOT analysis and critical success factors as reviewed
in the business context summary. At the end of the exercise, the
team must reach consensus on the requirements for each market.
Empirically, it might help to assign numeric values to each chip:
three for superior, two for advantage, and one for parity.

The competitive requirements exercise is performed first by the
design team, then the steering team, and a third time by each rele-
vant business team as part of a separate data-gathering task. In each
case, the coach should review the metric categories and definitions
with the players along with available benchmarks, but actual data
should not be revealed. That’s because people tend to put the ‘‘supe-
rior’’ chip where they see the need for the most improvement, not
necessarily where the strategic advantage lies. At the end of the day,
leadership needs to make the decision based on its business strategy.

During the Fowlers web conference, the coach facilitated the
design team through the exercise, the results of which are seen in
Figure 5-3.

The team scored five channels and learned that there were two
basic supply chain design configurations, plus one with a twist. The
U.S. retail markets was typical for the store- and consumer-oriented
retail sector: superior service (meaning perfect order fulfillment),
better-than-average order cycle times, and better-than-average flex-
ibility to respond to demand fluctuation within the quarter. Promo-
tions, short product life cycles, and order policy are examples
affecting demand variability.
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Figure 5-3. Fowlers Technology Products Group competitive requirements summary.

U.S. Retail Markets
U.S. Distributor 

Markets

U.S. Direct-to-

Consumer Markets

U.S. OEM and Key 

Accounts
U.S. Government

Supply Chain Delivery Reliability Superior Parity Superior Superior Superior

Supply Chain Responsiveness Advantage Parity Advantage Advantage Advantage

Supply Chain Flexibility Advantage Parity Parity Advantage Advantage

Supply Chain Cost Parity Advantage Parity Parity Parity

Supply Chain Asset Management Efficiency Parity Superior Advantage Parity Parity

SCOR 10.0 Strategic Metric Performance Attribute

Technology Products Group Competitive Requirements
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The U.S. OEM and key accounts, as well as the U.S. government
market, shared similar requirements.

The U.S. distributor market is characterized by regular weekly
shipments of goods in truckload quantity; effective inventory man-
agement practices would both support high turns for Fowlers and
increase the gross margin return-on-investment for the distributor.

Last, the U.S. direct-to-consumer markets—though similar to re-
tail—needed to give Fowlers the opportunity to shape demand pat-
terns in order to mitigate inventory risk.

The team made plans to validate these preliminary results with
the durables, food, and technology business teams and refine the
input prior to the next weekly session.

Metric Defect Analysis
Metric defect analysis is borrowed from the Six Sigma and Total
Quality Management disciplines. The basic idea is that for each met-
ric identified in the scorecard, the data teams define and analyze the
failures or defects.

This is not root-cause analysis. Many experienced master black
belts would suggest that root cause is approached after the fifth or
sixth ‘‘why’’ question. The objective here is to use the system (in
this case SAP software) and simple analytical tools such as Pareto
charts, run charts, histograms, control charts, and so forth, to help
answer the first and second ‘‘why did this fail’’ question, as well as
the ‘‘which question’’ relating to SKU, customer, location, etc.

Why use the system? Many companies resort to manual research
right away. Although it is sometimes unavoidable, starting with
manual research generally reduces the frequency of analysis, further
reinforces ‘‘not using the system,’’ and limits the sample size for
analysis. Most important, the objective is to refresh the defect analy-
sis each time the metric is refreshed—be it daily, weekly, monthly,
quarterly, or semiannually.
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The Fowlers data teams caught on quickly and started to think
about what they would call a defect for each metric, and to brain-
storm the data that would be required to get to the desired conclu-
sion. The expectation would be to present the actual metric
performance, the definition of what was deemed a failure or ‘‘defec-
tive’’ for the metric, the various ways the data could be segmented,
the first sort (sortation) of failures (largest to smallest), a second sort
of failures at the next level (largest to smallest), and an estimate of
the level of effort required to get to the final root cause (often con-
sidered the fifth sort of failures).

Sponsor Update Considerations
In advance of the review of content with the sponsors and steering
team members, the Fowlers design team considered the following
points:

6 The project manager, David, should be the principal person
consolidating and preparing the presentation.

6 Prior to the review, the team would conduct informal one-
on-one discussions with sponsors and steering team members
who may be surprised by the content.

6 Any rumors, objections, and other cultural issues that arise
during the one-on-one meetings would be addressed in a de-
sign team meeting and should be discussed candidly.

6 Speaking roles for design team members would be determined
for the steering team review. In addition to David, design team
members who did a lot of homework would be given a chance
for exposure.

Overall, the objectives of this update are to review supply chain
metric definitions and preliminary query data, conduct the competi-
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tive requirements exercise with the entire steering team, review pre-
liminary industry comparison sample and benchmark data, and
establish expectations for the steering team review on May 16.

The corporate controller, the vice president of sales and market-
ing of the food products group, the director of logistics, and the
director of customer service worked with David to prepare the first
update. The topics included:

6 Conduct competitive priority exercise with the steering
team—review design team results.

6 Review preliminary supply chain metric data.

6 Review preliminary benchmark data.

6 Set expectations for the steering team review.
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Phase 2: Scorecards and
Gap Analysis
> May 16 and 23: Estimating the Size of the Opportunity

After a proper debrief of highlights from the sponsor and steering
team updates, the design team starts to work on the objectives for
the next set of deliverables: review data on the scorecard and begin
the process of calculating and assigning financial value to gaps.

The Scorecard Review
For a scorecard to be complete, it must include actual data for each
metric, appropriate industry benchmarks, competitive requirements,
and gap calculations. In a perfect world, scorecards would cascade
neatly from the enterprise level to each business or from the enter-
prise level to each market segment. But that rarely happens, as the
Fowlers design team learned.

As the review process took shape, the team discovered that cou-
rageous conversations were necessary to make sense of the data and
focus the design effort. The first part of the meeting centered on the
actual and benchmark columns.

Discussion of the enterprise scorecard (Table 6-1), led by

87
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Table 6-1. Fowlers’ enterprise scorecard.

Fowlers Inc. Benchmark Data

2-May-11
Performance Attribute
or Category

Level 1 Performance
Metrics

2010 Act
Parity
50th

Percentile

Advantage
70th

Percentile

Superior
90th

Percentile
Parity Gap Source

External

Supply Chain
Delivery Reliability

Perfect Order
Fulfillment

50.5% 74.0% 81.0% 88.0% �23.5% SCORmark

Supply Chain
Responsiveness

Order Fulfillment
Cycle Time

15.0 10.0 6.50 3.0 �5.0 SCORmark

Supply Chain
Flexibility

Upside Supply
Chain Flexibility

91.5 60 45.0 29 �31.5 SCORmark

Internal

Supply Chain Cost

Cost of Goods 86.0% 68.5% 62.9% 52.9% �17.5% Hoovers

Supply Chain
Management Cost

15.5% 9.5% 6.8% 3.9% �6.0% SCORmark

Supply Chain
Asset Management
Efficiency

Inventory Days
of Supply

91.3 73.5 64.8 22.6 �17.8 Hoovers
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the corporate controller and director of logistics, considered three
issues. First, although enterprise-wide customer-facing data indi-
cated ‘‘below parity’’ performance, the aggregate data were not
helpful in pinpointing the severity of some of the issues. The team
agreed that, in order to understand the issues and the potential op-
portunity, it was necessary to segment the reliability, responsiveness, and
flexibility metrics by (1) business group, (2) stock-keeping unit (SKU),
and (3) customer.

A second issue had to do with the fact that balance-sheet data
were available only at the corporate level; trying to precisely allocate
that information back to the supply chains (as defined by the defini-
tion matrix) would have taken a major balance-sheet restructuring
and countless hours of allocating. As a result, the team simply used
percent of sales to total as a means to allocate inventory on the product
group scorecards.

Third, and most important, the scorecard wasn’t organized in
the same way as were the supply chain competitive performance
requirements. The scorecard was organized by business—because
that’s how the data existed. The supply chain requirements were
determined by market/customer channel—because that represented
the ideal situation the team wanted to create. Translating from the
competitive requirements to the scorecard would be a challenge.

‘‘You’ll come up against more than one roadblock like this,’’ the
SCOR coach said. ‘‘We’re not always going to have complete data
or perfect alignment. What is your preference? Go back and do
some more homework, or pick a direction to go forward?’’ The
team was impatient, and a few minutes of conversation made it clear
that there probably was no perfect solution. In the interest of moving
forward, the team agreed to apply the priorities of the retail channel
because it represented the operating unit’s largest share of revenue.

Discussion led by David Able about the technology products
group (Table 6-2), summarized three unique learning points and
considered two compromises.
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Table 6-2. Fowlers’ technology products scorecard with competitive requirements.

Technology Products Group Benchmark Data

2-May-11
Performance
Attribute
or Category

Level 1
Performance

Metrics
2010 Act

Parity
50th

Percentile

Advantage
70th

Percentile

Superior
90th

Percentile
Parity Gap

Competitive
Gap

Competitive
Gap Analysis

Source

External

Supply Chain
Delivery
Reliability

Perfect Order
Fulfillment

30.2% 74.0% 81.0% 88.0% �43.8% �57.8% SCORmark

Supply Chain
Responsiveness

Order
Fulfillment
Cycle Time

11.0 10.0 6.50 3.0 �1.0 �4.5 $6,750,000 SCORmark

Supply Chain
Flexibility

Upside
Supply Chain
Flexibility

91.5 60 45.0 29 �31.5 �46.5 SCORmark

Internal

Supply Chain
Cost

Cost of Goods 63.6% 54.7% 44.3% 26.0% �8.9% NA $40,050,000 Hoovers

Supply Chain
Management
Cost

12.8% 9.5% 6.8% 3.9% �3.3% �3.3% $14,850,000 SCORmark

Supply Chain
Asset
Management
Efficiency

Inventory Days
of Supply

60.5 20.4 8.9 0.0 �40.1 �40.1 $31,442,000 Hoovers
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The first learning point was this: Although the decision to out-
source manufacture of several products succeeded at achieving low-
est unit cost, it drastically reduced the flexibility metric, which in
turn affected inventory levels. The second learning point was that
the new metrics on service reliability provided empirical evidence
in support of complaints by customers that the company was ‘‘hard
to do business with.’’ The third learning point was that by assem-
bling supply chain costs through the SCORmark, it became clear
that material acquisition expenses outpaced all other cost increases.
Inbound transportation, normally calculated as a cost of material, was
isolated for all to see. The last learning point was similar in all busi-
ness units: There was considerable opportunity to improve operating
income by attacking supply chain costs, improving use of working
capital, and better leveraging SAP functionality.

The technology products group’s first necessary compromise fo-
cused on how to distribute the market/customer channel perfor-
mance requirements onto the technology products scorecard. Like
corporate, the technology products business team agreed to adopt
the retail superior/advantage/advantage/parity/parity (SAAPP) pri-
orities for its scorecard gap baseline.

The Scorecard Gap Analysis

The next item on the agenda is focused on completing the competi-
tive gap analysis. The gap analysis occurs from both top down (this
section) and bottom up, using our defect analysis (Chapter 7). The
first step in the top-down process is to calculate the mathematical op-
portunity for each metric. This is done by calculating the parity gap
and/or the competitive gap, and then subtracting actual performance
for each metric from the benchmark number determined by the
competitive requirement for the category.

If the gap analysis results in a negative number (bad), it means
actual performance is less than the benchmark (e.g., the gap between
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an actual delivery performance of 78 percent and competitive re-
quirements of 92 percent is -14). The next step is to translate each
gap number into a profit potential; the most frequently used measure
is operating income.

The calculations are straightforward for the internal metrics but
can be subjective for customer-facing metrics. The basic calculation
that the design team, and ultimately the business team, must agree
on is the anticipated effect on revenue through improvements to
delivery reliability, responsiveness, and flexibility. This is often more
art than science, but there are some accepted approaches:

6 The Lost Opportunity Measure. This calculates the revenue lost
before order entry because of lack of availability of a product.

6 The Canceled Order Measure. This measure calculates revenue
lost after order entry because of canceled orders that result
from poor delivery performance.

6 The Market Share Measure. This measure attempts to project a
revenue increase based on achieving competitive advantage in
the customer-facing metric categories.

Because any approach will have its tradeoffs, just make sure to
document the assumptions and details for the financial analysis and
identify some of the steering team or business team members to help
validate preliminary numbers.

In Fowlers’ case, the design team agreed on the organization of
the gap analysis itself, agreeing with the norm that all the opportu-
nity dollars should be calculated using an operating income; this
would allow the team to add up the numbers for the ‘‘opportunity’’
of the scorecard. Here are some other conclusions reached by the
team based on the information in Table 6-2:

6 All customer-facing metrics must be grouped, and ‘‘lost op-
portunity’’ and ‘‘canceled order’’ calculation methods must be
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used. The technology products group’s 2010 revenue was
$450,000,000; the design team’s analysis showed that 1.5 per-
cent of the group’s sales were either not entered, cut from the
order due to availability, or canceled due to poor response
to unanticipated demand. The $6,750,000 was calculated by
multiplying revenue times 1.5 percent.

6 Cost of goods for 2010 was $286,200,000. An 8.9 percent gain
was valued at $40,050,000.

6 Ending inventory for 2010 was $47,437,000, representing
about $784,100 per day. A 40.1–day improvement is equiva-
lent to a $31,442,000 inventory reduction.

6 Supply chain management cost for 2010 was $57,601,000. A
reduction of 3.3 points is the equivalent of a $14,850,000 re-
duction in expenses.
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C H A P T E R 7

Phase 2: Defect Analysis
> May 30 and June 6: Answering the Questions of Who, What,

Where, When, and How Much and Then Telling the Steering

Team

The concept of defect analysis now becomes the central focus for
the design team, along with preparing the first performance review
of the supply chain for the steering team. Specifically, the team will
define data points for each metric considered to be a failure; segment
the data by product, location, customer, supplier, etc.; and then an-
swer with system-generated data at as many levels of ‘‘why’’ ques-
tions as possible.

Defect Analysis
Initiated on April 25, the preliminary results of the defect analysis
for each metric are now ready for review. As noted in the web-based
meeting agenda, the stated expectation was for each team to present
the actual metric performance; review the definition of what was
deemed a failure or ‘‘defective,’’ the various ways the data could be
segmented, the first sort of failures (largest to smallest), and a second
sort of failures at the next level (largest to smallest); and build an
estimate of the level of effort to get to the final root cause—(often
considered the fifth sort of failures).

95
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Whereas the benchmark and competitive requirements (Chapter
6) provide a top-down means of estimating the performance im-
provement opportunity, the defect analysis is a more precise bottom-
up method. In fact, if a decision needed to be made as to how much
time is allocated to benchmarking versus thorough defect analysis, I
would allocate one hour to benchmarking for every ten hours of
defect analysis. It is the ultimate source for prioritizing projects and
estimating benefits, as illustrated in the next phase.

The entire design team agreed that the hardest task was to use
the system alone to generate the first- and second-level sorts. Most
of the team was accustomed to using the manual research method
on the most recent issue of the day. They all agreed that while the
system’s sorts may not be perfect, they were repeatable each time
the metric performance was reported. The following were their
findings.

Perfect Order Fulfillment

As documented on the technology products group scorecard (Table
6-2), the actual perfect order fulfillment is 30.2 percent, which
means that 69.8 percent of Fowlers’ orders failed to be perfect for
some reason. The customer-facing metric team defined failures for
perfect order fulfillment as sales orders not meeting the quantity,
commit date, delivery quality, pricing, and documentation expecta-
tions of the customer, as documented in Fowlers’ sales order, in-
voice, and shipment documents. The team was able to segment sales
orders by customer number, ship-to location, Fowlers shipping loca-
tion, manufacturing plant, supplier ship-from location, SKU line
number, shipping lane, and freight provider.

The first and second sorts (Figure 7-1) of the failures included
three primary categories and twelve subcategories:

1. Sales Order Shipped Not Complete

6 Product Not Available at Initial Available-to-Promise Check

6 Manufacturing Late
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Figure 7-1. Perfect order fulfillment defect analysis, first and second sorts.

Perfect Order Fulfillment
Defect Analysis 

41.0% 15.0% 13.8% 

First Sort Categories (Columns) 

Second Sort Categories (Rows) 

Sales Order 
Shipped Not 

Complete

Sales Order 
Delivered

Late

Sales Order in 
Late-Pay Status 

Product Not Available at Initial 
Available-to-Promise Check 11.0%

Manufacturing Late 5.0%   

Inventory Reallocated to Another 
Customer 5.0%   

Actual Demand Exceeded Forecast 20.0% 

Warehouse Shipped Late 2.5%  

Credit Hold 5.0%  

Order Released to Warehouse
Too Late 2.0%

Freight Provider Delivered Late  0.5%  

Customer Picked Up Late 4.0% 

Price Discrepancy 5.0% 5.0% 

Delivery Issue Including Quality   4.8% 

6 Inventory Reallocated to Another Customer

6 Actual Demand Exceeded Forecast

2. Sales Order Delivered Late

6 Warehouse Shipped Late

6 Credit Hold

6 Order Released to Warehouse Too Late

6 Freight Provider Delivered Late

6 Customer Picked Up Late

3. Sales Order in Late-Pay Status

6 Customer Picked Up Late

6 Price Discrepancy

6 Delivery Issue Including Quality
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Order Fulfillment Cycle Time

As documented in the technology products group scorecard, the ac-
tual order fulfillment cycle time (blended MTO and MTS) is 11. Fail-
ure definition for this metric was tricky. First, the team assembled a
histogram of a sample of 224 orders (Figure 7-2). Second, the team
needed to define a failure. Their competitive target was 6.5 days; if they
chose that number, all but 48 orders failed. The team settled on nine
days, better than parity and on the way to their competitive target. So,
if the actual days were greater than nine, the sales order was deemed a
failure. There were 97 failed orders in the sample. For each failed sales
order, the team also looked at time subsegments as defined in the
SCOR metric definition and compared the actual subsegment time to
what was defined in the master data for expected lead time. They used
this data as the second sort of failures (Figure 7-3). The team was able
to use the same segmentation strategies as defined in perfect order
fulfillment.

Upside Supply Chain Flexibility

As documented in the scorecard, the actual upside supply chain
flexibility (averaged across all SKUs in the project scope) is 91.5

Figure 7-2. Order fulfillment cycle time histogram.
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Figure 7-3. Order fulfillment cycle time defect analysis.

Order Fulfillment Cycle Time Defect Analysis Defect Rate Failed Orders Target Days 

Order Receipt to Order Confirmed 18.3% 41 1 

Order Confirmed to Shipment Created 12.1% 27 2 

Shipment Created to Order Picked  4.9% 11 1 

Order Picked to Order Shipped  3.6% 8 1 

Order Shipped to Order Delivered 4.5% 10 4 

days. Failure definition for this metric included two parts: comparing
actual to master data, and comparing master data to strategic require-
ment. First the team compared the overall actual stacked lead times
of each SKU to the expected lead time as noted in the SKU master
data. If the total actual days were greater than expected, the SKU
was deemed a failure.

A second sort of this data took the analysis one step further. For
each failed SKU, the team looked at time subsegments as defined in
SCOR (including PLAN, SOURCE, and MAKE lead times) and
compared the actual subsegment time to what was defined in the
master data for expected lead time.

To compare the strategic requirement, the team used the histo-
gram (Figure 7-4) of SKU total lead times; defined a targeted lead
time–based competitive requirement; and defined as failures all SKUs
above the target. They sorted the failures from highest to lowest in
annual volume; this view of failures initiated a number of questions
as to how to develop supply chain strategies that would make the
macro supply chain more flexible to marketplace demand fluctua-
tions. The team was able to segment upside supply chain flexibility
data using the product hierarchy, bill of material, plant, DC location,
volume, and sales and operations planning (S&OP) family groupings.

Figure 7-5 illustrates four part numbers that were strategic-
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Figure 7-4. Upside supply chain flexibility histogram.
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Figure 7-5. Strategic requirement failures by part number.
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requirement failures. They were high-volume SKUs with lead times
greater than 60 days (the parity requirement for U.S. Distributor
Markets and U.S. Direct-to-Consumer Markets determined in the
competitive requirements exercise).

Supply Chain Management Cost

As documented in the technology products group scorecard, the
actual supply chain management cost is 12.8 percent cost-to-sales.
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The defect analysis for this metric was a little more arbitrary than the
previous three. The team members first developed a Pareto chart of
supply chain costs (Table 7-1). They then defined failure modes for
each category. As an example, failure modes for outbound transpor-
tation cost were defined as expedited freight, cost centers over bud-
get, and routes that exceeded the expected cost per pound. The
results gave the team a good indication of which process areas most
affected cost-to-serve, and helped it visualize which failure modes

Table 7-1. Pareto chart of supply chain costs.

2010 Supply Chain Management Cost

Cum 57,601

34.8% 34.8% $20,033 Outbound Transportation Cost

57.2% 22.4% $12,929 Finished Goods Warehouse Cost

70.9% 13.7% $7,896 Inbound Transportation Cost

77.3% 6.4% $3,694 Opportunity Cost

81.5% 4.2% $2,401 Obsolescence Cost

84.6% 3.1% $1,781 Supply Chain Finance Control Cost

87.5% 2.9% $1,672 Purchasing Cost

89.8% 2.3% $1,345 Customer Service Cost

91.5% 1.7% $981 Supply Chain Application Cost

93.1% 1.6% $946 Supply Planning Cost

94.6% 1.5% $850 Supplier Quality Cost

95.7% 1.1% $646 Shrinkage Cost

96.7% 1.0% $562 Component Engineering and Tooling Cost

97.6% 0.9% $504 Demand Planning Cost

98.4% 0.7% $432 Raw Material Warehouse Cost

99.1% 0.7% $403 IT Operational Cost for Supply Chain

99.6% 0.5% $284 Accounts Receivable Cost

100.0% 0.4% $242 Accounts Payable Cost
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were making the biggest dent in gross profit. The team was able to
segment metric data using the cost center hierarchy and S&OP de-
fined business unit.

Inventory Days of Supply

As documented in the scorecard, the actual inventory days of supply
(DOS) is 60.5 days. The defect analysis for this metric utilized both
the classification (i.e., finished goods, work in progress, purchased
finished goods, raw materials, packaging, etc.) and activity level as
defined by customer, finance, and annual volume (i.e., A, B, C,
D, Customer Liable, Excess, Shrink, and Obsolete). The team also
determined that it needed to illustrate the defects using both inven-
tory dollars ($) and days of supply. Defects were defined as:

All: Excess, Shrink, and Obsolete

A: High-volume SKUs with DOS greater than 15

B: Mid-volume SKUs with DOS greater than 30

C: Lower-volume SKUs with DOS greater than 60

D: Lowest-volume SKUs with DOS greater than 90

The results summarized where the most inventory dollars were in-
vested and which SKUs were the poorest performing. The team was
able to segment metric data using the product hierarchy, inventory
classification, and S&OP defined business unit.

Planning for the First Team On-Site
The metric defect analysis sets the stage for the first on-site visit. As
discussed in the project scheduling options, the first on-site with the
team can focus on assembling the AS IS SCOR Level 3 processes
diagram using the ‘‘staple yourself to an order’’ interview process.
Alternatively, the first on-site may be the process diagram and brain-
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storm event initiating the next phase of the project: project portfolio
development. Chapter 14 illustrates the techniques, instructions, and
examples of the process analyses for either case.

The Steering Team Review
The initial focus on the agenda is for each assigned subteam to re-
view its scorecard gap analysis, including revised assumptions, calcu-
lations, and feedback from validation resources. The goal is for the
entire design team to achieve consensus for each metric on the total
opportunity calculated on the scorecard. This review doubles as a
dry run for a portion of the steering team review. As part of this
review, each metric team must identify the design team member
who will make the presentation. Do not underestimate the impact
of a crisp, clear, and concise presentation delivered by the people
who did the work. This review will be the first in which data that
are presented may be contentious.

The agenda for this steering team review includes the following:

6 Competitive requirements

6 Scorecards

6 Gap analysis

6 Defect analysis

6 On-site plans for process analyses and brainstorm event

For Fowlers, the validation effort ultimately did not change the
numbers or assumptions, but the process did reveal some change-
management stages that would have to occur. The careful organiza-
tion of the subteams for each metric and the choice of influential
validation resources helped to manage the length of these stages as
the wider Fowlers audience was introduced to ‘‘the numbers.’’
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Change Management: Dealing with Denial

In the first stage, reactions are predictable as the design team’s work
spreads through the organization: The numbers are wrong; we aren’t
that bad.

The technology products business team members, when pre-
sented with the scorecard gap analysis, reacted predictably: They
challenged the numbers. This happens in almost all projects. That’s
why it’s important to have the right design team members from each
of the product groups present to explain the data and have their
validation resources sitting right next to them (as opposed to having
a consultant). For people seeing the data for the first time, this builds
confidence that the numbers are, in fact, reliable and quickly puts
the focus on the issues.

Change Management: Placing Blame

The second reaction is to allocate blame, which is easier than taking
responsibility for the results. Positioning design team members to
share their personal perspectives on the gap analysis, and to review
competitive performance facts, helps accelerate business unit leaders
through this stage and moves them beyond the convenient catchall
phrase: ‘‘But we’re unique.’’

Change Management: Book the Numbers

The third reaction is to confuse acceptance of the analysis with actu-
ally having solved the problem. Agreeing on the opportunity does
not improve anything. At this point, the business team is excited at
the value of improving supply chain performance; based on bench-
marks and competitive requirements, the numbers can add up fast.
But it’s too soon to start booking the savings in corporate forecasts
and memos to the board. The real value of change will show up as
part of the next phase.

In closing out the scorecard deliverable, the Fowlers project team
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members learned an important lesson—one that would be repeated
again and again. They learned that the main goal of the analysis
and validation effort is to manage change, not just to complete a
deliverable. Their ability to quickly learn the Supply Chain Excellence
process, understand the main idea of the deliverables, and then care-
fully transfer that knowledge to the wider Fowlers audience was
critical. With advanced apologies to Dilbert, they realized the essen-
tial change management value of ‘‘greasing the skids,’’ ‘‘getting oth-
ers up to speed,’’ and ‘‘touching base.’’
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C H A P T E R 8

Phase 3: Develop the Project
Portfolio
> June 16 and July 11–15: Building Shared Vision and the

Project List

What do the numbers 50, 20, 1,000, 15, and 3 have in common?
They’re the typical results of a successful project portfolio phase that
is founded in data (defect analysis), experience (through the brain-
storm event), and process (using SCOR).

Fifty can be the number of people who participate in a daylong
brainstorm event. Twenty is how many disconnects or issues a typi-
cal person can come up with in an hour. A thousand is the number
of disconnects or issues the whole team can generate in the same
amount of time. Fifteen is a common number of projects that will
be identified to eliminate the issues. Three is the percent of savings
(relative to sales) that an average performing company will achieve
by implementing these projects. In other words, a supply chain
supporting $100 million in revenue can yield $3 million in gross
opportunity savings split between revenue growth, productivity im-
provement, cost reduction, and asset turnover.

The objectives for the June 16 session are to plan and set the date
for the brainstorm event (the week of July 11–15), conduct and

107
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document the on-site event, assemble the preliminary project port-
folio, and begin to validate the metric impact.

Planning the Brainstorm Event
A well-planned brainstorm event takes the information collected and
analyzed through the metric defect analysis and integrates it with
employee experience and SCOR processes. The combination cre-
ates a positive feeling of teamwork, shared vision of the real issues,
and confidence in the size of potential benefit. It also provides for
greater stakeholder involvement in the project, giving extended
team members and other invited participants a feeling of contribu-
tion, common understanding, and, ultimately, ownership of the
changes.

There are six ingredients to a good brainstorming event:

1. An appropriate invitee list

2. Effective communication, including advance invitation, proj-
ect overview, and instructions for event preparation

3. Organized brainstorm categories using the metric defect anal-
ysis and scorecard data

4. An appropriate venue

5. Predefined leadership roles for the design team that carry
through from defect analysis to opportunity analysis

6. Documentation that captures the individual disconnects,
problem groups, preliminary projects, and benefits estimate

Invitees

Select participants from among those people who are close to the
day-to-day and week-to-week details of all facets of the movement
of materials. Attempt to represent expertise from planning, sourcing,
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manufacturing, marketing and sales, warehouse, transportation, fi-
nance, and customer service. For the brainstorm event, the quantity
of issues, with examples, is a critical factor. Don’t reach too high in
the organization; participants at higher levels of management have
more trouble generating a detailed list and often cannot point to
specific examples. The examples help drive the root cause analysis.
Invitees can be considered part of the extended team listed in the
project charter or invited guests. In either case, proper communica-
tion makes a big difference in the quality of the output.

Effective Communication

The invitation letter needs to clearly convey the purpose of the
event, preparation instructions, and the basics of where, when, and
so on. The invitation needs to be in participants’ hands one to two
weeks in advance; anything less gives the impression that the project
is poorly planned and limits the quality of individual preparation. A
project overview session conducted before the event provides parti-
cipants with a wide-angle view of the project, including a status
report on the key deliverables of the scorecard gap analysis and met-
ric defect analysis. Further, it gives them a short tutorial on their
homework assignment: understanding the defect analysis for their
metric and coming up with 20 or so potential causes of the second
sort of defects.

Many companies have automated collection of the disconnects
using an Excel spreadsheet. The entire workbook might be labeled
as Disconnect Detail. Each subsequent worksheet can be labeled with
the participant’s name. Filling out the worksheet (Figure 8-1) can be
accomplished by using one file, with each person taking a turn, or
by sending a copy of the file to each participant, with the files to be
returned and consolidated prior to the event. The benefits of an
electronic template are threefold. First, the disconnect IDs are easily
referenced for future use using the ‘‘find’’ function in Excel. Second,
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Figure 8-1. Sample disconnect detail worksheet.

Description for Disconnect or Issue—Example Initials ID SCOR Process 

Item master data-setup errors cause poor planning 
data to pass to plants and suppliers, resulting in 
poorer forecasts—item 093232 

PB 1 EP.3 

No visibility to customer demand—consumption 
rate leads to unpredicted spikes in demand, 
resulting in customer shortages—order 0930211 

PB 2 P1.1 

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

and more important, labels can be generated and applied to elec-
tronic sticky notes prior to the session, speeding up the process and
making the output more legible. Third, the Excel worksheets are
easy to share and review using a web-based meeting platform that
allows you to share a desktop and provides file-sharing commands.
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Organized Brainstorm Categories

Setting up brainstorm categories and teams in advance helps the par-
ticipants stay focused, leverages their knowledge and experience, and
ultimately provides better ideas about the causes of defects. Using
the SCOR metrics from the scorecard as the brainstorm categories
has proven to be the most effective way of organizing the teams and
relating projects to benefit estimates.

The Appropriate Venue

The ideal venue is a large rectangular room with enough seating for
all attendees. Tape the category titles (typed in large print on 8.5� �

11� paper), defect analysis (also in handout form), and scorecard data
on the walls, spacing them evenly around the room. Many teams
have used sticky notes, flip-chart paper, or butcher-block paper to
capture the participants’ ideas on causes for defects. Most of the time
will be spent in small groups, frequently standing next to the col-
lected items in a brainstorm category; therefore the activity does not
work as well in a small conference room.

Predefined Leadership Roles

For the brainstorm event, design team members formalize their role
in the knowledge-transfer process, transitioning from student to
teacher. The project manager (or coach) serves as the master of cere-
monies, reviewing the agenda and instructions for each step. He or
she also serves as pace keeper, moderator of conflict, and general role
model for everyone. Each design team member is assigned to lead
(co-lead) a brainstorm category and facilitate the brainstorm steps.
As will be discussed, this includes grouping similar issues by SCOR
process, defining problem statements, estimating the weight of each
problem, and assembling the preliminary project portfolio benefits.
Be sure to keep those involved in each metric defect analysis to-
gether on the same team.
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Documentation Approach

The project portfolio worksheet is the primary documentation tool
for the next few chapters. It is prepared in advance with some of the
fields being filled out in real time during the brainstorm event. Fig-
ure 8-2 illustrates the template and offers instructions defining the
type of data required for each problem identified.

Based on our experience of facilitating more than 90 of these
events, two lessons stand out. The first is that preparation pays. The
more the participants understand about the metric and the first and
second sorts of the defect analysis, the more effective they will be in
identifying potential causes (answers to third-, fourth-, and fifth-
level ‘‘why’’ questions).

The second lesson has to do with the process of identifying the
issues; it can either be individual or group. The method that has been
discussed so far has each participant identifying issues from his or her
point of view, based on knowledge of the defect analysis and direct
experience with issues. During the event, the team then groups indi-
vidual ideas into a problem. The group method focuses on generat-
ing the problems through discussion and consensus, rather than
generating individual issues.

Both methods have pluses and minuses. The first method has
detail, and builds shared understanding and vision; the second builds
consensus quickly. The risk with the first method is that it can take
longer to eliminate redundancies. The risk with the second method
is that it aggregates too quickly and misses some things. In addition,
outspoken individuals can influence the output.

Conducting the Brainstorm Session
The day of the event, July 13, had finally arrived. The Fowlers
brainstorm team included the entire design team; Chief Operating
Officer Brian Dowell; product development managers; buyer/plan-
ners; customer service representatives; cost accountants; marketing
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Figure 8-2. Sample project portfolio worksheet data definitions.

Metric Level 1

Defect

Problem

Statement
Number

Problem

Statement
Phrase

Problem

Statement
Description

Individual

Disconnect
IDs

Level 2

Defect

Defect Rate Problem

Weight

Problem

Impact

SCOR

Process

Title of the 
brainstorm
category is 
listed here; 
e.g., Perfect 
Order
Fulfillment. 

Label of the 
first sort of 
the Defect 
Analysis.

After the 
disconnects
have been 
aggregated
to problems,
a number is 
assigned;
e.g., 1.01, 
1.02, etc. 

Brief
description of 
the problem 
using a noun, 
adjective,
and verb. 

A sentence
or two that 
describes the 
problem. It 
must be 
relevant to
all of the 
individual
disconnects
and include 
an example; 
e.g., part 
number,
supplier, or 
customer.

The
individual
disconnect
IDs are 
recorded
here.

The label of 
the second 
sort of the 
Defect
Analysis.

This is the 
overall defect 
rate for the 
Level 2 
defect and is 
taken directly 
off the Defect 
Analysis
Pareto chart. 

This is the 
weight the 
team assigns 
to the problem. 
The sum of 
the problem 
weights
within a 
Level 2 de- 
fect category 
can be no 
more than 
100% and 
oftentimes
less if not all 
the problems 
are known. 

This is a 
calculated
field multi-
plying the 
defect rate
times the
problem
weight.
This is the
estimated
impact to the 
SCOR Level 1
metric. For 
sure, this is
the most
difficult
number to 
estimate.

Ideally, the 
team would 
have already 
attended
a SCOR 
Framework
class. Two or 
three team 
members will 
identify the 
SCOR ele-
ment(s) 
where the 
problem
occurs. SCOR 
Level 1, 2, or 
3 can apply 
here.
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analysts; material planners; focus factory managers; sales managers;
product line managers from both the technology and food products
groups (the latter was the next SCOR project candidate); functional
experts for purchasing, order management, planning, distribution,
and manufacturing from the corporate applications group; a trans-
portation manager; an import/export manager; a warehouse man-
ager from corporate logistics; a market research analyst; forecast
analysts for each of the product families; and a business development
manager from the corporate marketing group. In all, there were
forty people on the list. As mentioned earlier, the design team agreed
to use its six SCOR Level 1 metrics as the brainstorm categories.
The rationale was to get the extended team thinking about the rela-
tionship of each issue to the defect data and why things failed.

The team took the coach’s advice and stayed with the metric
and defect analysis teams. Design team leaders were assigned. The
planning director was assigned to be team leader for the perfect order
fulfillment category. Order fulfillment cycle time was led by the pur-
chasing director; the director of manufacturing oversaw discussion
of upside supply chain flexibility; supply chain management cost was
handled by the director of logistics/customer service; the corporate
controller led the cost of goods discussion; and the vice president of
sales and marketing for the food products group led inventory days
of supply with help from the director of applications. David Able
served as the master of ceremonies, and the coach was used as a
floater among teams, helping them as needed.

The Fowlers Brainstorm Event

The agenda for the brainstorm event at Fowlers had five line items and looked like this:

1. Introduction. David reviewed the agenda, room layout, brainstorm categories (perfect
order fulfillment, order fulfillment cycle time, upside supply chain flexibility, supply
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chain management cost, cost of goods, and inventory days of supply), and associated
defect analysis, and introduced the category leaders.

2. Initial Brainstorm: 60 Minutes. David facilitated the brainstorming activity, getting all
those involved to place their 20 individual causes of Level 2 defects onto the appropriate
metric charts. Brian insisted on the electronic method, through which participants had
entered their data the previous week and labels were put on sticky notes prior to the
session.

3. Affinity Diagrams: 120 Minutes. By using the predetermined team lists, David moved
people to their appropriate metrics with their team leaders. They spent two hours read-
ing through the ideas, grouping them into similar problems within each Level 2 defect
category.

4. Documentation: 120 Minutes. The team was tasked with completing the project port-
folio worksheet. The team leader had assigned a documentation role and had prepared
the worksheet template ahead of time. This was the most difficult part of the day; gaining
agreement on the problem definition and the metric impact of eliminating the issue
spawned many passionate discussions.

5. Question-and-Answer Review: 60 Minutes. Fowlers’ disconnect analysis session yielded
838 individual disconnects in six brainstorm categories, and an initial 62 problem groups
with their own statements. David then facilitated a public question-and-answer review
of each team’s problem statements to conclude the event.

Figures 8-3A and 8-3B illustrate a portion of the perfect order
fulfillment team’s project portfolio worksheet. In Figure 8-3A, the
planning director had already filtered the defect Level 1 column to
isolate ‘‘sales order shipped not complete’’ and the Level 2 column
to isolate ‘‘actual demand exceeded forecast.’’ Twenty-seven indi-
vidual disconnects for the defect were grouped into three problems:
‘‘Poor Visibility to External Customer Sales Plan,’’ ‘‘Poor Forecast
Management,’’ and ‘‘New Product-Manufacturing Lead Time &
Planning Not Aligned.’’

Figure 8-3B illustrates that if all three of these problems were
eliminated, the impact to perfect order fulfillment would be 20 per-
cent (7.4 plus 7.4 plus 5.2). The formula takes the defect rate times
the problem weight for each problem. Problem weights are the most
difficult part of the exercise. Everyone is uncomfortable. This is the
moment of truth at which experience has to help the data arrive at
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Figure 8-3A. Fowlers’ perfect order fulfillment team project portfolio worksheet, filtered.

Metric Level 1 

Defect

Problem

Statement 

Number

Problem Statement 

Phrase

Problem Statement Description Disconnect IDs Level 2 

Defect

Defect

Rate

Perfect
Order
Fulfillment 

Sales Order 
Shipped Not 
Complete 

7.01 Poor Visibility to 
External Customer 
Sales Plan 

For 70% of our planning, we have a 
lack of visibility to the customer's 
demand or promotions resulting in 
no forecast and a 36% sales plan 
error.

321, 255, 193, 
157, 142, 689, 
703, 567, 234, 6, 
59, 43 

Actual
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 

Perfect
Order
Fulfillment 

Sales Order 
Shipped Not 
Complete 

7.02 Poor Forecast 
Management

SKU level forecasts are inaccurate 
due to minimal analysis, poor input 
from known sales and marketing 
input, and a lack of corporate 
discipline to support one forecast. 

217, 26, 267, 
469, 551, 242, 
431, 181, 236, 
308

Actual
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 

Perfect
Order
Fulfillment 

Sales Order 
Shipped Not 
Complete 

7.03 New Product-
Manufacturing Lead 
Time & Planning Not 
Aligned

New Product Development items
are not planned and released to 
production with enough lead time
for production to meet customer 
orders/demand in units and 
timetable. 

385, 142, 203, 
257, 418 

Actual
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 
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Figure 8-3B. Fowlers’ perfect order fulfillment team project portfolio worksheet, with demonstration of impact.

Problem
Statement

Phrase

Problem Statement Description Level 2 
Defect

Defect
Rate

Problem
Weight

Impact

Poor Visibility
to External 
Customer
Sales Plan 

For 70% of our planning, we have a lack of visibility to 
the customer's demand or promotions resulting in no 
forecast and a 36% sales plan error.

Actual Demand 
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 37.0% 7.4%

Poor Forecast 
Management

SKU level forecasts are inaccurate due to minimal 
analysis, poor input from known sales and marketing 
input, and a lack of corporate discipline to support one 
forecast.

Actual Demand 
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 37.0% 7.4%

New Product-
Manufacturing
Lead Time & 
Planning Not 
Aligned

New Product Development items are not planned and 
released to production with enough lead time for 
production to meet customer orders/demand in units 
and timetable. 

Actual Demand 
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 26.0% 5.2%
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a realistic number. Conservative realism is ideal; gross sandbagging is
not helpful. As the weight is assigned, participants are usually already
thinking about how to validate the numbers and document their
assumptions. An important note: The sum of the problem weights
within a Level 2 defect category can never be more than 100 per-
cent. Less than 100 percent means that not all of the problems have
been identified; more than 100 percent means the team is being
overly optimistic.
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Phase 3: Refine the Project
Portfolio
> July 11–15: Validating the Project Benefits and SCOR

Processes

There is no easy way to take the impacts and process areas docu-
mented in the brainstorm session and validate them at the level of
confidence ‘‘to simply book the numbers’’ with leadership. But
that’s the challenge for this session: consolidating the 62 problems
across six metrics into a concise set of SCOR process–based projects
and finalizing impacts for each of them.

Consolidating Problems to Projects
Using SCOR
Consolidating problems into projects is an easier task when someone
is experienced with the filter and sort functions of Excel spread-
sheets. The ability to organize a pivot table is even more useful.

In preparation for the first day’s meeting, the project manager
consolidates the problems from all of the metric worksheets by
copying and pasting them onto a single worksheet called Project Port-
folio. With the Auto Filter on, the consolidation process begins.
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The first step in the process is to filter the heading ‘‘SCOR Proc-
ess’’ by SCOR Level 3 process ID. At this point, some problems
may have more than one SCOR Level 3 ID, such as P1.1, D1.3,
and P1.3; and some may have Level 2 IDs, such as P1. In the case
of multiple Level 3 IDs, gain consensus on which process area is the
most influential relating to the problem. In the case of Level 2 IDs,
try to pick the most influential Level 3 process relating to the
problem.

The second step in the process is to assign an arbitrary project
number to all the problems resulting from the SCOR Level 3 filter;
for example, all problems containing the SCOR Level 3 ID D1.3
get assigned the same project number. This routine is repeated for
each SCOR Level 3 ID until all problems have a project number
assigned.

To be clear, after the filtering, all problem statements should have
a project number. It is conceivable (though not probable) that there
could be 184 projects—one for each SCOR Level 3 element: 20 for
PLAN, 17 for SOURCE, 22 for MAKE, 52 for DELIVER, 26 for
RETURN, and 47 for ENABLE.

The focus for the next level of filtering, called Process Similarity,
again uses the field called SCOR Process. This time the team uses a
custom filter containing a SCOR Level 2 ID (i.e., S1, M2, P1, or
D3). For this filter, the team attempts to consolidate projects based
on process scope. For example, a filter using S1 may yield five proj-
ects—one each for S1.1, S1.2, S1.3, S1.4, and S1.5. There are at
least four factors that influence project consolidation within a SCOR
Level 2 process. The first is the physical location of where the process
occurs. For example, S1.2, S1.3, and S1.4 (receiving, quality assur-
ance, and ‘‘put-away’’) are typically carried out in the raw material
warehouse and therefore are candidates for consolidation.

The second factor is the function or functions performing the
process. For example, if your suppliers drop-ship their products to
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your customer’s warehouse, purchasing may not only have to sched-
ule the product but also enter the receipt transaction in the system
when the shipment is physically received by the customer ware-
house. In that case, S1.1 and S1.2 would be candidates for consolida-
tion. The third factor is the degree of impact. If improving the
scheduling process with suppliers accounts for 50 percent of the in-
ventory benefit in the portfolio, the degree of effort and focus may
warrant isolating the process with only one project. Likewise, con-
solidation is good if the benefit for each process is small but when
added together they create a significant impact.

A fourth factor, consolidating plan projects, requires one more
decision: horizontal vs. vertical grouping. For example, a frequent
horizontal consolidation involves grouping P4.1, P4.2, P4.3, and
P4.4 into a project called distribution requirements planning; or group-
ing P3.1, P3.2, P3.3, and P3.4 into a project called master production
scheduling. Another horizontal grouping could involve grouping all
P4, P3, and P2 processes into a project called tactical planning.

A common vertical grouping that focuses on improving capacity
planning (both long term and near term) and scheduling and might
include P1.2, all P3 processes, and M1.1. The decision for vertical
vs. horizontal grouping sometimes can be as much art as science.
Factors that influence a vertical grouping include linking rough-cut
planning to scheduling, forecasts to available inventory at distribu-
tion centers, and annual volume commitments of suppliers to near-
term purchase order releases. The main factors that influence a hori-
zontal grouping are synchronizing customer orders, manufacturing
schedules, and planned supplier receipts.

The focus of the next filtering step is called strategic similarity,
which attempts to consolidate projects across the strategies of make-
to-stock, make-to-order, and engineer-to-order. This custom filter uses an
‘‘or’’ statement in an effort to identify projects within the same proc-
ess but in another strategy. For example, using the custom filter
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‘‘contains P2, S1 or S2 or S3’’ will yield projects containing any of
the SOURCE-related projects. The team would use the same four
grouping strategies discussed in the preceding paragraphs.

The last filtering step, called ENABLE, again uses the SCOR
Process field. This time the team uses the custom auto filter contain-
ing ‘‘E.’’ This leaves all problem statements that are connected to
some form of enabling process.

ENABLE filters can go three directions. First, often they are
grouped across the Enable process categories EP.3, ES.3, EM.3, and ED.3
and may be consolidated into a project focused only on master data
accuracy—including planning item data, source list, routings and
recipes, and customer list. Second, they are often grouped vertically
with their associated planning and execution processes. For example, a
project focused on P1 (sales and operations planning) may also in-
clude EP.1, EP.3, EP.4, and EP.10. Third, if the scope is big enough,
ENABLE elements can be left as individual projects. For example, EP.7
may be the process that includes an overall physical network evalua-
tion using a sophisticated logistics engineering tool.

Figure 9-1 is the result of the Fowlers P1.1 filter. The team dis-
cussed each of the three problems and agreed to consolidate 7.01 and
7.02 into Project 1, and put 7.03 into another—Project 6—already
identified and associated with ED.7, manage product life cycle.

Validating the Problem Weight
As already stated at least once, the hardest task to date is validating
the problem weights, which were estimates based on team experi-
ence during the brainstorm event. These problem weights have the
largest influence on the projected size of the benefit pool—and
therefore are of the highest interest to the steering team.

Validating the problem weight follows a four-step process:

1. Collect a small random sample of data focusing on instances
of the Level 2 Defect;
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Figure 9-1. Fowlers’ problem validation P1.1 filter.

Metric Level 1 
Defect

Problem
Statement 

Number

Problem
Statement 

Phrase

Problem Statement 
Description

Level 2 
Defect

Impact SCOR
Process

Project
Number

Perfect
Order
Fulfillment 

Sales
Order
Shipped
Not 
Complete 

7.01 Poor Visibility  
to External 
Customer
Sales Plan 

For 70% of our planning, we 
have a lack of visibility to the 
customer's demand or 
promotions resulting in no 
forecast and a 36% sales  
plan error.

Actual
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

7.4% P1.1 

EP.3 

1

Perfect
Order
Fulfillment 

Sales
Order
Shipped
Not 
Complete 

7.02 Poor Forecast 
Management

SKU level forecasts are 
inaccurate due to minimal 
analysis, poor input from 
known sales and marketing 
input, and a lack of corporate 
discipline to support one 
forecast. 

Actual
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

7.4% P1.1 1 

Perfect
Order
Fulfillment 

Sales
Order
Shipped
Not 
Complete 

7.03 New Product-
Manufacturing
Lead Time & 
Planning Not 
Aligned

New Product Development 
items are not planned and 
released to production with 
enough lead time for 
production to meet customer 
orders/demand in units and 
timetable. 

Actual
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

5.2% P1.1 

ED.7 

6
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2. Conduct root cause analysis for each instance;

3. Compare results to initial problem weight estimates;

4. Adjust accordingly.

The Fowlers perfect order fulfillment team started its validation
effort by defining a query to extract sales-order data for the last fore-
casted month. For each item on these sales orders, members com-
pared the forecast to the actual order volume and filtered for those
items that were a part of Level 2 Defect, actual demand exceeded fore-
cast. The good news is that the 20 percent overall rate used for the
brainstorm event was validated.

To validate the 37 percent estimate surrounding Poor Visibility to
External Customer Sales Plan, the team sorted the items by customer
where order volume exceeded forecast. They found that 32 custom-
ers were involved. Of those, only five were providing some kind
of forecast, planogram, sales plan, and/or point-of-sale data. For an
additional seven customers, there had been a desire to gather de-
mand data but none was being provided. This group of 12 customers
represented 25 percent of the sample size. The team recommended
changing the problem weight from 37 percent to 25 percent, chang-
ing the overall impact from 7.4 percent to 5 percent.

To validate the 26 percent estimate surrounding New Product-
Manufacturing Lead Time & Planning Not Aligned, the team focused
on items for the twenty non-strategic customers. New products
were defined as any part number introduced in the previous six
months. This filter isolated 20 percent of all orders in which demand
for new items exceeded forecast. The team recommended changing
the problem weight from 26 percent to 20 percent, changing the
overall impact from 5.2 percent to 4 percent.

To validate the 37 percent estimate surrounding Poor Forecast
Management, the team analyzed the remaining items (55 percent of
the total) that were not new and were not part of the strategic cus-
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tomers’ order count. The team refined the criteria to identify items
where the best statistical model, for some reason, had not been used.
This filter isolated 15 percent of the orders that were characterized
by low-volume items. The team recommended changing the prob-
lem weight from 37 percent to 15 percent, changing the overall
impact from 7.4 percent to 3 percent. Figure 9-2 illustrates the re-
sults of the validation for this single Level 2 Defect category.

As illustrated, the team changed the problem statement for Poor
Forecast Management to Poor Forecast Model. It also changed the
weights as specified in this section. The overall impact now totaled
12 percent. The team also acknowledged that the remaining 40 per-
cent of the instances in which an item’s order volume exceeded
forecast was in a category of ‘‘other’’—which it did not have time
to analyze. The team proceeded in the next week with this valida-
tion method for every Level 2 Defect for each of the six metrics
considered in the brainstorm. The result of the effort was a first view
of the technology products group project portfolio summary (Figure
9-3)—which would be the first subject on the agenda for the next
session.
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Figure 9-2. Fowlers’ poor forecast management Level 2 validation.

Problem 
Statement 

Phrase

Problem Statement Description Level 2 
Defect

Defect
Rate 

Problem 
Weight 

Impact SCOR
Process

Project
Number 

Poor Visibility
to External 
Customer
Sales Plan 

For 70% of our planning, we have  
a lack of visibility to the customer's 
demand or promotions resulting in 
no forecast and a 36% sales plan 
error.

Actual 
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 25.0% 5.0% P1.1 

EP.3 

1

Poor Forecast 
Model 

Poor SKU level statistical models 
were used to generate demand 
plans. 

Actual 
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 15.0% 3.0% P1.1 1 

New Product-
Manufacturing
Lead Time & 
Planning Not 
Aligned 

New Product Development items 
are not planned and released to 
production with enough lead time 
for production to meet customer 
orders/demand in units and 
timetable.

Actual 
Demand
Exceeded
Forecast

20.0% 20.0% 4.0% P1.1 

ED.7 

6
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Figure 9-3. Fowlers’ technology products group project portfolio summary, first draft.

Project
Number

Project Phrase Project Description Revenue ($) Perfect Order 
Fulfillment (%) 

Order

Fulfillment
Cycle Time 

(days)

Upside Supply 

Chain
Flexibility

(days)

Total Supply 

Chain
Management

Cost ($) 

COGS ($) Inventory ($) 

Baseline $450,000,000 30.2% 11.0 91.5 $57,601,000 $286,200,000 $47,437,000

1 Improve
Demand
Management
and
Forecasting

This project will improve poorly 
defined practices, underutilized 
modeling techniques, and 
untrained personnel. 

8.0% $1,660,000

2 Optimize
Supply
Management
Practices

This project will focus on enabling 
and execution of tactical 
processes with targeted 
suppliers.

5.0 $5,000,000 $1,550,000

3 Improve SAP 
Utilization

This project will focus on scaling 
up more effective and efficient 
data warehouse capability, and 
improve the business units’ 
utilization of the PP and MM 
reporting.

$1,350,000

4 Improve Data 
Integrity

This project will define a master 
data management process and 
correct errors in supplier, item, 
and customer master data. 

5.0% 2.0 7.5

5 Improve
Supplier
Flexibility

This project will focus on 
developing vendors' capability to 
respond to near-term demand 
fluctuations for source-to-stock 
and source-to-order items. 

15.0 $1,350,000 $2,500,000 $1,320,000

6 Implement
Formal
Product Life 
Cycle
Management
Process

This project will design, develop, 
and implement an integrated 
management process for all 
phases of a product’s life cycle, 
from introduction through 
commercialization to retirement. 

4.0% 7.5 $5,000,000 $2,500,000

(continues)
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128Figure 9-3. (continued)

7 Engineer an 
Integrated
Tactical
Planning
Process

This project will design, develop, 
and implement effective and 
efficient tactical planning 
processes to help manage the 
short-term horizon balancing 
customer orders, stocking levels, 
replenishment orders to 
factories, and purchase orders to 
suppliers.

5.0% 1.0 $1,350,000 $2,500,000 $1,000,000

8 Implement
Sales and 
Operations
Planning

This project will implement a 
Sales and Operations Planning 
process integrating demand and 
supply planning with business 
plans and reconciliation to 
financial objectives. 

$4,500,000 25.0% $3,375,540 $1,182,000 $4,400,000

9 Improve the 
Efficiency and 
Effectiveness
of the Physical 
Supply Chain 
Network

This project will focus on short- 
and long-term physical network 
strategy improving cycle time, 
transportation and warehouse 
spend, and align long-term 
capacity requirements. 

-4.0 $5,400,000 $1,650,000

10 Tighten Up 
Order
Management
Discipline

This project will cover entry 
errors, EDI errors, and business 
rules from inquiry and quote 
through order entry and 
inventory allocation. 

15.0% 2.0 $540,000 $500,000

11 Establish
Formal Return 
Management

This project will define and 
implement a reverse logistics 
processes from goods 
movement to policy to the 
authorization process. 

$1,350,000 $660,000

12 Eliminate Poor 
Inventory
Control
Practices

This project will focus on defects 
that relate to inventory record 
accuracy, shrinkage, and cycle 
counting.

2.5% $1,660,000

Benefit $4,500,000 64.5% 1.0 35.0 $14,715,540 $16,182,000 $16,900,000

Projected Performance Level $454,500,000 94.7% 10.0 56.5 $42,885,460 $270,018,000 $30,537,000
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Phase 3: Opportunity Analysis
> July 11–15: Due Diligence for the Project List

Three percent profit improvement to the sales value of the supply
chain: As described in Chapter 1, that’s the rule-of-thumb opportu-
nity before the data are prepared (read: sanitized) for presentation to
executives and the board. For every $100 million in revenue, that
means an opportunity for an extra $3 million in earnings. This gem
is worth repeating.

Where any company comes in against this rule, however, de-
pends on its distance from parity on six key metrics: revenue, perfect
order fulfillment, order fulfillment cycle time, upside supply chain
flexibility, cost of goods, and total supply chain management cost.
The more of these metrics to which a company performs at or better
than parity, the more likely it is that the discovery and analysis proc-
ess will yield opportunity of approximately 1.5 percent. Companies
that perform below parity with respect to these metrics typically will
find opportunities in excess of that amount—up to 4.5 percent.

Depending on how experienced design team members are at the
budgeting process, the opportunity assessment will range from sim-
ple to mind-bending. The objectives of this last session in the July
11 to 15 on-site are to create, refine, and prioritize the weights and
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impact analyses for each of the projects in the portfolio (Figure 9-3),
and prepare for the third formal steering team review.

Summarizing the Opportunity
The objective for this portion of the session is to educate the team
about the process of finalizing the project benefits through validating
weights and impacts, documenting important assumptions, and be-
ginning to think about implementation scope, sequence, and re-
sources.

The final validation process follows six principles.

6 Principle One. At a minimum, the subteams must, again, revisit
the problem weights and the defect analysis with a critical view of
the validation data, sample size, and relevancy.

6 Principle Two. Factor out the effect of forecasted growth by
assuming constant revenue for the financial period; usually savings
are annualized. If the sponsor is willing, it’s acceptable to include the
profit improvement from revenue growth.

6 Principle Three. Be realistic in the savings estimates; the steering
team and ultimately the executive team should add the appropriate
safety buffer to the numbers, observing the doctrine of ‘‘under-
promise and over-deliver.’’ As stated previously, conservative realism
is normal; gross sandbagging is not helpful at this point.

6 Principle Four. Document all assumptions behind the problem
weight estimates and resulting impacts. This is the most important
principle; any push-back by the steering team typically has more to
do with the assumptions than the numbers.

6 Principle Five. Identify finance and other resources that can ob-
jectively test or spar with the numbers and assumptions—before the
estimates are shared with the steering team.
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6 Principle Six. Identify what type of savings this project will
have: revenue growth, cost reduction, productivity improvement,
or cost avoidance.

The Project Opportunity Worksheet

Each project requires some form of a spreadsheet (Table 10-1). The
first section—project phrase, project number, and project description—is
taken from the preliminary project portfolio. The first column is
taken from the revenue, cost of goods sold, and supply chain man-
agement cost metrics. The columns under 2012, 2013, 2014, and
2015 are where the team needs to enter estimated savings recorded
as a negative number for costs and a positive number for revenue.
The bottom line—operating income/economic value added impact—
simply adds the absolute value of total cost of sales benefits to total
supply chain management cost benefits. The most frequent question
from design teams at this point is how to portray project savings over
multiple years. There is only one answer to this: It depends!

The finance and executive leadership teams will have the answer.
The most common guideline is to count only new savings to be
recorded in each year. To illustrate, let’s use the inbound transporta-
tion example from Table 10-1 of cost savings over four years. Year
one nets $110,100, or 10 percent of the total from savings in the
western region; years two and three net another $275,300 or twenty-
five percent each in savings in the central and eastern regions; and
year four nets $440,400, or 40 percent in savings, by focusing on
imports. By using the new savings guideline, the four-year total is
$1,101,100.

The assumptions are the most important part of this exercise.
There’s no magic in assembling a good one. Each metric category
(row) that shows benefit gets its own statement of assumption. It
could include an item number or numbers by type (i.e., raw mate-
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Table 10.1. Project Opportunity Analysis

Project Phrase: Implement Sales and Operations Planning

Project Number: 8

Project Description: This project will implement a Sales and
Operations Planning process integrating demand
and supply planning with business plans and
reconciliation to financial objectives.

YEAR OF IMPACT

2012 2013 2014 2015

Revenue $450.0 $1,125.0 $1,125.0 $1,800.0 1

Cost of Sales

Labor

Material �$295.5 �$591.0 �$295.5 — 2

Indirect

Total Cost of �$295.5 �$591.0 �$295.5 $0.0
Sales

Total Supply
Chain
Management
Cost

Order Management
Cost

Customer Service Cost

Finished Goods �$79.0 �$79.0 �$79.0 �$79.0 3
Warehouse Cost

Outbound Transportation
Cost

Material (Product)
Acquisition Cost

Purchasing Cost

Raw Material Warehouse
Cost

Supplier Quality Cost

Component Engineering
and Tooling Cost

Inbound Transportation �$110.1 �$275.3 �$275.3 �$440.4 4
Cost

Planning and Finance
Cost

Demand Planning Cost

Supply Planning Cost
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Supply Chain Finance
Control Cost

Inventory Carrying
Cost

Opportunity Cost �$85.7 �$85.7 �$137.0 �$34.2 6

Obsolescence Cost �$240.0 �$240.0 �$240.0 �$240.0 5

Shrinkage Cost

Taxes and Insurance Cost

IT Cost for Supply
Chain

Supply Chain Application
Cost

IT Operational Cost for
Supply Chain

Total Supply �$514.8 �$680.0 �$731.3 �$793.6
Chain
Management
Cost

Operating $1,260.3 $2,396.0 $2,151.8 $2,593.6
Income/
EVA Impact

rial, work in progress, finished goods, or returns); estimated volume,
calculated using such data as market share, geographic segment, unit
volume, or unit forecast; cost or revenue impact, calculated by cost
per unit or margin per unit; and/or delivery reliability, lead time,
and necessary business conditions.

There are different kinds of assumptions. One kind describes the
impact of cost reduction or productivity improvement in direct or
indirect categories. Another describes the revenue impact of delivery
reliability through fewer lost opportunities or pure growth. Yet an-
other type of assumption describes the working-capital impact of
lead time and delivery performance, as measured in inventory, pay-
ables, and/or receivables.

As an example, in addition to the service and inventory im-
provements documented on the project portfolio, the Fowlers team
validated assumptions for the major income statement opportunities
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that would result from Project 8 (Figure 9-3). The team aligned
these opportunity assumptions with the numbers in the last column
as summarized in the following:

1. By improving perfect order fulfillment by 25 percent, Fowl-
ers would reduce lost opportunity orders, validated as 1.5 per-
cent of total orders, or 18,000 orders missed on account of
no immediate material availability or cancellations. At $250
average value per order, the four year revenue opportunity
calculates to $4,500,000. Metric: Revenue.

2. Achieve a 1 percent decrease in price per part for the abil-
ity to provide accurate forecast data to all suppliers. At
$1,182,000 material cost, that equates to a $1,182,000 cost
decrease. Metric: COGS.

3. Have inventory immediately available. This will reduce 10
percent of the amount of time spent per order picking multi-
ple times, expediting inventory transfer orders, and providing
phone status to customer service representatives. At $4.40
warehouse cost per order with 71,818 orders per year, this
equates to $316,000. Metric: Total Supply Chain Management
Cost.

4. Reduce unplanned changes to purchase orders, decreasing
the number of instances of expedited transportation within
lead time. Sixty-five percent of purchase orders are currently
expedited, incurring 35 percent higher inbound transpor-
tation costs than necessary. Inbound transportation totals
$7,896,000; improvement would reduce cost by $1,101,100.
Metric: Total Supply Chain Management Cost.

5. Reduce the annualized rate of accrual for obsolescence by
$240,000. Metric: Total Supply Chain Management Cost.
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6. Reduce working inventory for low-volume products equiva-
lent to 9.2 percent decrease of overall inventory value. For
the balance-sheet measure of inventory this is equivalent to
$20,000,000; for the economic value add (EVA) measure of
inventory this is equivalent to $2,000,000. Metrics: Inventory,
and Total Supply Chain Management Cost as illustrated in Table
10-1.

Identify Further Validation Resources

As the team tweaks the assumptions, it also reviews the list of names
of people involved in building them and considers additional valida-
tion resources.

There are two reasons to add more names. First, it may be neces-
sary to add more content expertise about details to further refine
assumptions. For example, one might include a marketing research
analyst to help refine market share and volume numbers or a cost
accountant to calculate the impact of accruals or balance sheet
changes. Second, adding these subject matter experts gives them
extra time to digest the information before deciding to stand behind
the numbers and therefore widen support for the project. It is nor-
mal for the numbers from the preliminary project portfolio to
change; as the team digs deeper into the numbers and assumptions
behind them, confidence will grow. Now is the time when docu-
mentation discipline will start to pay off. The opportunity spread-
sheets and the project metric summary are two of the most important
items to keep accurate. For example, teams often need to add Reve-
nue Impact to the project metric summary and adjust the benefit dol-
lars as they are refined. The next session initiates implementation
with time spent assembling implementation charters for each of the
projects and putting them in an implementation plan. With the path
to the next week clear, the team turns toward preparing for steering
team review two.
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Conducting Steering Team Review
Number Three
Prepare and conduct steering team review number three with the
following agenda items:

6 Review project portfolio

6 Review project benefits, assumptions, and validation logic

6 Review brainstorm event highlights
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Phase 4: Lay Groundwork to
Implement Projects
> Mapping Out the Details and Portfolio Implementation Plans

Who, what, when, where, and how are the questions the team faces
now that the ‘‘how much’’ question has been answered. The chal-
lenge in preparing to initiate this next phase is to complete imple-
mentation project charters and prioritize launch dates based on
effort, impact, and dependencies, and then implement the projects.
On the Fowlers technology products group schedule, the imple-
mentation timeframe officially starts August 1, 2011. The meeting
format would be project dependent but includes periodic face-to-
face meetings, remote web-based conferences, and site visits where
necessary.

Implementation Project Charters
An implementation project charter is intended to be the one docu-
ment that has all the answers. It begins with the project title and
description. The project title is a short phrase describing the action
and process targeted for change.
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The project description attempts to identify known changes and
best practices that will guide the project.

The problem statement summarizes the phrase from the brainstorm
event and other relevant individual disconnects that accurately de-
scribe the issues at hand.

Project objectives include known outcomes that need to occur for
the project to be considered successful and for benefits to be realized.
These will include impact or changes regarding trading partners, the
organization, processes, people, technology, goals, and metrics.

Scope potentially specifies the product, customer, supplier, proc-
ess, metric, system (data), and organizational functions that will be
used to identify the future solution. Scope may be equal to the one
defined in Phase 1; it also is common to refine the scope yet again
knowing that the implementation will scale as needed.

Potential issues and other assorted barriers are presented in a bul-
leted list in the implementation project charter that attempts to high-
light known ‘‘show stoppers’’—things that will prevent the project
from successful implementation. For example, a project aimed at
implementing a good forecasting process requires focus from a per-
son who can manage the assembly of a forecast, and it requires a
good tool that can provide a statistical model. Potential issues and
barriers to this project could be the organization’s unwillingness to
assign or hire a forecaster and/or the investment probability of buy-
ing an adequate statistical forecasting tool. The concept is to list only
the big issues rather than provide an exhaustive narrative of every
potential barrier.

The benefit section simply copies and pastes, from the project
portfolio, the summary of the project’s impact from each metric.
The detailed opportunity analysis, with assumptions, is attached as
an appendix to the implementation project charter.

The action plan steps offer project milestones. There are 13 of
these:
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1. Identify and approve project resource plan

2. Establish project schedule, including informal kickoff date

3. Review project charter, background, and expectations with
project team

4. Develop baseline for metrics selected as in-scope

5. Conduct AS IS Level 3 and Level 4 process gap analysis
(synchronizing with any previous analysis)

6. Develop action plans to close ‘‘quick hit’’ gaps

7. Assemble TO BE Level 3 and Level 4 process based on lead-
ing practice

8. Develop and approve solution design storyboard

9. Build and test solution

10. Pilot and verify solution

11. Roll out solution to project scope and evaluate metric im-
pact

12. Define process control measures

13. Scale implementation to targeted supply chains in the defi-
nition matrix

Implementation resources specify by name the project champion or
sponsor from the steering team; the project leader, which is generally
a priority time role; subject matter expert; and team members. The
subject matter expert role can vary depending on the scope of the
project. The role could be a software expert if the primary idea is to
roll out system functionality. It could be a best-practice expert if
process is the primary idea. It could be two roles if process and tools
need to work together. The team-member role can be somewhat
complicated. The analytical role may be straightforward, but the im-
plementation may change the nature of the team members’ jobs. For
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example, implementing sales and operations planning in an organi-
zation that doesn’t yet have such a process will include the new roles
of demand and supply planners on the project team—which will also
define how these individuals do a significant part of their jobs in the
pilot and beyond.

Schedule essentially puts dates against the milestones in the pre-
ceding list, and can be represented in a list form or a Gantt chart
managed by the leader. The typical rhythm of an implementation
project is six months, with the team meeting each week—even if
the meeting’s duration is short. The first month addresses milestones
1 through 4, and the second month completes milestones 5 through
7. The third month has two parallel activities, closing the actions in
milestone 6 and completing milestones 8 through 10. The fourth,
fifth, and sixth months focus on milestones 11 and 12 in a continu-
ous improvement loop, and the sixth month completes milestone
13. Rollout speed is dependent on the complexity of the solution,
but can range from one month to six months. In most cases, a well-
run project takes no longer than twelve months to move through all
thirteen milestones. The portfolio itself typically covers three to four
waves over a three-year span (Figure 11-1).

Figure 11-1. Fowlers’ high-level implementation time line.

2011 2012 2013 2014

Wave Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

1

2

3

4

Develop 

Pilot

Roll Out 
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Excerpts from the Fowlers Project 7
Implementation Charter—Engineer an
Integrated Tactical Planning Process

Project Description
This project will design, develop, and implement effective and efficient tactical planning
processes to help manage overall capacity, customer orders, stocking levels, replenish-
ment orders to factories, and purchase orders to suppliers. Best-practice models suggest
three tiers of planning including long-term capacity and inventory planning (4–18
months), master scheduling (3–13 weeks), and plant scheduling (1–14 days). The project
would also develop master data maintenance policies and programs, and assess and rec-
ommend changes to the supply chain organization.

Problem Statement
The planning and scheduling processes are not integrated between the PLAN and
MAKE and DELIVER processes, nor with SAP utilization of functionality, which cre-
ates a void between the sales forecast, inventory replenishment, sales order commitments
to customers, and the plant scheduling processes. In addition, capacity management
cannot be performed in the system due to inaccurate master data fields (i.e. routes, run
rates, and yield). Last, the organizational structure does not facilitate productive analysis
and response to issues and, more important, also does not facilitate effort and attention
to proactive supply planning.

Project Objectives
1. Produce an achievable production schedule (M1.1)

2. Develop effective rough-cut capacity plans (P1.2 and P1.3)

3. Comprehend inventory and customer demand in the master schedule (P3)

4. Align the production schedule to the master production plan (M1.1)

5. Update and maintain production master data (EM3)

6. Develop policies to support an effective production plan (EM1)

7. Develop process measures to drive accountability (EP2 and EM2)

8. Measure and analyze production schedule adherence (M1.3)

9. Recommend organizational changes to support future-state process

Scope of the Project
6 Product and Channel: Top SKUs that contribute 50% of sales in retail channel

6 Process: P1.2, M1.1, P3

6 System: PP, MM, and SD
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6 Metrics

6 Manufacturing schedule adherence: weekly

6 Master plan adherence: monthly

6 Rough-cut capacity: monthly

6 Master data accuracy: weekly (rotating)

6 Percent of target stock: weekly

Potential Issues & Barriers
1. Approval to hire additional resources into the supply chain organization.

2. Resistance from business to change the supply chain organizational structure.

Benefits Summary
6 The project benefits are summarized in Figure 11-2.

Action Plan (Milestones)
1. Identify and approve project resource plan

2. Establish project schedule, including informal kickoff date

3. Review project charter, background, and expectations with project team

4. Develop baseline for metrics selected as in-scope

5. Conduct AS IS Level 4 process gap analysis

6. Develop action to close ‘‘quick hit’’ gaps

7. Assemble TO BE Level 3 and Level 4 process based on leading practice

8. Develop and approve solution design storyboard

9. Build and test solution

10. Pilot and verify solution

11. Roll out solution to project scope and evaluate metric effect

12. Define process control measures

13. Scale implementation to targeted supply chains in the definition matrix

Implementation Resources
Champion

Leader

Subject matter expert

Team members
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Figure 11-2. Project 7 benefits.

Project # Project
Phrase

Project Description Perfect

Order
Fulfillment 

(%) 

Order

Fulfillment 
Cycle Time 

(days)

Total Supply 

Chain
Management

Cost ($) 

COGS ($) Inventory ($) 

Baseline 30.2% 11.0 $57,600,000 $286,200,000 $47,437,000

7 Engineer
an
Integrated
Tactical
Planning
Process

This project will 
design, develop, and 
implement effective 
and efficient tactical 
planning processes
to help manage the 
short-term horizon, 
balancing customer 
orders, stocking 
levels, replenishment 
orders to factories, 
and purchase orders 
to suppliers. 

5.0% 1.0 $1,350,000 $2,500,000 $1,000,000
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C H A P T E R 1 2

Phase 4: From Portfolio
Development to
Implementation
> Organizing Supply Chain Improvement as Part of Daily Life:

Faster, Better, and Cheaper

The finish line! Or is it? After one of the toughest graduate classes at
the University of Minnesota, Prof. Richard Swanson said, as he
handed out the final exam, ‘‘True learning is a painful experience
. . . I can see that all of you have learned a great deal in this course.’’

As the last of the students left the room at the end of the hour,
he offered one more piece of advice: ‘‘Remember,’’ he said, ‘‘the
road never ends. It’s the journey that must be your home.’’

In the first and second editions, this chapter was at the end of
the book. In the third edition it finds its way to the middle. For the
benefit of those who have followed the Supply Chain Excellence
method since it was introduced publicly in 2003, we offer the fol-
lowing five reasons for this significant change. First, as with all oper-
ational improvement initiatives, faster, better, cheaper is a driver of
change. To compete in a worldwide marketplace, the rate of supply
chain performance improvement needed to increase; 17 weeks is too
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much time just to arrive at a list. The ‘‘new and improved’’ timeline
of Supply Chain Excellence gets the project team to a validated project
portfolio 25 percent faster, and to initiating the first project 50 per-
cent faster. Second, increasingly global projects necessitated a change in
the schedule. It is hard to meet every week in a face-to-face envi-
ronment when the team needs to travel from several locations
around the world. There certainly are milestones at which team
members need to look each other in the eye, but for many other
meetings, using teleconferencing technology is appropriate. Third,
companies that had used the method more than five times were
desiring to make Supply Chain Excellence an implementation method,
not simply portfolio identification. This is because they were trying
to eliminate loss of momentum between final approval of the portfo-
lio and the approval to begin the first project; in cases requiring
system investments, this could be six months or more. They also
sought to minimize knowledge loss between the design team and
the implementation teams—which also cost time.

The fourth reason the timeline has changed is to enable central-
ized supply chain leaders to send a stronger message to the business
units (their customers) that the job wouldn’t be finished until the
needle was moved on key supply chain metrics. In earlier efforts,
Supply Chain Excellence was ‘‘sold’’ in two parts: identify the project
list and then implement it. While portfolio development was effec-
tive, attention waned at times during the implementation. The nu-
ance is that the ‘‘new and improved’’ Supply Chain Excellence is
‘‘sold’’ on moving the needle in one effort—and therefore the time-
line needed to include both pieces: project identification and imple-
mentation. Fifth, the relationship between continuous improvement
resources, infrastructure, and already-invested Lean and Six Sigma
training needed to be integrated throughout the Supply Chain Excellence
timeline—not simply taking a hand-off at the end or providing data
analysis in the beginning.

Design teams end the portfolio-development phase weary, but
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also transformed, enlightened, broadened, deepened . . . changed. In
many respects, individuals knew the answers to the problems the
first day. When asked why they still needed this much time, most
would summarize it something like this: ‘‘Each of us had our own
biases, ideas, and agendas. The analysis and reflection time helped us
put data behind the ideas, replace individual agendas with a shared
vision, document every assumption, educate our leaders on the real
issues, and gain support for some tough changes. Our company is
about to undergo massive transformation; the time was necessary to
change us, the foundation, first.’’

Initiating Implementation
Chapter 11 listed 13 milestone steps that define ‘‘implementation’’
of a single project from the portfolio. The remaining sections of
Supply Chain Excellence will discuss key concepts and Fowlers’ prog-
ress through to step 13—scale of implementation. The Fowlers tech-
nology products team picked Project 7, Engineer an Integrated
Tactical Planning Process, as the one to initiate first.

Chapter 13

6 Identify and approve project resource plan

6 Establish project schedule, including informal kickoff date

6 Review project charter, background, and expectations with
project team

6 Develop baseline for metrics selected as in-scope

Chapter 14

6 Conduct AS IS Level 3 and 4 process gap analysis

6 Develop action to close ‘‘quick hit’’ gaps

Chapter 15

6 Assemble TO BE Level 3 process based on leading practice
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Chapter 16

6 Assemble TO BE Level 4 process based on leading practice

6 Develop and approve solution design storyboard

6 Define process control measures

Chapter 17

6 Build and test solution

6 Pilot and verify solution

6 Roll out solution to project scope and evaluate metric impact
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Phase 4: Initiate
Implementation
> Getting Organized, Getting People, Getting Data

There are several points during a Supply Chain Operations Refer-
ence (SCOR) project that seem to draw people into reflecting on
the significance of their work. The scorecard gap analysis is often
such an occasion. Initiating the first implementation project is an-
other.

At this point, members of the design team have reason to feel
that they’ve produced something of great value to their company—
measured in millions of dollars and improved customer satisfaction.
Better still is the feeling of confidence instilled by a detailed under-
standing of the improvements—knowing that the selected projects
will deliver results.

The momentum has reached something close to full speed, and
other people throughout the organization are looking for ways to
participate, knowing that this work is in the executive team’s center
of attention. The organization stands poised for a transition to some-
thing big and new. After twelve weeks of analysis on metrics and
portfolio development, everyone is eager to get started with imple-
menting something.

149
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With these thoughts as background, the objectives for initiating
an implementation project are to identify and approve the project
resource plan; establish the project schedule, including an informal
kickoff date; review the project charter, background, and expecta-
tions with the project team; and develop baseline for metrics selected
as in-scope.

Identify and Approve Project Resource Plan
Picking the team for implementation of change is critical to the sus-
tained improvement. There are four considerations:

1. RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed)
analysis is the first guide: determining who is responsible for
doing the work, identifying the one accountable owner for
the process, and figuring out who needs to be consulted prior
to taking action as well as who needs to be informed after-
ward. Ideally the project leader is the person primarily re-
sponsible for doing the work or guiding the process and the
project champion (sponsor) is the one person accountable for
the process.

2. Each team needs appropriate subject matter experts. Expertise
could relate to a certain best practice, such as vendor managed
inventory; collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenish-
ment; or an analytical continuous-improvement practice like
Lean or Six Sigma. On large-scale, complex projects it is not
uncommon for there to be multiple subject matter experts.

3. On projects for which there will be new system requirements,
it is ideal for systems functionality experts to be on the team
to translate business needs into software requirements and
teach the team members how the software is supposed to
work. This accelerates the detail design, configure, and test phases
in the software development part of the project.
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4. The project team should also have at least one former design
team member either on the team or assigned to it as a mentor
to help avoid re-analyzing past work and to provide access
and perspective on the defect analysis, benefit projections, and
assumptions.

With the Project Seven kickoff date set for the Thursday of the
following week, the team roster started clearing its calendars. The
team members included:

6 Champion (sponsor): VP operations in the technology prod-
ucts group (David Able)

6 Leader: director of planning and production control

6 Subject matter experts: SAP expert for materials management
and production planning; leading practice expert in rough-cut
capacity planning (RCCP) and master scheduling

6 Team members: forecast analyst, plant scheduler, distribution
requirements planner, supply planner, and order fulfillment su-
pervisor

Establish the Project Schedule and
Kickoff Date
Implementation project schedules follow a discipline similar to that
of the Supply Chain Excellence roadmap: regular, weekly, and focused
on deliverables. Though the nomenclature is a bit different, the
schedule also follows a path similar to AcceleratedSAP implementa-
tion methodology, from project preparation through to business
blueprint, realization, final preparation, go-live, and support.

The project schedule essentially puts dates around each of the 13
action steps highlighted in the implementation project charter. A
regular team meeting was set for Thursday mornings from 9 a.m.
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to noon, and it became the focal point for review and approval of
deliverables. The project task summary and schedule is as follows:

1. Identify and approve project resource plan: week of
August 1

2. Establish project schedule, including informal kickoff date:
week of August 8, kickoff August 11

3. Review project charter, background, and expectations with
project team: kickoff August 11

4. Develop baseline for metrics selected as in-scope: week of
August 15

5. Conduct AS IS Level 3 and 4 process gap analysis: week of
August 22

6. Develop action plans to close ‘‘quick hit’’ gaps: week of Au-
gust 22

7. Assemble TO BE Level 3 and 4 process based on leading
practice: weeks of August 29 and September 5

8. Develop and approve solution-design storyboard: weeks of
September 12 and 19

9. Build and test solution: weeks of September 26 and
October 3

10. Pilot and verify solution: weeks of October 10, 17, 24,
and 31

11. Roll out solution to project scope and evaluate metric im-
pact: month of November

12. Define process control measures: month of November

13. Scale implementation to targeted supply chains in the defi-
nition matrix: initiate in December

Steps 8, 9, and 12 are the most variable, driven mostly by the
complexity of necessary system solutions. In Fowlers’ case, SAP
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functionality for Materials Management and Production Planning
was already installed but was not working at its fullest potential. In
fact, people at the plant level were so frustrated that they stopped
using some of the functionality. The team members did admit that
they were not strict with setting up the resources in their plant.
They also alluded to the fact that leading-practice master-scheduling
concepts were secondary to correctly setting SAP master data ele-
ments to automate existing processes. Step 10 focuses on piloting the
solution on a subset of the project scope. In Fowlers’ case, the pilot
focused on an important set of resources (production lines) in one
plant. Step 11 would roll out the solution to the rest of the plant.
Step 13 would roll out the solution to the rest of the division plants.

Review Project Background and Develop the
Performance Baseline
The kickoff meeting included a candid discussion presented by
David Able, the project sponsor. He set the strategic challenge as to
why this project was critically important and why it was selected.
He put the problem statement, project description, and project ob-
jectives into his own words and emphasized both the timing and the
size of expected benefits (see Figure 11-1 and the sidebar that fol-
lows it).

The project leader then reviewed the scope, including the prod-
uct and channels, process, SAP modules (PP and MM), plants (North
America manufacturing and distribution centers), and the metrics.
The product and channel scope includes the SKUs contributing 50
percent of sales in the retail channel. The process scope includes
P1.2 Identify, Prioritize and Aggregate Supply-Chain Resources
(RCCP), all the P3 PLAN MAKE elements (master scheduling),
and M1.1 Schedule Manufacturing Activities (factory floor or finite
scheduling).

The team suggested that the processes that touch these should
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also be added for contextual (not analytical) purposes. The rest of the
P1.1 Identify, Prioritize and Aggregate Supply Chain Requirements
(demand plan or forecast), P1.3 Balance Supply Chain Resources
with SC Requirements (demand-supply imbalance), P2 Plan Source
(resulting MRP by component), and P4 Plan Deliver (distribution
requirements plan) were added. The metric scope included manu-
facturing schedule adherence on a weekly basis, master plan adher-
ence each month, rough-cut capacity plan each month, master data
accuracy on a weekly rotating basis, and in-stock percentage each
week.

The next task was to assemble the data collection plan to establish
the project’s performance baseline. The data collection, like building
the scorecard, required a consensus around the definition of each
metric, a reasonable sample size, and the identification of the source
for the data. The Fowlers leadership team members admitted that in
their haste to ‘‘get the SAP system in,’’ they grossly underestimated
the requirements for data warehousing and extracting information
out of system using the standard reports. This implementation proj-
ect, then, would be considered an opportunity to learn relevant SAP
standard reports, develop a more robust data warehouse strategy (see
Data Warehouse Strategy sidebar), and figure out how to better uti-
lize the ways in which SAP data can be exported to both Microsoft
Excel and Access. The following is a summary of the Fowlers Project
7 data collection plan.

Manufacturing schedule adherence is defined using the principles
of perfect order fulfillment. The three critical pieces are quantity,
ship date, and product quality. A schedule is defined as a collection
of process orders. If each process order meets the quantity, date, and
quality requirement, it is considered good. If a process order misses
one of the three criteria, it is considered bad. The method for defin-
ing schedule adherence is to divide good process orders by total
process orders for the week. The team established a 26-week base-
line using a run-chart format. At the moment, the team was sorting
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through the list of standard SAP reports, looking for the one that
could help satisfy the data requirements to calculate the baseline.
CO46, Order Progress Report, seemed to contain all the data neces-
sary to judge schedule adherence.

Master schedule adherence looks at the plant’s ability to achieve
the overall volume and mix requirements, and the ability of the
planner to resolve capacity constraints in the future. A master plan is
a collection of resource (production lines) plans one week in the past
and 13 weeks in the future. If a resource’s volume commitment was
met for the previous week within a tolerance of 	5 percent and
there are no over-capacity circumstances in the next 13 weeks, it is
considered good. The definition of master schedule adherence is the
number of resources achieving ‘‘good’’ volume and capacity com-
mitments divided by the total number of resources. The team chose
the same 26-week baseline and likewise needed to develop a report
similar to that of the schedule attainment. CM01, capacity planning,
would be the SAP data source for this metric; though not a report,
it relates requirements to planned capacity in hours or units and
highlights capacity concerns when requirements are greater than ca-
pacity. It can be viewed in weeks or months.

Rough-cut capacity planning is similar to master schedule adher-
ence but looks at monthly volume commitments over 18 months as
part of the sales and operations planning process. The definition of
rough-cut capacity plan is the number of resources achieving
‘‘good’’ volume and capacity commitments divided by the total
number of resources. In this case, the team selected the next month’s
rough-cut capacity performance as the baseline. CM01 would also
be the data source for this measure.

Master data accuracy, while conceptually understood, lacked the
systematic analytic discipline to make it a real performance metric.
To make it more realistic, the team agreed the measure would be
modeled after inventory record accuracy, which relied on cycle
counting to publish its performance. Thus, the team identified four
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categories of SKUs: large volume, medium volume, low volume,
and no usage. Each category was assigned a different frequency of
review. The team then identified the SAP item master data transac-
tions and settings that were the most critical to daily operation, and
verified the accuracy of the data. Master data accuracy then was the
aggregate accuracy of the SKUs reviewed for the week. For a SKU
to be considered good, all fields needed to be valid. Since the team
did not measure this, the baseline would be established by the initial
week of data collection.

In-stock percentage was a measure for SKUs defined as make-
to-stock. It simply measured whether or not a SKU had available
stock in a given week. This measure was similar to a historical mea-
sure called fill rate. The team suggested using the fill rate by week for
the previous 52 weeks as the baseline. This would help illustrate
seasonality and manufacturing performance. There are a number of
inventory reports in the standard SAP report list. The team was con-
sidering the following as options: MB52, Plant Stock Availability;
MB5B, Stock On Posting Date; and MC44, Inventory Turnover.

With the metric data collection plans in place, the team members
challenged themselves to have some data samples by the following
Thursday. On your mark, get set, measure!

Data Warehouse Strategy

With the help of the business intelligence expert, the Fowlers project team reviewed
two options, a vision, and more than a dozen goals in creating the data warehouse
strategy.

Data warehouses (DW) are distinct from transactional systems. Transactional systems are
designed to move information efficiently, and they generally have low data retention.
DW are built for reporting and analysis and are good at retaining data. DW are also
designed to integrate data from multiple sources.

There are two approaches to data warehousing that the Fowlers team discussed: conven-
tional and holistic. The conventional approach, used since the 1990s, essentially utilizes
multiple single-purpose data warehouse models (tables), each addressing a specific area of
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the business (purchasing fact table, production fact table, sales fact table, etc.) Each table
has its own dimensions. For example, dimensions of the purchasing table include buyer,
materials, and supplier (Figure 13-1).

Systems experts design ways to pull data from tables and associated dimensions and create
reports for people to use. Anyone who has asked for a new report to be created within
a conventional data warehouse model knows that this seemingly simple request can take
a lot of time and money.

An alternative model, a holistic DW, is one multi-purpose data warehouse for all business
intelligence needs (Figure 13-2). It can be implemented as a template, and is designed
to adapt on the fly to additional requirements without modification (Figure 13-3).

The project team’s vision was ‘‘one simple and easy system with minimal limitations,
providing the one view over the whole business and its supply chain in which the user
can use filtering techniques to select data that will appear on a report.’’

Data Warehouse Goals

6 Minimize inconsistent reports and reconcile different views of the same data

6 Improve quality of data

6 Consolidate enterprise data from multiple sources and time periods

6 Make the data easily accessible and provide transparency

6 Enable common and flexible calendars

6 Save time on report preparation and construction

6 Address the weaknesses of current reporting systems

6 Empower people with information

6 Enable pre-emptive reporting of events that are expected to happen

6 Develop and enable single cross-functional business reports (Figure 13-4)

6 Offer all supply chain–related information (Figure 13-5)

6 Effortlessly replace all ‘‘standard’’ reporting needs

6 Address deficiencies in the operational systems

6 Be capable of reporting ‘‘unlimited’’ measures

6 Allow ‘‘unlimited’’ product hierarchies

6 Utilize holistic data warehouse dedicated supply chain reporting capability (Figure
13-5).
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Figure 13-1. Conventional data warehouse table dimensions for purchasing.

Copyright 2011. Reprinted from Holistic Data Warehousing on Microsoft SQL Server 2008, Gerry Phillips and
Jane McCarthy; For-tee Too Sight Publishing, 2010. Used with permission.
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Figure 13-2. Structure of a holistic data warehouse.

Copyright 2011. Reprinted from Holistic Data Warehousing on Microsoft SQL Server 2008, Gerry Phillips and
Jane McCarthy; For-tee Too Sight Publishing, 2010. Used with permission.
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Figure 13-3. Holistic data warehouse implemented as a template.

Copyright 2011. Reprinted from Holistic Data Warehousing on Microsoft SQL Server 2008, Gerry Phillips and
Jane McCarthy; For-tee Too Sight Publishing, 2010. Used with permission.
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Figure 13-4. Single cross-functional business report.

Copyright 2011. Reprinted from Holistic Data Warehousing on Microsoft SQL Server 2008, Gerry Phillips and
Jane McCarthy; For-tee Too Sight Publishing, 2010. Used with permission.
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Figure 13-5. Holistic data warehouse dedicated supply chain reporting capability.

Copyright 2011. Reprinted from Holistic Data Warehousing on Microsoft SQL Server 2008, Gerry Phillips and
Jane McCarthy; For-tee Too Sight Publishing, 2010. Used with permission.
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Phases 2–4: The Staple
Yourself Interview and SCOR
Level 3 Process Diagram
> June 13 to 17*: How the Work Really Gets Done; a Tool for

All Phases

The tasks for this set of deliverables can be applied during any one
of three points during the project as part of the analysis, portfolio
development, and/or project implementation. In fact, these tasks in-
tegrate very well with the AcceleratedSAP implementation method-
ology in the business blueprint phase. Girish Naagesh, Fowlers’ CIO,
commented in hindsight that if the team had completed this com-
prehensive SCOR Level 3 analysis either in advance or as part of
the AcceleratedSAP deployment process, the details related to the
Question and Answer Database (QAdb) and Customer Input Tem-
plates would have been easier to manage because the entire supply
chain process would have been put in the proper context.

The first opportunity to use the interview and diagramming
process is during Phase 2. In this case, the design team chose the
recommended option of conducting an on-site process analysis in

*May also take place July 11 or the week of August 22, depending on organizational
schedule (see the appendix).
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preparation for the brainstorm event. The scope would include all
relevant SCOR Level 3 process elements. More important, this op-
tion gives the team members an opportunity to meet and build rela-
tionships with members of the regional team with whom they are
working, adding to the global perspective of the project. This option
is represented in the schedule that is part of the Appendix.

The second option consolidates the activity into the first day of
the brainstorm week. This scenario skips the face-to-face ‘‘staple
yourself to an order’’ interviews and focuses the team on developing
the process diagram in a conference room meeting format. Some
project teams have introduced the staple yourself to an order work-
sheet the week before arrival using a web-based conference, with
the expectation that the interviewees will do their best to complete
it. The process scope, like the first option, includes all of the SCOR
Level 3 elements.

The third option falls into the implementation phase of a project.
This scenario uses the staple yourself to an order worksheets and
assembles a process diagram—but only for those processes named in
the scope for the project. On the project schedule, this deliverable
can be noted as Staple Yourself to an Order Interviews and AS IS
Process Diagram in Phase 2, or AS IS Process Diagram in Phase 3
and Conduct Level 3 and 4 Process Gap Analysis in Phase 4, as seen
in the Appendix. In complex projects, teams have included both the
first option and a refinement of the third.

The staple yourself interview is fieldwork that attempts to learn
how things are done in the real world. The notion of a guided tour
is discussed in the classic Harvard Business Review article ‘‘Staple
Yourself to an Order’’ (July 1, 1992; Benson P. Shapiro, V. Kasteri
Rangan, and John J. Sviokla). Guided by an interview plan, mem-
bers of the project team travel to the site(s) where the processes
scoped for the project begin and follow them to their closure—
literally cradle to grave. For example, a sales-order field trip may
start at a salesperson’s home office, where the quote is generated;
then move back to headquarters to see how the order is received,
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validated, and entered; then go to the warehouse to watch how the
inventory is allocated to the order, so the customer service represen-
tative can communicate a delivery date to the customer; and ulti-
mately end in accounts receivables, where reconciled invoices are
archived.

Preparing for the Staple Yourself Interview
The preparation and interview process is composed of four basic
steps. First, the project team thoroughly reviews the master data ap-
propriate for the processes under review. This is a follow-up activity
to data collection efforts of the past week (see ‘‘Master Data in SAP
Capacity Planning Modules’’ sidebar). Second, also before the site
visit, the team prepares the process analysis worksheets; this essen-
tially means populating sections such as the name of the inter-
viewee(s), accountable function, primary input(s), SCOR process
element, and primary output(s). The inputs and outputs (stated in
terms of the current state rather than SCOR) are especially impor-
tant because they give the interviewees perspective on the beginning
and end of the process.

Third, the project leader—on arriving at the site—provides a
quick briefing to the interviewees about the SCOR Level 3 proc-
esses under investigation. This is normally done in a small confer-
ence room. After reviewing the inputs and outputs from the process
analysis worksheets, the interviewees can help determine the best
locations and strategies for conducting the interviews.

Fourth, the team and interviewees should proceed to the
planned locations and complete the interviews. A location could be
a desk, workstation, production line, warehouse, or any other place
deemed appropriate. If the processes are completed primarily on the
computer system, then physically the interview may be accom-
plished at the desk; the real tour will be through the computer sys-
tem screens. In other cases, the design team may perform the main
interview in a conference room with a live computer log-on, tour
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the system path, and then add the finishing details with a physical
walk-through of the appropriate area.

Understanding the Staple Yourself Interview Worksheet

On the worksheet (Figure 14-1), interviewee and SCOR element
sections are self-explanatory. Accountable Function and Responsible
borrow the ‘‘R’’ and the ‘‘A’’ from the RACI (Responsible, Ac-
countable, Consulted, Informed) analysis process. As noted pre-
viously, responsible refers to the roles that perform the work for a
given process. Accountable is reserved for the one role that ultimately
owns the process performance.

Primary Input(s) and Output(s) refer to the primary trigger(s) to
start the process and the primary output(s) of the process. Level 4
Step and Description refers to a maximum of 10 tasks to complete
the SCOR Level 3 process element. Why 10? Some teams need
more processes to describe how they do their work; the important
idea is to use the same maximum number of process steps for each
SCOR element to help normalize the level of detail.

System Module refers to the information tools, screens, and/or
transactions used to complete the tasks identified in each Level 4
step. The tools can range from a system functionality or module
(SAP SD, MM, PP, FI, etc.) to SAP transaction codes, like CM01,
VA01, CO09, MD04, etc.; Internet signal to a fax; EDI; Excel
spreadsheet; phone call; or simple sticky note. Event Time is the
time spent from start to finish on the Level 4 step, assuming no lag
time; the team tries to normalize this to time per step.

Business Rules are policies and informal guidelines that govern
decisions and behavior. Processing all orders by 3 p.m. may be a
policy, but onsite supervisors might enforce an unwritten practice of
accepting an order an hour later—with the same delivery expecta-
tions—as part of a customer-focused culture. Both are business rules.

Disconnects causing rework and/or extended wait time are issues
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Figure 14-1. Staple yourself interview worksheet.

Interviewees

Accountable 

Function

Level 4 Step Description System Module Responsible Event Time

1

Enter the 
description of  
each of  the 
process steps; 
often referred to
as Level 4 process 
steps

Enter the System 
Module and/or 
Transaction

Enter the title(s)
of those doing
the work

This is an effort
of the amount
of time (often
calculated in
minutes) and is
normalized to
one of five
transactions, i.e.,
purchase order, 
work order, sales 
order, return 
authorization, or 
forecast

2

0

Initials Relative Weight

Interviewee's
Initials

This compares the 
relative impact to 
the rest of  the 
disconnects in
the list

Process Steps

(>4 and <11)

Total Event Time for Process Steps

Business Rules

Enter the business rules, both formal and informal, that directly or indirectly influence process 
performance

Disconnects

causing rework 

and/or extended 

wait time

Disconnect Description

Describe major disconnects that cause process steps to be
reworked and/or add to process wait time (delay)

Enter the interviewees from the interview planning worksheet.

Enter the title of  the ultimate role accountable to the performance of  this SCOR Level 3 process.

)s(tuptuOyramirPtnemelEROCS)s(tupnIyramirP

Enter the primary transactional input(s) 
to this process

Enter the SCOR Level 3 Process 
element ID and description, i.e., M1.1 
Schedule Production Activities

Enter the primary transactional 
output(s) to this process

that result in gaps between elapsed time and event time—too much
waiting—and/or cause unnecessary rework. Figure 14-2 illustrates a
process analysis example for the SCOR element D1.2 Receive,
Enter, and Validate Order.
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Figure 14-2. Process analysis example: SCOR Element D1.2 Receive, Enter, and

Validate Order.

Copyright 2003 SCE Limited

Interviewees

Accountable Function

Level Four Step Description
SAP Module--

Transaction
Responsible Event Time

1
Retrieve or enter new customer 
master record.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

1

2
Verify ship to/bill to addresses. 
Overview screen.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

1

3
Enter customer contact, payment 
terms, ship method and P.O.
number. Overview screen.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

1

4
Enter requested ship date.  
Overview screen--sales tab.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

1

5
Enter part number and quantity.  
Overview screen--sales tab.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

1

6
Review part description and modify
as necessary.  Overview screen--
sales tab.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

1

7
Input default price and unit of  
measure.  Overview screen--sales 
tab.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

1

8
Update or save order record.  
Overview screen--sales tab.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

1

9

Call back customer when inventory 
allocation fails and re-date the 
order.  Allocation is checked when 
saving the order for each item line 
entered.

Sales & Distribution--
VA01

Customer Service 
Representative

2

10

Initials Relative Weight

Customer call, fax, or email
Web order
Field sales contact
Customer profile

D1.2 Receive, Enter, and Validate the Order Entered sales order

Process Steps (>4 and <11)

Susan, Terri, Julie, Jane, Dan, and Mike

Customer Service Director

)s(tuptuOyramirPtnemelEROCS)s(tupnIyramirP

Total Event Time for Process Steps

Business Rules

Formal--Orders can be held waiting for payment for a maximum of  30 days after stock is committed.

Formal--Credit reviews "holds" once daily.

Informal--Once an order is entered, each order line is manually reviewed for correct quantity, part number, and price.

Informal--If  the ship-to address or bill-to address is modified or a new address is added, the order will go on a sales 
hold. Customer Service must review and approve the address change/addition before it becomes a permanent 
change/addition.

Disconnects causing rework 

and/or extended wait time

Disconnect Description

JH 40System pricing does not match spreadsheet version of  the customer price.

ST 20
Manual entry to add new customer ship-to addresses for drop shipments 
from suppliers.

MJ 20Customer requests different terms than contract.

DS 10
Customer order incorrect increments, i.e., unit of  measure and order 
minimums.

JK 10Customer part number cross-reference is not correct.
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Fowlers Analysis of P3 Plan Make

The team members landed at the plant ready to go. They had fol-
lowed all the rules. During the previous week, they and the plant
manager had discussed the targeted interviewee list, which included
the master scheduler, finite scheduler, and materials planner. They
had memorized the SCOR element P3 Plan Make. Technically de-
fined as ‘‘the development and establishment of courses of action
over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation
of production resources to meet production requirements,’’ it was
synonymous with the leading practice of master scheduling. They
entered the preliminary inputs and outputs and sorted out an inter-
view approach to include all the Level 3 elements in one process
analysis worksheet, thinking that the process would be smoother.

When they entered the conference room, there sat the plant
manager and the scheduler, six months after their SAP go-live. The
first lesson in these analyses is that the current state is not always as
it seems. The second lesson is to not assume but simply observe;
sometimes in supply chain your brain fills in the unknown with
your conception of how you’d like it to work. The project leader
introduced everyone and proceeded to review the process analysis
worksheet. The first part of the discussion focused on the meaning
of P3 Plan Make, which was a great learning opportunity that al-
lowed all to get centered on the theory of master scheduling.

The next part of the interview attempted to dissect the inputs
and outputs. After a rather animated philosophical discussion about
master data, resource profiles, and smoothed eight-week schedules,
the plant manager stated very plainly, ‘‘This is simple; I take the
expected units for the month as committed to in the budget and
divide by four. I then tell the scheduler what to run each week.
There are three things that drive us crazy. The first is when we don’t
have parts to run something that is scheduled. The second is the
customer orders that keep getting inserted in the schedule from cor-
porate. Both cause more changeovers, unnecessary yield loss, and
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higher unit cost for me. The third is that the plan that spits out of
the SAP scheduling module is not accurate; I can’t trust it to hit my
numbers.’’

When asked about his use of the SAP module, the scheduler
said, ‘‘We tried it for a month but it didn’t work. So we only use it
to enter production orders, estimate material availability, report out-
put and enter purchase orders for suppliers.’’ Figure 14-3 summa-
rizes the analysis.

Figure 14-3. Fowlers’ P3 Plan Make staple yourself analysis.

Interviewee(s)

Accountable 

Function

Level 4 Step Description
SAP Module--

Transaction
Responsible Event Time

1 Calculate the monthly plan by week. Excel Plant Manager 60

2
Check work order status from last 
week.

Paperwork from 
Morning Scheduling 
Meeting

Scheduler 60

3
Re-sequence orders not completed 
from past week.

Paperwork from 
Morning Scheduling 
Meeting

Scheduler 15

4
Work with supervisor to create this 
week’s schedule using monthly plan.

Excel Scheduler 15

5
Calculate materials availability for the 
new schedule.

Materials 
Management--MD04

Scheduler 60

6
Work with customer service to slot 
new orders in the near-term weeks.

Excel Scheduler 60

270

Initials Relative Weight

JP 30%

JP 30%

BM 20%

BM 20%The system plan (resource load) is wrong.

Process Steps

(>4 and <11)

Total Event Time for Process Steps

Business Rules

Formal: Achieve plant unit cost objectives.

Informal:  Exceeding the volume plan helps the plant overachieve performance expectations.

Disconnects

causing rework 

and/or extended 

wait time

Disconnect Description

Customer orders are inserted, causing unnecessary changeovers.

The plant does not hit its commitments each week by SKU.

Packaging and raw materials not available to run schedule.

Barry and Jorge

Plant Manager

)s(tuptuOyramirPtnemelEROCS)s(tupnIyramirP

eludehcSkeeW4ekaMnalP3PsevitcejbOtsoCdnatinUylhtnoM
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Assembling the AS IS Process and
RACI Diagrams
Coming off an intense on-site visit (assuming use of the recom-
mended option one as described at the beginning of this chapter),
the design team is armed with a packet of interview summaries cov-
ering more than 40 SCOR Level 3 process elements. Team members
have discovered unwritten rules, policy shortcuts, work-arounds,
and a real-time validation of how silo mentality is destroying pro-
ductivity; they may have even learned a few words from the host
country. Now they’re ready to start assembling the picture of how
their supply chain processes function (or not) in the current state.
Process mapping is not a new technique for analyzing operational
efficiency. Its effectiveness rests in the ability to pictorially portray
how seemingly disparate processes are connected, to illustrate the
essential information needed to drive the work, and ultimately to
illustrate how process flow relates to organizational roles and respon-
sibilities.

The SCOR approach to process mapping considers the Level
3 elements as the ‘‘work’’ in ‘‘work and information flow.’’ The
input–output is the ‘‘information’’ or transaction. The process map-
per stands at the whiteboard, draws a box representing one SCOR
element, adds the inputs and outputs from the interview worksheet,
and then moves on to the next SCOR element in the list.

Figure 14-4 is a sample case involving multiple SCOR processes
in PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, and DELIVER. The system’s mate-
rial requirements planning (P2.1 and P2.2) generated planned requi-
sitions for a planner to (1) balance, (2) convert (P2.3) to firm
requisitions, and (3) release to the buyer (P2.4). The released requisi-
tions are converted to purchase orders (S1.1) by a buyer; the pur-
chase order record on the system and the physical delivery of the
material and packing slip trigger receipt of the product (S1.2). The
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Figure 14-4. Sample SCOR Level 3 process map illustrating PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, and DELIVER.

P2.4 - Establish
Sourcing Plans Firm requisitions Planned requisitions Firm production plan

Material move record

Firm production orders

Receipt recordPurchase order record

Purchase order Product shipment from supplier
Purchase order record

Released requisitions

Receipt record

Invoice from supplier Material move record

Payment

P2.3 - Balance
Product
Resources
with Product 
Requirements

P2.2 - Identify,
Assess, and
Aggregate
Product
Resources

P2.1 - Identify,
Prioritize, and
Aggregate
Product
Requirements

P3 - Plan Make

S1.4 - Transfer
Product

S1.5 - Authorize
Supplier
Payment

S1.3 - Verify
Product

S1.2 - Receive
Product

S1.1 - Schedule
Product
Deliveries
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initial receipt record triggers appropriate quality checks (S1.3); then
a material move record assigns the material to a warehouse location
(S1.4). The purchase order record, receipt record, and invoice from
the supplier (D2) trigger accounts payable to issue payment (S1.5).
Meanwhile planning is transmitting the next firm production plan
(P3), which triggers the manufacturing team to send a signal to issue
stored raw material (M1) to a production line. The firm production
plan also then begins the next cycle of material requirements plan-
ning (P3 to P2.1). Using an alternative mapping approach, the con-
cept of a RACI diagram (Figure 14-5) can illustrate for each location
the functions that participate in the performance of each SCOR
process. Furthermore, it can also illustrate the role each function
plays in each SCOR process (Figure 14-6).

The conclusion by the Fowlers team members around P3 Plan
Make is that they really didn’t have an AS IS Level 3 map; the
processes discovered in the interviews were either scheduling or
aligning to unit volume commitments.

Master Data in SAP Capacity Planning
Modules

With the help of the SAP expert, the Fowlers project team reviewed five critical master
data areas affecting the performance of the tactical planning process: plants, materials,
work centers, bills of materials, and routings (or recipes). Following is a summary of the
plant and materials discussion.

Plants within the SAP platform are used to define both factories and distribution centers,
and are initially set up during the configuration part of realization (Figure 2-2). They
typically are added only as a company grows and expands.

Materials in SAP are also commonly referred to as items, products, and SKUs; they are
the hub of the information needed to run the supply chain. For Fowlers and other
consumer products companies, this refers to materials that you SOURCE, MAKE, DE-
LIVER, and RETURN. Basic material data include description, base unit of measure,
weight, and size—all which are common to every plant in the Fowlers technology
products group.

(Text continues on page 176)
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Figure 14-5. Sample RACI diagram of functions by location in SCOR Level 3 processes.

Supplier
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Service
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Identify,
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and
Aggregate
Product
Requirements
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Identify,
Assess,
and
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Resources

P2.3
Balance
Product
Resources
with
Product
Requirements

S1.1
Schedule
Product
Deliveries

S1.2
Receive
Product

S1.3
Verify
Product

S1.4
Transfer
Product

M1 -
Make-to-Stock

P3.1

P3 - Plan
Make

P2.4
Establish
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Figure 14-6. Sample RACI diagram of functions by SCOR Level 3 process.

P4 - Plan
Deliver

D2 - Deliver
Make-to-Order
Product

P2.1

P2.2

P2.3

R

R, A
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R, A IRC
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P3 - Plan
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Receive
Product
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Transfer
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Supplier
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Make-to-Stock

Production
Planning
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� Copyright 2007 Xelocity. Used with permission.
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Some material information is applicable to all plants and some can be different by plant.
The SAP platform uses the term transaction to name a view of data within an SAP module
of functionality. Using SAP transaction MM03—Display Material, the Fowlers team re-
viewed one of the materials in scope (Figure 14-7). Supply chain settings are found in
the MRP 1, MRP 2, MRP 3, and MRP 4 material master screens. The team reviewed
critical parameters on the MRP 1 tab including:

6 MRP type influences the timing of receipts generated and firmed during a Material
Requirements Planning (MRP) run.

6 An MRP controller is the person or department that is typically the most familiar
with the MRP data settings for the material, and also responsible for ensuring that
sufficient stock of the material is available at the plant. For Fowlers, MRP controller
‘‘001’’ has been defined and assigned to the material reviewed. The MRP control-
ler can be used to look at requirements exceptions for many materials at the same
time, making the exception-management process more efficient.

6 Lot size data governs the size of the receipts generated during the MRP planning
run. At Fowlers, material F1000 has a lot size setting of WB, which causes all
unfulfilled requirements within a week to be aggregated and served by one receipt.

6 A quantity rounding value is used when generating new orders (receipts). For Fowl-
ers, a value of 10 has been set. This adjusts the receipt quantity to a multiple that
Fowlers believes is efficient when it is assembling the material.

On the MRP 2 screen (Figure 14-8), Fowlers has maintained the following information:

6 The procurement type ‘‘F’’ means that Fowlers will buy the material. This, combined
with the special procurement setting of ‘‘40,’’ which was defined when the system was
configured, means that plant 2105 is ‘‘buying’’ the material from its sister plant
2106, where the product is assembled.

6 The scheduling data, specifically the planned deliv time and the GR processing time (GR

 goods receipt) controls the time the MRP planning run will use for determining
when a product will become available to promise. For Fowlers, when running a
standard availability check, any requirements outside of this lead time will be as-
sumed to be fulfilled; the requirement will not be checked against actual stocks or
future firmed receipts.

6 The scheduling margin key is used to determine the types of order proposals—planned
orders or purchase requisitions—that will be created. For Fowlers, a setting of
‘‘001’’ at plant 2105 generates purchase requisitions within the first 10 work days—
the opening period—and planned orders further in the future. By using transactions
ME55 or ME59N, this allows a buyer to collectively create purchase orders from
purchase requisitions, while letting SAP MRP manage the generation or deletion
of planned orders.
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Figure 14-7. Fowlers’ SAP display material MRP 1 tab.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 14-8. Fowlers’ SAP display material MRP 2 tab.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Phase 4: Solution Design
> Defining How the Process Should Work at SCOR Level 3

The goal of many solution-development efforts is to ‘‘think outside
the box.’’ There was some kind of brain research from a college
psychology class indicating that children who haven’t yet started
school will score an average of 95 percent on a creativity test, while
third graders score 30 percent on the same test and adults in the
workplace score 5 percent. So much for ‘‘outside the box.’’

Blend brain research with the fact that the relationships among
supply chain processes are integrated and complex and you’ll see that
it’s asking too much to expect a project team to start building TO
BE processes from scratch. So the objectives for these steps of imple-
mentation are not fluid creativity; rather, they are to help define
how the business should work using proven best practices, common
sense, and native SAP functionality for organizations in that envi-
ronment.

At Fowlers, as part of assembling the Project 7 solution design,
the project team needed to understand the context of tactical plan-
ning within the rest of the SCOR Level 3 blueprint. The challenges
were to understand how SAP capacity planning was supposed to
work based on the original configuration, what other best practices
would add to the process, and how to illustrate the TO BE blueprint

179
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with SCOR Level 3 elements (see the SAP Modules and Transac-
tions sidebar).

The SCOR Level 3 Blueprint
The SCOR process blueprint (Figure 15-1) shows the integrated
processes for five leading practices: sales and operations planning,
distribution requirements planning, master production scheduling,
material requirements planning, and available to promise. The blue-
print also incorporates closed-loop execution processes for all
SCOR Level 3 SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and RETURN
process elements.

The tour took the team sequentially from PLAN P1 to P4 to P3
to P2 to the SOURCE execution processes S1.1 through S1.5.
Then it went on to the MAKE execution processes M1.1 to M1.7
and finally to DELIVER execution processes D1.1 to D1.14. Finally,
the tour ended with the RETURN execution processes DR1.1 to
DR1.4 and SR1.1 to SR1.5. The following section provides some
of the words that go with the blueprint.

PLAN Supply Chain P1. This is the process of taking actual de-
mand data and generating a supply plan for a given supply chain
(defined in this case by customer, market channel, product, geogra-
phy, or business entity). This process step is most closely associated
with the discipline of sales and operations planning. The basic steps
require a unit forecast that’s adjusted for marketing and sales events; a
supply plan that constrains the forecast based on resource availability
(resources could be inventory, manufacturing capacity, or transpor-
tation); and a balance step in which demand/supply exceptions are
resolved and updated in the system. The output between this process
step and the next PLAN DELIVER (P4) is a constrained unit plan.

PLAN DELIVER P4. This is the process of comparing actual
committed orders with the constrained forecast, and generating a
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Figure 15-1. Typical SCOR Level 3 blueprint.
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distribution resource plan to satisfy service, cost, and inventory goals.
It is carried out for each warehouse stocking location and may be
aggregated to region or another geography type. This process step is
most closely associated with the discipline of distribution require-
ments planning. The relationship between this process step and
PLAN MAKE P3 are replenishment requirements, which tell the
plant manager how much product to plan for. Reserve inventory
and promise date (D1.3) is a distribution requirements plan, which
lets customer service know how much inventory will be available to
promise.

PLAN MAKE P3. This is the process of comparing actual pro-
duction orders plus replenishment orders with the constrained fore-
cast, and then generating a master production schedule resource plan
to satisfy service, cost, and inventory goals. It is carried out for each
plant location and may be aggregated to region or another geogra-
phy type. This process step is most closely associated with the disci-
pline of master production scheduling. The relationship between
this process step and PLAN SOURCE P2 are replenishment re-
quirements, which tell the purchasing manager how much product
to plan for. It’s all passed down to schedule production activities
(M1.1), which lets the plant scheduler know how much total prod-
uct must be made by the ship date.

PLAN SOURCE P2. This is the process of comparing total ma-
terial requirements with the constrained forecast, and generating a
material requirements resource plan to satisfy landed cost and inven-
tory goals by commodity type. It is carried out for items on the bill
of materials and may be aggregated by supplier or commodity type.
This process step is most closely associated with the discipline of
material requirements planning. The relationship between this proc-
ess step and schedule product deliveries is the material requirements
plan, which lets the buyer know how much product must be pur-
chased on the basis of current orders, inventory, and future require-
ments.
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SOURCE Sx. The x in Sx is a wildcard-type indication that
includes all of the SCOR Level 2 configurations. This set of execu-
tion processes involves the material acquisition process initiating and
scheduling the purchase order, receiving and verifying product,
transferring the product to available raw material, and authorizing
supplier payment through. In the case of sourcing engineer-to-order
products, there are accommodations to identify and select appro-
priate suppliers.

MAKE Mx. This set of execution processes encompasses the
conversion process of raw materials to finished goods: scheduling
production activities, issuing and staging the product, producing and
testing, packaging, and releasing finished goods to customers or
warehouses. In the case of making engineer-to-order products, there
are accommodations to finalize engineering specifications before ini-
tiating a manufacturing work order.

DELIVER Dx. This set of execution processes involves the
order fulfillment process: processing inquiries and quotes, entering
orders, promising inventory, consolidating orders, planning and
building loads, routing shipments, selecting carriers and rating ship-
ments, receiving, picking, shipping, customer receipt, necessary in-
stallation, and final invoicing. In the case of delivering engineer-to-
order products, there are accommodations to include the request for
proposal or quote and negotiating contracts before order entry.

RETURN DRx and SR1x. This set of execution processes in-
volves the return authorization process, return shipment and receipt,
verification and disposition of product, and replacement or credit
process for defective and excess inventory. In the third case of RE-
TURN, more detailed scheduling, determination of product condi-
tion, and transfer of maintenance, repair, and overhaul items are
modeled.

ENABLE Processes. Enable processes prepare, maintain, and
manage information or relationships on which planning and execu-
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tion processes rely. There is no decomposition of ENABLE ele-
ments. Think of them as necessary processes. There are eight
management categories of ENABLE that are applied appropriately
to PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, and RETURN. They
are business rules, performance improvement, data collection, in-
ventory, capital assets, transportation, physical network configura-
tion, and regulatory compliance. Another ENABLE process, unique
to PLAN, manages alignment of the financial and unit plans; still
another ENABLE process, unique to SOURCE, manages supplier
agreements. Supply chains can have well-integrated planning and
execution processes and still underperform if ENABLE processes are
poorly managed. For example, a good sales and operations planning
process cannot overcome a poor EP.9 align unit and financial plans.

Configuring the Level 3 Blueprint for Project 7
One of the first tasks in configuring the blueprint is to find a best-
practices resource that can help define the proper ENABLE process
elements. For Project 7, the project team picked the resource Master
Scheduling in the 21st Century: For Simplicity, Speed, and Success—Up
and Down the Supply Chain (by Thomas F. Wallace and Robert A.
Stahl; T. F. Wallace & Co., 2003). Prior to configuring their blue-
print the team members completed the master scheduling effective-
ness checklist, assembled their first draft of a master scheduling
policy, and outlined the basic responsibilities of a master scheduler,
which the team considered part of the EP ENABLE PLAN proc-
esses.

The policy (EP.1) helped sort out some potentially contentious
issues. First, the team defined the planning time zones: 0–14 days
was considered fixed with no unauthorized changes; 3–8 weeks was
considered firm with mix changes only by authorized roles; and
3–18 months was considered open, wherein volume decisions
needed to reconcile with the rough-cut capacity plan as approved in
the sales and operations planning process (P1).

Second, the decision-making authority for the fixed and firm
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zones were defined relative to the type of product, level of change,
and date of impact. Third, the policy required use of the SAP order
entry and available-to-promise (D1.2 and D1.3) in making customer
commitments. Fourth, the forecasts (P1.1) were consumed properly
using one of the SAP consumption algorithms.

Fifth, the master schedule could have no past-due production
orders carried over into the new week. Sixth, production schedule
attainment was defined and elevated to a critical metric with a target
of 95 percent each week. Seventh, a weekly meeting with sales,
marketing, and customer service would review the available capacity
against customer orders to achieve consensus priority and resolution
of issues.

Next, the team next constructed Level 3 process flow (Figure
15-2), adding appropriate SAP language as the inputs and outputs.
The relationship between the supply planning step in sales and oper-
ations planning (P1.2) and the master scheduling process (P3) was
labeled as rough-cut capacity plan. Essentially, it was a monthly view
of the CM01 capacity from month 3 through month 12 that has
netted the forecasted requirements (P1.1) against the resource capac-
ities. The expectation, as part of the policy, is that there are no in-
stances in which a resource (production line) is ‘‘red’’ (more
requirements than capacity). The relationship between P4 and P3 is
focused on the zero- to 8-week horizons, and is defined both by
customer orders and replenishment orders called stock transport
order (STO). An STO is a replenishment order that is generated
when a product stock position in a warehouse has slipped below
target, therefore putting product availability at risk. The relationship
between D1.3 and P4 is where available-to-promise (ATP) func-
tionality operates.

The point is that orders are now driving requirements in the
master scheduling horizon. The other important factor in P4 is how
the team has set forecast consumption logic in SAP master data set-
tings. In the open-time horizon, forecasts define the requirements of
capacity. As the time horizon approaches the current day, real orders
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Figure 15-2. Fowlers’ tactical planning SCOR process blueprint.
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for needed stock replace (or consume) the forecasts. SAP functional-
ity offers a number of ways that forecasts can be consumed.

The relationship of P3 to M1.1 is a two-week fixed plan that the
scheduler can release for each product to each production line. If
today is Thursday, then next week is considered fixed as Week 1 and
the following week is considered fixed as Week 2. All materials
should be available for Week 1, and the scheduler typically is work-
ing to confirm availability for Week 2. The relationship between P3
and P2 is called material requirements. It utilizes both the firm and the
open capacity plans and converts them (using MRP) into material,
packaging, and/or component requirements for suppliers. The im-
portant information includes date, quantity, and source. P2 then
converts these requirements into requisitions that pass to S1.1, which
then converts them to purchase orders.

Having finished the Level 3 process flow and the SAP module
and transaction ‘‘should-be’’ education, the team is excited to dive
into the detailed solution design, SCOR process Level 4 flows, and
the SAP transaction storyboard.

SAP Modules and Transactions

Under the facilitative guidance of the SAP expert, the Fowlers project team reviewed
all of the major modules that were part of the original configuration, along with their
associated key transaction codes.

Modules for the SAP software are portions of functionality within an application compo-
nent that are geared toward addressing specific business tasks. Figure 15-3 illustrates the
modules that were a part of the original configuration using the SAP navigation screen
for the Logistics component.

Transaction codes in the SAP software are alphanumeric codes (shortcuts) that are a subset
of functionality (screens) under each module that help users complete necessary business
tasks. For Fowlers, CM01 capacity planning-work center load is a transaction that sup-
ports tasks to be completed in the SCOR processes of P3 PLAN MAKE. For most SAP
transactions, the last number indicates the purpose of the transaction (1 to create, 2 to
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modify, 3 to display data). Figure 15-4 illustrates the SAP navigation screen the Fowlers
team used to find the transaction CM01. Table 15-1 is a partial list of SCOR Level 3
elements, related SAP modules, common SAP transactions, and common SAP standard
reports related to the Fowlers tactical planning solution.

Figure 15-3. SAP logistics modules.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 15-4. SAP menu drilldown to transaction CM01.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Table 15-1. SCOR Level 3 elements related to SAP modules and common transactions.

SCOR 10.0 Level 3
SAP Module Common SAP Transaction Codes

Element

P1.3
Balance Supply Chain

Materials Management CM01
Resources with Supply
Chain Requirements

P2.3
Balance Product

Production CM01
Resources with Product
Requirements

S1.1
Schedule Product Production CM29
Deliveries

S1.2
Production MIGO, MB31

Receive Product

S1.4
Production MB1B

Transfer Product

M1.1
Schedule Production Production CM29
Activities

M1.2
Production MIGO

Issue Product

M1.3
Production MB1C—receipt only

Produce and Test

M1.4
Production MB1C

Package

M1.5
Production MB1B

Stage Product

D1.1 Inquiry: VA11, VA12, VA13
Sales and Distribution

Process Inquiry & Quote Quote: VA21, VA22, VA23

D1.2
Receive, Enter, & Validate Sales and Distribution VA01, VA02
Order

D1.3 Within sales order processing VA01 or
Reserve Inventory and VA02

Sales and Distribution
Determine Delivery Date or via Backorder processing: C006

or via Rescheduling: V_V2

D1.8
Receive Product at

Sales and Distribution MIGO, MB31
Warehouse from Source or
Make
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Phase 4: Level 4 Process
Development and the
Storyboard
> How Business Process Improvement Is Like a Good Cartoon

With the SCOR Level 3 blueprint and SAP transaction scope com-
plete, the project team can begin to work on the SCOR Level 4
process details and the SAP transaction storyboard. Also on the
docket is development of process control metrics. Recommenda-
tions for organizational changes and finalizing RACI analyses will be
covered as part of supply chain strategy (Chapter 18).

In AcceleratedSAP terminology, the SCOR Level 3 blueprint
(also referred to as high-level business requirements) is part of the
business blueprint Phase 2; in the appendix we are on step eight. The
blueprint should reflect how your company wants to do business and
operate its supply chain and be consistent with the blueprint tem-
plates used as part of the QAdb input process. What many people
refer to as SCOR Level 4 processes (or as detailed business require-
ments) are considered the transition blueprint from AcceleratedSAP
business blueprint Phase 2 to realization Phase 3. SCOR Level 5
would be considered the baseline configuration for the system.

191
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In fact, whether involving a system solution or not, SCOR Level
4 process details are necessary for any kind of SCOR process imple-
mentation activity to occur. While logical, this discussion is a bit of
a misnomer because the SCOR model doesn’t standardize defini-
tions for Level 4 processes (Figure 16-1); although the model illus-
trates the relationship of Level 3 to Level 4, there are no Level 4
definitions to be found in the SCOR dictionary itself.

This chapter, then, is devoted to the concept of creating those
definitions—blending system functionality, best practices, and data
into a solution storyboard.

The concept of the storyboard is borrowed from the art of ani-
mation. At the start of a project, the animation director puts together
milestone images on the storyboard. This is where the initial story
line is developed, and it serves as a point of reference from which
the details of the full-length film are later filled in. Similarly, the

Figure 16-1. SCOR Level 3 and Level 4 definitions.
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� 1996–2011 Supply Chain Council, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Used with permission.
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AcceleratedSAP Roadmap (Chapter 17) is the stage at which the
solution goes through realization, final preparation, and go-live and
support.

Constructing a SCOR Level 4 Process
There are eight steps to building a SCOR Level 4 process. The first
four were completed in the last chapter; here is the full list:

1. Find an appropriate leading-practice book that can guide you
through best-in-class characteristics.

2. Map your company’s ‘‘best practice’’ processes to the SCOR
Level 3 process blueprint. (Those who readily admit that they
have no leading practices can skip this step).

3. Relate the processes as detailed in the book to appropriate
SCOR Level 3 processes.

4. Identify the main system (SAP) transactions to be used, and
cross-reference the transactions to the appropriate SCOR
Level 3 process; this will help with the inputs and outputs and
names for the transactions.

5. Use the transactions to help create a screen-shot storyboard
that illustrates the different screens (features and functionality)
from the beginning of the process blueprint to its end. The
storyboard is relatively easy to produce; the ‘‘print screen’’
key on the computer keyboard allows for easy capture. The
storyboard is not intended to replace technical documenta-
tion; the goal is to provide the design team and appropriate
extended teams with a visual tour of the important function-
ality.

6. Use the storyboard and the leading-practice book to create
the first draft of your Level 4 process.
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7. Review the storyboard with appropriate design and extended
team members, referencing the process map. The objective is
to gain consensus on the features of the solution and under-
stand the degree of change to either the process, the system,
or both.

8. Use the feedback from step 7 to set up a system test environ-
ment, in which company data can be used to test the new
processes and functionality without the risk of messing up the
live system. In many cases, these ‘‘sandboxes’’ may have been
set up as part of the original implementation effort.

Plan Supply Chain (P1) Level 4 Samples
This chapter includes a generic sample of the Level 4 processes
that are commonly used for sales and operations planning. The best-
practice resource is based in Thomas F. Wallace and Robert A.
Stahl’s Sales & Operations Planning: The How-To Handbook, 3rd Ed.
(T. F. Wallace & Company, 2008). Figures 16-2 through 16-4 illus-
trate the level process flows for demand planning (P1.1), supply
planning (P1.2), and reconciliation (P1.3), respectively.

As an added twist, the Level 4 processes are illustrated in time-
phased groupings. In each figure the Level 4 processes are in one of
four rows; each row relates to a week of a month (i.e., the first row
contains all Week One activities for P1.1, P1.2, and P1.3). That way,
a new demand planner can look at Figure 16-2 and understand what
work needs to be completed during each week of the month.

Figure 16-5 is an SAP screen shot taken from a P1.1 storyboard
that illustrates where the analytical effort from P1.1.4, P1.1.5,
P1.1.7, and P1.1.8 (Figure 16-2) would be entered. The shot also
illustrates the set of new names for minor transactions: that is, order
forecast, marketing adjustment percentage, marketing/sales events,
and so on.

(Text continues on page 199)
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Figure 16-2. P1.1 Level 4 process blueprint for demand planning.
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Figure 16-3. P1.2 Level 4 process blueprint for supply planning.
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Figure 16-4. P1.3 Level 4 process blueprint for reconciliation.
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� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Fowlers P3 Level 4 Processes and Storyboard
Figure 16-6 is Fowlers’ P3 PLAN MAKE Level 4 process flow for
the Engineer a Tactical Planning Process project. As mentioned, the
team members selected Master Scheduling in the 21st Century as their
best practice resource. They found that it was difficult mapping each
of the P3.1, P3.2, P3.3, and P3.4 processes independently, as SAP
PP did not behave that way; the flow made more sense by blending
the processes on the same page. The process references are consistent
with SCOR Level 4.

Capacity Planning for the Storyboard

With the help of the SAP expert, the Fowlers project team started to assemble the
resource capacity management storyboard. The first step was to affirm the overall
goals—ensure that product will be made with enough lead time to be ready to ship on
each sales order, and that adequate capacity, materials, and lead time are available to
make this happen.

Second, the team needed to understand how the SAP system is supposed to work. It
learned that SAP work centers—or resources—can be used to define the machines and
people used to make or assemble materials. In this environment, capacity can be thought
of both from a planning and a detailed scheduling point of view.

Capacity planning decisions are typically made for a future time period, commonly 2 to
13 weeks, when it’s not yet critical to know exactly when a product will be produced—
only that there is sufficient capacity to produce it. Capacity planning answers the ques-
tion, ‘‘Do I have a reasonable chance to make enough product to fulfill a requirement
placed on a specific work center within a specific timeframe such as a week or month?’’

Detailed scheduling decisions, on the other hand, consider exactly when each product will
be produced within the near term, commonly 0 to 2 weeks. The questions a scheduler
has to answer are: When exactly (day and shift) do I need the product to be made to fill
a specific requirement, such as a sales order or stock transport order? Will I have enough
materials to make the product? Will my current production rate achieve the schedule?-
And—a favorite of the plant manager and controller: How do I make all of these prod-
ucts and minimize all non-value-added work, such as setup time, changeover time, etc?

Third, the SAP expert worked with the Fowlers project team to piece together the
feature transactions foundational to the storyboard. The storyboard focused on four areas:
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Figure 16-6. Fowlers’ P3 PLAN MAKE Level 4 process flow for the project: Engineer a Tactical Planning Process.
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Resources (CRC2), recipes (C202), the capacity planning view (CM01), and the param-
eter settings for the MRP planning run (MD01). The team selected resource T100 and
material F1000 to do a detailed review of the settings.

T100 CRC2 Resource Settings
The capacity formula ‘‘Z006’’ was correct. It calculated the amount of time it took to
make one order as Setup Time (defined at Fowlers as the first standard value) plus
Machine Time (defined as the second standard value) multiplied by the quantity of
product produced (Figure 16-7). The team then checked the standard available capacity
(Figure 16-8) and found something wasn’t quite right. ‘‘We usually only get 85 percent
resource capacity utilization but the capacity utilization was set to 100 percent,’’ a team
member observed. A note was made to change this field after the review was complete.

F1000 at Plant 2106 C202 Change Recipe
First the team members needed to look at the Base Quantity of the recipe to ensure they
understood the run rates required for each step or operation to make the product. The
Base Quantity was equal to 1 (Figure 16-9) The SAP expert explained that this meant
the machine run rates would be equal to the amount of time required to make one each
of material F1000. The First Standard Value—setup time—was equal to 1 hour. The
second Standard Value—machine time—was equal to 0.1 hours (Figure 16-10).

The SAP expert also explained how capacity was calculated when making material
F1000. Using the formula from the resource, he calculated the capacity required to
produce one order of 200 Eaches (units) of F1000 as follows:

Setup time 
 1.0 hour

Machine Time of 0.1 hour � 200 Eaches (or units) 
 20.0 hours

Total time required 
 21.0 hours

CM01 Capacity Planning
The first thing the team members noticed was that Week 11 was highlighted in red;
capacity requirements exceeded available capacity (Figure 16-11). Clicking on the red
line, they drilled down and found that there were two orders planned to be produced
that week: orders 12022 and 12103. ‘‘Wait a second,’’ one team member exclaimed,
‘‘Order 12022 is for a quantity of 1,090 EA of F1000, which would give us a total of
110 hours. But the capacity requirement is only equal to 80 hours. How can that be?’’
(Figure 16-12). Looking at the dates for order 12022, they were able to determine a
start date of Friday, March 11, and completion on Monday, March 21. They went back
to the main view of CM01, and by drilling into the prior and post weeks found the
‘‘missing’’ 30 hours. (Figure 16-13).

The capacity problem in Week 11 remained unresolved, but the team agreed it could
be addressed when looking at the overall stock requirements for Material F1000, which
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prompted another team member to notice that there weren’t any requirements in any
of the future weeks. ‘‘We always load forecasts eight weeks into the future to ensure
that when we run the MRP for planned orders we can estimate our future capacity
requirements,’’ he said. ‘‘I’ve seen planned orders in the future, but where are the re-
quirements?’’

MRP Planning Run MD01
To ensure accurate capacity requirements are generated, Scheduling Parameter 2 must be
selected when running the MRP planning run (Figure 16-14). When using Scheduling
Parameter 1, the system uses information contained within the material master—
specifically the scheduling parameters In-house Production Time, Goods Receipt Processing
Time and the Scheduling Margin Key—to calculate the basic start and finish dates for a
planned order. Planned Orders created with basic dates do not appear on CM01. The
team made a note to change the MD01 Scheduling parameter to ‘‘2’’ for future MRP
planning runs.
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Figure 16-7. T100 CRC2 resource settings in SAP capacities setup screen.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-8. Standard available capacity in SAP capacity setup screen.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-9. Setting of base quantity for required run rates.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-10. Settings for set-up time and machine time.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-11. SAP capacity planning screen showing requirements in excess of capacity.

Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-12. SAP calendar week 11 capacity planning for Order 12022.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-13. Finding additional run time needed for Order 12022 in weeks 10 (top) and 12 (bottom).

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-14. Correcting SAP MRP scheduling parameters assures accurate capacity requirements.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Stock Requirements for the Storyboard

Now that the team had the feature pieces of the capacity storyboard (sidebar: Capacity
Planning for the Storyboard), the next step was to assemble the feature pieces of the
planning process, including demand (requirements) and supply (receipts). The team
picked product F1000, a make-to-stock item manufactured at a North American plant
(SAP plant 2106) and typically shipped to a distribution center (SAP plant 2105) until
required for a customer shipment.

As with all things in the SAP process, the team needed to understand some basic nomen-
clature. An SAP Material Requirements Planning (MRP) ‘‘run’’ uses master and transac-
tional data to generate receipts to fulfill open requirements. Typical requirements are
customer orders (CusOrd), planned independent requirements (IndReq), stock transfer
requests to another plant, and safety stock (SafeSt). Receipts are represented by purchase
requisitions (PurRqs) or planned orders (PldOrd). All of these MRP elements represent
the current and future stock planning situation and can be seen using SAP transaction
MD04—the Stock Requirements List (Figure 16-15).

The team first viewed MD04 for SAP plant 2105 and material F1000 and found the
following receipt and requirement MRP elements:

Like a checkbook, each receipt (like a deposit) and requirement (like a debit) affects the
available stock—SAP terminology is available qty. Note, the VSF requirements for 03/
07/2011 and 03/14/2011 did not affect available stock; the SAP expert explained that
configuration settings for some VSF forecasts, called planned independent requirements
(PIRs), allow the requirements to be ignored within a specified short-term timeframe.
This is helpful when it’s desirable to respond only to customer orders in the short term,
but do use the VSF forecast (PIRs) to help secure capacity and components.

Working over the same computer, the team members clicked on the summation sign at
the left-hand side of the screen and were able to see weekly aggregated receipts and require-
ments (Figure 16-16). The team observed that there were no VSF forecast PIRs in week
12/2011. The SAP expert explained that they were ‘‘consumed’’ by customer orders to
ensure that the requirements were not double-counted (900 in the requirements col-
umn). The details of this consumption could be found by navigating directly to the
total requirements display (Figure 16-17) from transaction MD04. SAP Planning Strategy
40—planning with final assembly—designated F1000 as a make-to-stock item for which
forecasts helped position available stock ahead of customer orders.

The last main feature in the storyboard was that of the planning time fence. On the
MD04 screen for F1000 (Figure 16-18) the SAP expert pointed out that the purchase
requisitions (additions to stock) would be fulfilled by plant 2106 as noted in the Deliv/
Recv Plant column, and that the customer ordering the product was ‘‘Super Tech’’ (sub-
tractions from stock). On viewing the stock requirements list (Figure 16-19) for plant
2106, the SAP expert pointed out the End of planning time fence listed for date 03/22/
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2011. The planning time fence for this material at this plant is set at 10 working days
past the current date. Essentially, beyond the planning time fence, SAP MRP can recom-
mend planned orders—PldOrd; within the planning time fence, only manual changes
can be made by the scheduler. As demand increases within the time fence, planned
orders are placed just outside the time fence, as in the case of PldOrd 03/24/2011.
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Figure 16-15. SAP stock/requirements list for product F1000 at plant 2106.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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214Figure 16-16. Product F1000 Weekly Aggregated Receipts and Requirements, with ‘‘consumed’’ PIRs.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-17. Total requirements display detailing consumption of PIRs.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-18. Purchase requisitions are fulfilled by plant 2106; customer is ‘‘Super Tech.’’

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 16-19. The planning time fence locks out automated changes during the production run.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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C H A P T E R 1 7

Phase 4: Configure,
Solution Test, Pilot,
Refine, and Roll Out
> Moving the Needle on Performance

The typical elapsed time to get to this point of project implementa-
tion (steps 1 through 8 on the implementation checklist in Chapter
11) ranges from one to three months, depending on the process
scope, complexity of the solution storyboard, and the priority of
resources assigned. Fully implementing the solution (steps 9 through
13 on the checklist)—meaning rolling it out to all the intended sup-
ply chains—typically ranges from six to 12 months, based on the
factors already mentioned. In between, there are four approval mile-
stones or ‘‘gates’’: solution test, pilot one, refinement and pilot two,
and solution rollout.

From an AcceleratedSAP point of view, this implementation
phase aligns to the realization, final preparation, and go-live and sup-
port points of the roadmap. Tasks include:

6 Review scope and design all development items

6 Document and complete all functional configuration and pro-
gramming work

219
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6 Baseline configuration

6 Fine-tuning configuration

6 Conduct system integration testing

6 Unit/functional testing

6 System integration testing

6 User acceptance testing

6 Load and stress testing

6 Complete business acceptance and sign-off

6 Prepare for production cutover

6 Transport configuration design from development to
production system

6 Complete master data integrity check

6 Migrate necessary data from legacy systems

6 Complete final stability, availability, and performance
checks

6 Go-live

6 Support operational stabilization

6 Setup and support process for end-user community

6 Fix bugs, and transport prioritized changes from develop-
ment to production

6 Measure and respond to SAP performance metrics

6 Measure and respond to business performance metrics

6 Educate user community on standard reports and means
to extract data

6 Manage documentation and training
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Configuration (or Build)
With the process and system solution (business scenarios) approved,
the system’s functional experts can begin the process of configuring
or building the system to perform the TO BE tasks. Relative to SAP
functionality configuration, this involves selecting options that will
refine how SAP transactions perform business requirements as de-
fined in the storyboard.

The business team members of the project have other types of
configuration tasks. First they must document all SCOR ENABLE
process assumptions, policies, performance management, etc., for
the process scope as defined. Second, they need to select and train
‘‘power users’’ in the Level 4 processes as well as in the detailed
system transactions. Last, they need to publish or update standard
operating procedures to accommodate the changes in process.

At Fowlers, the business team members had already built the
master scheduling policy, and felt that it served as the basis for the
ENABLE PLAN processes and could be refined during the pilot.
They picked power-user candidates from the other regions to partici-
pate in the pilot as part of the learning process for rollout. They utilized
their ISO Quality System change-management and document-control
processes to update appropriate standard operation procedures. With
an approved solution design (storyboard and SCOR Level 4 proc-
ess), the SAP PP functional expert went to work. (See ‘‘Configuring
SAP Functionality’’ on page 225 for details related to Fowlers’ con-
figuration of the tactical planning business process.)

Solution Test
Solution test involves setting up or using an existing system test en-
vironment or ‘‘sandbox.’’ Essentially, this is a non-production system
that has real data, part numbers, customers, suppliers, etc., and is
intended to test configuration scripts. The sandbox can be used as
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early as building the storyboard and viewing TO BE scenarios for
individual transactions. In fact, the earlier in the solution design
process a sandbox can be used to demonstrate the TO BE, the faster
the project team can gain consensus on changes.

For SAP solution test, there generally are four types. First, unit
or functional testing validates each step of the storyboard and SCOR
Level 4 process to ensure that each performs as expected. Second,
integration testing involves walking through all the steps in the blue-
print, using real data and business scenarios; the goal is to see if the
entire process works together and the process operates effectively
within the larger SCOR Level 3 blueprint. Relative to SAP func-
tionality, common integrated test plans may focus on order-to-cash,
procure-to-pay, or record to report.

Third, user acceptance testing is a detailed real-world test involv-
ing the power users. Ideally, the test scenarios are common and
less-common business scenarios that occur on a daily, weekly, and
monthly basis. And fourth, load or stress testing is required to ensure
that the process is effective under a large volume of users doing
their work of managing transactions. Database locking point and
responsiveness are two key areas under scrutiny in this last testing
phase.

The Fowlers team members felt that their use of the sandbox
during solution design, and the results they could observe in the
storyboard, met the expectations of the SAP unit test. Integration
testing, on the other hand, proved to be more complicated than
originally thought. For example, the team needed to ensure that the
master scheduling process and transactions worked effectively with
the production scheduling transaction. It had been configured as a
Z transaction, meaning that it was customized to the plant away
from the standard SAP transaction. The TO BE blueprint initially
did not operate well with the scheduling transaction. User accep-
tance testing and load testing were carried out by the power users
and functional expert team by the book.
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Pilot One, Refine, and Pilot Two
With the testing and business acceptance complete, the next step is
to pilot. The first step in a solution pilot involves selecting a very small
scope on which to run the solution. Examples of a small scope could
be one resource (production line) of one plant; one product to one
customer; one product from one supplier; or one product family in
one business. Next, the team needs to operate the process for at least
four weeks; this ensures that the process is tested across a month-end
reporting sequence. The third step is for the team to meet formally
and conduct a detailed review of the SCOR Level 4 processes—
assessing whether the process step was effective and if any changes
need to be made to policy, process, system, RACI, etc. Last, a pro-
posed change list is presented to the steering team and, as approved,
is incorporated as refinements into the next pilot cycle.

In pilot two, the scope is expanded as appropriate, the processes
are operated for another four weeks, and the review and refinement
process is followed one more time.

Fowlers Pilot Results

Fowlers’ pilot one process yielded some important discoveries that needed to be incorpo-
rated into pilot two. First, the team needed better data collection, analysis, and policy for
schedule attainment as it related to what the master schedule expected. After the first week
of the pilot, an analysis showed that the production line scoped for the pilot achieved 85
percent attainment on overall volume (actual production/scheduled production).

Underneath that number, however, the team discovered that 25 percent of the volume
was for items that weren’t scheduled. Moreover, another 10 percent of the volume was
overproduction. After factoring unneeded volume out of the equation, the attainment
was 55 percent (actual production of what was scheduled/needed production as reflected
in the schedule).

Second, the team felt that the scope in pilot two needed to go to the entire plant,
because one of the process steps was a shared resource among all production lines. It
would be difficult to partially capacity-manage that resource. The processes were
deemed sound and the SAP transactions worked effectively.
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Rollout
At the completion of pilot two, the final step is to plan for and roll
out the solution to the rest of the supply chains within the targeted
scope.

The Fowlers project team members discussed a strategy that
would go through the sequence of educate, pilot one, and pilot two
with each of the remaining plants worldwide. They thought the
super users from each region would develop a detailed plan, validate
master data, translate documentation and standard operating proce-
dures, and review specific regional configuration settings for poten-
tial issues.

The power users objected to this strategy for three reasons. First,
based on a change-management standpoint, they suggested that the
regional leaders needed to understand and buy into this change in
the way they would manage plant capacity. Even though their boss
was the sponsor, they did not understand the degree of effort and
pain that would be needed to change some old habits. Second, the
master data cleanup (and more important, maintenance) was too big
for one person—whose primary job was to be an SAP transaction
expert—to handle. Third, there was no performance baseline and,
in fact, little understanding of how to measure the metrics as charted
for the project.

The team achieved consensus that the rollout strategy would es-
sentially go through the 13 implementation steps for each plant, with
a local plant sponsor, steering team, project leader, and team. Where
possible, deliverables could be modified based on previous work, but
the plant team needed to address each deliverable for its own loca-
tion. The kickoff meetings for the remaining plants would be stag-
gered by two months, allowing for a plant to reach pilot two stage
before the process was initiated at the next plant.
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Configuring SAP Functionality

Trained and experienced professional users may customize SAP functionality to fit busi-
ness requirements as defined in the SCOR Level 4 process diagram and the storyboard.
Transaction SPRO (Figure 17-1) provides access to the implementation management guide
(IMG), which contains all of the actions required to fully deploy the SAP functionality
configurations. The software provides both IMG tracking and change management tools
as part of its software solution.

One of the configuration challenges for Fowlers was the formula used to calculate capac-
ity for production resources, which included both the actual run time (requirements) as
well as the changeover time (setup). Working through the IMG main screen to production
and to capacity planning, the team was able to get to a configuration transaction that
allowed for a custom definition of available capacity.

To create the new formula (Figure 17-2), the following inputs were required:

6 Unique formula key: Z006

6 Description: Setup � Machine rqmts

6 The actual formula: SAP_01 � SAP_02 * SAP_09 / SAP_08, which translates
into Setup � Machine � Operation quantity / Base quantity (Figure 17-3)

6 Then ensure the indicator for Work Centers for Capacity Reqmts is checked

The configuration activity is part of the realization phase of ASAP, and is a neces-
sary activity to begin testing activity within modules as well as across modules.
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Figure 17-1. The implementation management guide is the portal for customizing SAP

functionality.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 17-2. Fowlers requires a custom formula for capacity planning.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Figure 17-3. Fowlers’ customized formula includes both run time and changeover time.

� Copyright 2011. SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Phase 4: Supply Chain
Strategy
> Supply Chain Excellence as a Way of Life

In this third edition of Supply Chain Excellence, we’ve put to use the
concept of ‘‘learning by doing.’’ Based on 32 projects undertaken
since we completed the second edition of the book in 2007, we
have cut the time and resources required to develop the project list
by 50 percent. We have eliminated ‘‘non-value-added’’ analysis by
moving the material, work, and information flow analysis to the
implementation phase, focusing only on those processes and SKUs
that are in-scope for the project. We have changed the schedule and
mode of meeting interface to accommodate global teams, for which
regular travel is expensive and time-consuming, as well as small-
business teams, in which a few people wear many hats and the
amount of time available to devote to this type of endeavor is lim-
ited.

We filtered about 30 percent of the deliverables that, while good
ideas in past editions, were not commonly utilized by project teams.
And we integrated process and system efforts to minimize the lag
time and rework between typical business process engineering and
system implementation.

229
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If restating the introduction seems like an odd way to begin the
next-to-last chapter, here is the point: In the real world, if something
doesn’t get used, it atrophies. While most dictionaries start with the
figurative definition of atrophy—a gradual decline in effectiveness
or vigor due to underuse or neglect—I also like the biological ver-
sion: to waste away. So in the business world, if we neglect or under-
use the skill of Supply Chain Excellence, it will waste away.

How, then, can companies learn from their Supply Chain Excel-
lence experience and maintain that continuous improvement mental-
ity so that in five years they can look back and see how far they have
progressed on their journey?

Of the five largest companies that have utilized the Supply Chain
Excellence approach in varying applications since the first edition, all
have been through major system implementations (some world-
wide); all have global business challenges; each has been recognized
by customers as a superior supplier; and though focused on different
businesses in different industries, all would say that their supply chain
is performing significantly better now than at the beginning of the
journey, financially, with shareholders, and with customers. They
would also say that with each new learning, they’ve discovered more
opportunities to improve. Finally, they would likely state that they
are not satisfied with aspects of their current performance and have
plans to address those deficiencies in their supply chain strategy.
Keep in mind that these statements are coming from companies that
have achieved competitive advantage in their respective market-
places and have continued to perform in superior fashion against
their competitors.

What Is Supply Chain Strategy?
Table 18-1 is a matrix that provides a checklist of essential elements
that make up a comprehensive supply chain strategy. The labels in
these boxes have changed over the years, but the concept has not.
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The theory behind these categories is founded in Improving Perfor-
mance: How to Manage the White Space on the Organization Chart, 2nd
ed., by G. A. Rummler and A. P. Brache (Jossey-Bass, 1995). Their
theory supports the contention that there are three factors to effec-
tive supply chain strategy:

6 Defining appropriate strategy and goals

6 Utilizing effective design techniques to organize businesses,
regions, functions, processes, etc.

6 Managing performance measures

Theory supports the belief that there are five supply chain di-
mensions affected by these factors: (1) trading partners—customers
and suppliers alike; (2) your company’s organization as defined in
the organization chart and business entities; (3) your company’s
processes relative to supply chain, including SCOR processes, other
leading practices, and the physical network, both inbound and out-
bound; (4) your company’s technology—most often fixed assets, but
also including supply chain systems specifically; and (5) the job per-
formers, referring to your company’s individual contributors.

Table 18-1. Comprehensive supply chain strategy essential elements.

Elements of Effective
Strategy Design Management

Supply Chain Strategy

Define Segments,
Relationships andTrading Partners Requirements, and Joint Metrics

AgreementsCapabilities

Supply Chain Global Organizational
Organization Balanced ScorecardCompetitive Priorities Design

Global Process Process and Effective Process
Process

Requirements Physical Network Measures

Technology Technology System
Technology

Requirements Architecture Performance

Job Task
Performers Job Design Job Level KPIs

Requirements
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The rest of this chapter highlights key challenges in each dimen-
sion that have been addressed by the five large Supply Chain Excel-
lence companies, and then summarizes an overall ‘‘to do’’ list for the
Fowlers executive team as it begins to strategize for the 2012 fiscal
year.

Trading Partner
The simple definition of a trading partner is illustrated on the SCOR
model diagram (Figure 1-1), which includes the supplier, supplier’s
supplier, customer, and customer’s customer. A more complex twist
comes from Gartner Inc. and AMR Research; they have described
the supply chain as a demand-driven value network (DDVN) in
which your suppliers can be your customers and your customers can
be your suppliers, all in search of the rhythm of the ultimate ‘‘pull
system’’; essentially, a consumer buying something off the shelf.

Trading Partner Dimensional Challenges

6 Segment customers based on intended growth, profit, and cost
to serve.

6 Synchronize with customer and supplier supply chain capabili-
ties.

6 Develop, define, and manage effective collaborative relation-
ships with targeted partners.

6 Jointly define, measure, report, and manage supply chain met-
rics.

6 Establish effective supplier portals.

6 Make use of point-of-sale data in retail and inventory move-
ments in distribution.

Organization
The academic definition of an organization is ‘‘a connected body of
people with a particular purpose.’’ Organizational theorists offer a
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more refined version: An organization contains the formal and infor-
mal relationships of inputs and outputs between defined groups of
people (functions, regions, entities, etc.) who support the achieve-
ment of defined goals and strategy. Figure 18-1 illustrates the con-
cept of supply chain execution roles within operating business units
in a matrix relationship, with global process ownership at the corpo-
rate level. In this case, solid lines indicate primary reporting; dotted
lines indicate secondary.

Organization Dimensional Challenges

6 Aligning and prioritizing supply chain competitive require-
ments and cost-to-serve models with appropriate customer
segments; getting away from the one-supply-chain-fits-all
mentality.

6 Defining appropriate accountabilities, roles, and responsibili-
ties between business-unit supply chain personnel (who need
to operate the supply chain on a daily basis) and supply chain
process owners (who need to improve the effectiveness, effi-
ciency, and standardization of the process) across the business
units and perhaps across continents. This is the global supply
chain organization chart.

6 Defining, developing, and managing a global supply chain
scorecard that looks, feels, and operates the same way in every
corner of the company, and can be segmented by customers,
suppliers, plants, products, and warehouses.

Processes
A business process is a series of steps that, when designed in a partic-
ular order, produces a product, service, transaction and/or informa-
tion. In the case of SCOR, the processes are defined as PLAN,
SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER, RETURN, and ENABLE. In the
case of Gartner/AMR, the processes are classified in three broad
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Figure 18-1. Supply chain organization scenario with matrix reporting.
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areas—Product, Demand, and Supply—with cross-area processes for
Sense, Shape, and Respond.

Other leading practices that have been published also discuss the
effective design of supply chain processes, including sales and opera-
tions planning, master scheduling, procurement, global sourcing,
Lean Manufacturing, distribution requirements planning, demand
management, sales forecasting, etc.

Process Dimensional Challenges

6 Translating competitive requirements into effective supply
chain process strategy, configuration (MTO, MTS, ETO), and
execution; this includes physical network, inventory and ser-
vice requirements, collaboration requirements, internal proc-
esses, and associated transactions.

6 Building a supply chain process blueprint with the appropriate
leading practices.

6 Conducting and implementing the conclusions of a physical
network study.

6 Linking the global scorecard to process performance.

Technology
For this dimension, I would like to narrow the definition of technol-
ogy to ‘‘supply chain information system technology.’’ This encom-
passes hardware, software, data (warehouse), and the Internet, where
interfaces have a direct impact on supply chain process. The most
frequently used types of supply chain information system technology
include Internet portals, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), ad-
vanced planning (AP), manufacturing execution (MES), forecasting,
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), point of sale (POS), warehouse
management (WMS), radio frequency (RF), and a data warehouse.
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Technology Dimensional Challenges

6 Translating defined process requirements into a technology
roadmap supporting the overall supply chain strategy and in-
vestment objectives.

6 Effectively designing, configuring, testing, and rolling out in-
tegrated technology and process solutions.

6 Linking aspects of system performance to process measures and
managing them in the spirit of continuous improvement.

Performers
For this dimension, a performer is defined as someone who carries out
his or her work in relation to a specified standard of expectation. I like
this definition because in order to succeed, there are two require-
ments: (1) that the performer carries out the work and (2) that the
work is defined in relation to a company standard. SCOR 10.0 con-
tains a section on people. As stated in the manual, this section ‘‘intro-
duces standards for managing talent in the supply chain. The key
elements of the people section are skills, experiences, aptitudes, and train-
ings. This skills management framework within SCOR complements
process reference, metrics reference, and practice reference compo-
nents with an integrated view of supply chain skills in four areas:

1. Baseline skills necessary for the overall process area (e.g.,
Sourcing or Planning) and for the individual process.

2. Critical skills that differentiate leaders in a particular process
area from those who only perform at a baseline level.

3. Performance measures through SCOR metrics that relate to
continuous assessment of job performance in each process
area.

4. Credentialing of supply chain skills, including training or cer-
tification programs, related to the specific process area that
tend to indicate superior job performance.’’
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Performer Dimensional Challenges

6 Organizing job families and job ranges within the supply chain
organization to facilitate movement within a process and be-
tween processes.

6 Writing job descriptions that accurately represent the system,
process, analytical, and experiential requirements for a supply
chain role.

6 Effectively setting goals, reviewing performance, and identify-
ing growth opportunities.

Implications for Fowlers

The Fowlers executive team had already had an annual top-down strategic planning
cycle. The process started in January with the corporate strategy; moved to the business
units, which set macro sales and profit targets; and then transitioned into the annual
budgeting process, moving in parallel to operations and product development.

The teams that had been involved in the process to this point assembled plans that included
capital, labor, and materials. The last stop before the midyear review was finance. The
midterm review in July compared the corporate top-down strategy to the business unit
bottom-up strategy and annual plan, and worked through a gap-resolution process that,
depending on the severity of the issues, could cycle in two to three months. The final
piece of the annual budget and strategy review was to be completed in October.

To-Do List
Knowing they couldn’t do everything, the team members decided to incorporate the
Trading Partner and Organization Strategy, along with the elements of Organization
Design, Organization Management, and Technology Requirements, into the executive
strategic planning process scheduled to begin in January of the following year (2012).

This decision involved the following objectives:

6 Task sales, marketing, and procurement to better define customer and supplier re-
quirements, capabilities, and competitive landscape.

6 Task human resources to understand the role of global process ownership with
respect to the operation of supply chain in the business unit.

6 Assign a designated global scorecard task team to define metrics and collect baselines
for each of the business units.
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6 Task the CIO with summarizing the Fowlers current technology roadmap.

6 Expect the business units to include baseline and projected performance levels from
the global scorecard for the upcoming fiscal year (2012).

6 Target Trading Partner Design and Management, Process Strategy and Design, and
Performer Strategy for inclusion in the following year (2013) cycle.

6 Expect that as part of the following-year (2013) cycle each business would have a
portfolio that would relate to its projected performance levels.
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Extend to the Greater
Value Chain
> Analyzing Barriers to Profitable Growth

Arvid Westergaard, president of the Fowlers Durable Products
Group, was speechless after the midyear portfolio review. He had
just seen the future leadership of the company collectively present
an organized, customer-focused, financially sound review of Supply
Chain Excellence portfolio projects that were driving real perfor-
mance—‘‘moving the needle,’’ as a colleague put it. The presenta-
tion showed passion, conviction, and confidence. It was the first
time he had seen anything like it at Fowlers.

The durable products group had a different set of challenges,
and he wondered, ‘‘How do I take this approach further into my
business?’’

Arvid’s group was developing a reputation for leaving money on
the table. It had premium brands that commanded premium prices,
but profits were average at best. Unlike any other operation in
the company, its business model was primarily make-to-order and
engineer-to-order. Although his business was routinely touted as the
future growth driver for the company, Arvid lacked confidence in
the team’s ability to hit sales projections; there didn’t seem to be any
‘‘science’’ behind the numbers.

239
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Further, as sales, order fulfillment, manufacturing, sourcing,
planning, and product design teams worked to get product intro-
duced and out the door, they all had their own ways of getting the
work done, and ‘‘exceptions’’ were the norm. In one plant tour he
had received from a shift foreman, he counted 45 instances in which
he was told, ‘‘It works like this except when those blankety blank
engineers pull us in one direction, then the sales and customer ser-
vice people yank us in another. How hard can this be?’’

For a long time, the durable products group had been an early
innovator in quick response and flexibility when faced with cus-
tomer demands for new products, but the after-sale service business
helped support ‘‘life cycle management’’ and showed the most po-
tential for growth. It seemed like both parts of the business should
use the same processes but, as the aftermarket business grew, walls
were already begin established.

Arvid knew that competitors were catching up—and no one
seemed to own the job of ‘‘taking it to the next level.’’ Finally, he
was under pressure from Jon Park, the chief financial officer, to com-
mit to a plan to improve return on sales. Analysts were not being
kind to Fowlers’ stock price, and return on sales (ROS) in Arvid’s
group was a significant factor.

With all this on his mind, Arvid pulled the SCOR coach aside
and shared his thoughts. The coach was planning to stay an extra
day—so he could join the design team’s scheduled celebration. The
two agreed to use the full day before the final party to discuss how
they might tweak the Supply Chain Excellence approach to include
more pieces of the value chain. Fowlers COO Brian Dowell and David
Able caught wind of the meeting and asked if they could join as well.

Value Chain Excellence
The concept of value chain is not new. Both Michael Porter and W.
Edwards Deming had developed process frameworks that depicted
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the entire system of value creation.1 Supply chain, the derivative of
this work, was also not new when the Supply Chain Council re-
leased version 1.0 of SCOR in 1996. What was new was cross-
industry process detail around common definitions, metrics, and
practices, aimed toward the goal of companies using the framework
to improve supply chain performance across industries and trading
partners. As has been demonstrated, Supply Chain Excellence describes
an approach for identifying a strategic project list to help drive sus-
tainable improvement.

With the introduction of the CCOR 1.0 (Customer Chain
Operations Reference) and DCOR 2.0 (Design Chain Operations
Reference) processes, the Supply Chain Council (www.supply-
chain.org) is again positioned to support value chain performance
improvement through common process definition, metrics frame-
work, and leading practices. The question is how to use these models
in a project.

That’s the question Arvid asked to start his meeting. The major
phases of Supply Chain Excellence were adapted by inserting ‘‘value
chain’’ as appropriate:

6 Build organizational support

6 Define value chain project scope

6 Analyze performance

6 Develop project portfolio

6 Implement projects

The next challenge was to figure out how to adapt the major
deliverables for each phase. Fresh off the Supply Chain Excellence
project, the group members were familiar with the key deliverables.
They wrote a list and then, for each supply chain deliverable, asked
two questions:
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6 Is it necessary for a value chain assessment?

6 What is the estimated degree of adaptation?

Figure 19-1 summarizes the team’s descriptions of key value
chain tasks by phase; the rest of this chapter summarizes the team’s
discussion, highlighting the adaptations for value chain.

Build Organizational Support
The team agreed to describe the deliverables from this phase as (1)
identify value chain improvement roles, evangelists, active executive
sponsor(s), core steering team, and design team; (2) assemble and
deliver appropriate educational content; and (3) gain consensus for a
pilot project.

Identify Value Chain Improvement Roles, Evangelists, Active
Executive Sponsor(s), Core Steering Team, and Design Team

This task would use the same steps as used in Fowlers’ supply chain
project. As the discussion turned more philosophical, the coach de-
scribed the concept of Learning Quotient (LQ)—an organization’s
ability to acquire knowledge and adapt behavior in response to
changes in the business environment. A low organizational LQ
(poor adaptability) is like a perpetual ‘‘Go to Jail’’ card in Monopoly.
You never pass Go and are stuck watching the game from behind
bars unless you get a lucky roll of the dice. The evangelist, active
executive sponsor, core steering team, and design team are four key
roles that will set the pace of the organization’s LQ in relation to
value chain improvement; all four roles must be in place to pass Go.

Assemble and Deliver Appropriate Educational Content and
Gain Consensus for a Pilot Project

The team members reflected on how they progressed from knowing
nothing about SCOR and Supply Chain Excellence to constituting
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Figure 19-1. Key value chain tasks by phase.

Phase Deliverable

TBD

Value Chain Excellence Overview

SCOR, DCOR, CCOR Framework Workshop

Executive Briefing--GO/NO GO

TBD

Business Context Summary

Value Chain Definition Matrix (with data)

Project Charter

Kickoff

Metric Definitions and Data Collection Plan

Defect Data Collection Plan

Defect Analysis

Industry Comparison

Competitive Requirements

Benchmark Data

Preliminary Scorecard

Scorecard Gap Analysis

OPTIONAL DEDICATED ON-SITE
Staple Yourself  to an Order Interviews

OPTIONAL DEDICATED ON-SITE
AS IS Process Diagram

TBD

AS IS Process Diagram

Defect Analysis Part 2

Brainstorm Event and Documentation

Preliminary Project Portfolio

Opportunity Analysis

Assemble and Approve Implementation Project Charters

Prioritize Implementation Projects

TBD

Kickoff  Projects

Develop Performance Baselines for Metrics

Conduct Level 3 and 4 Process Gap Analysis

Conduct Leading Practice Assessment

Develop TO BE Process Blueprint

Assemble Solution Storyboard

Approve Solution Design

Build and Test Solution

Pilot and Verify Solution--Twice

Define Process Control Measures

Rollout to Project Scope

Rollout to Enterprise

Phase 0

Build Organizational 

Support

Phase 1

Define Project Scope

Phase 2

Analyze Performance

Phase 3

Develop Project 

Portfolio

Phase 4

Implement Projects
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the final steering team in six months: light speed compared with
other major initiatives. They defined three stages in their organiza-
tional learning and agreed that each must occur to move on to the
next. They substituted the word ‘‘Value’’ for ‘‘Supply’’ and agreed
that the durable products group would need to follow the same path.

Initial Exposure was the first stage; the objective was to investigate
the Value Chain Excellence framework and the fit of the process mod-
els of SCOR, DCOR, and CCOR. The educational content of this
phase would be characterized by the phrase ‘‘short and sweet.’’ This
is the stage at which evangelists and active executive sponsor(s) eval-
uate the fit of the method and the process frameworks with their
business needs.

Learn How to Sell is the second stage; the objective of evangelists
and active executive sponsor(s) is to sell core steering team members
on the benefits of Value Chain Excellence and prepare them to sponsor
a pilot project. The educational content of this phase takes the over-
view content style of the first phase and incorporates real company
data in as many places as possible to give the leadership team mem-
bers the best vision of a project in their own business language.

Implement a Pilot Project is the third stage; the object for the proj-
ect team—including the evangelist, active executive sponsor(s), core
steering team, and design team—is to develop the knowledge, skill,
and motivation to successfully execute a project. The educational
content in this phase is a mix of detailed ‘‘how to’’ templates and
anecdotes that take theory to practice.

The amount of time spent in each phase depends on the organi-
zation’s LQ. Companies with low LQ spend a lot of time in the first
phase, often kicking tires until they’re flat. High LQ companies can
advance to the last phase in as little as three months; the typical
duration is four to six months.
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Define Value Chain Project Scope
In addition to the business context document, the team listed the
other key deliverables from this second phase as follows: (1) calculate
the number of value chains, (2) assemble high-level industry com-
parison, and (3) decide the scope of the pilot project and finalize the
project charter.

Calculate the Number of Value Chains

Defining the number of company value chains requires the same
technique as that of defining the number of supply chains (Chapter
3). Figure 19-2 illustrates the durable products group’s adaptations.
As in the supply chain, the rows represent lines of business or prod-
uct families, and the lowest level of the row hierarchy is an item
or stock keeping unit (SKU). The columns represent customers or
customer segments, and the lowest level of the column hierarchy is
a customer ‘‘ship to’’ location. The ‘‘X’’ indicates a product or ser-
vice that is delivered to a customer; the number of X’s provides a
first draft of the number of company value chains. One adaptation
includes growth rate (revenue, unit volume, and gross margin) data
for each value chain.

Assemble High-Level Industry Comparison

The industry comparison is assembled using the same steps as for the
supply chain, with five new data comparisons focused on the rate of
growth from the prior period. These categories are revenue; sales,
general, and administration expense; gross margin; operating in-
come; and net income.

Decide on the Project Scope

The phrase ‘‘think big, act small, and scale fast’’ still works for value
chain analysis. The value chain priority matrix is assembled in the
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Figure 19-2. Durable products group value chains.

same fashion as for supply chains. The team brainstormed other cate-
gories (columns), including revenue growth rate, percent of new
product revenue, and return on sales.

Analyze Value Chain Performance and Project
Portfolio Development
The team listed five deliverables for this phase: (1) identify appro-
priate value chain performance metrics, (2) assemble appropriate
benchmark comparisons, (3) assess and prioritize competitive re-
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quirements, (4) perform metric defect analysis, and (5) develop a
SCOR, DCOR, and CCOR process oriented project portfolio.

Identify Appropriate Value Chain Performance Metrics and
Assemble Appropriate Benchmark Comparisons (Deliverables
1 and 2)

Although the previous scorecard provides a proven baseline to mea-
sure supply chain performance, it does not include measures for the
other business processes. The coach suggested the team use a Bal-
anced Scorecard,2 an approach to strategic management developed in
the early 1990s by Dr. Robert Kaplan and Dr. David Norton. The
basic idea is that an organization should measure its performance
from a balanced view against its goals as established in its vision and
strategy. The Balanced Scorecard has four measurement categories:
customer facing, internal process, financial, and individual em-
ployee.

The challenge for Arvid, Brian, and David was to pick the right
metrics for each category. The coach discussed two methods to gen-
erate the list. The first starts with a blank sheet of paper; we’ve all
been through that method. The second—which the team ultimately
picked—is to identify relevant metrics from a pool of readily avail-
able benchmark sources. The coach suggested some of the same
sources used in the supply chain project. They include the follow-
ing: the Supply Chain Council (www.supply-chain.org), the Per-
formance Measurement Group (www.pmgbenchmarking.com),
Hoovers (www.hoovers.com), APQC—formerly the American
Productivity & Quality Center (www.apqc.org), and Manufacturing
Performance Institute (www.mpi-group.net). Figure 19-3 is the list
that the team generated. Each metric was assigned to a Balanced
Scorecard category; the team decided not to create employee metrics
before brainstorming with a larger group. Figure 19-4 is a sample of
some of the benchmark data available for select value chain metrics.
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Figure 19-3. Value Chain Level 1 metrics and benchmark sources; SCOR metrics shaded.

Assess and Prioritize Competitive Requirements

With respect to value chain competitive requirements, the team
agreed that a broader framework was needed to assess overall busi-
ness strategy. The coach suggested a modification of a Michael Por-
ter concept,3 which describes two basic strategies of competitive
advantage: low cost or differentiation. These two strategies, when ap-
plied to a narrowly defined industry segment, create Porter’s third
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Figure 19-4. Sample benchmark data for select value chain metrics.

� Copyright 2007 APQC. All Rights Reserved. Used with permission.

1APQC is reporting this data on the assumption that lower R&D costs, lower cycle time, lower product
development costs, and higher sales due to recent product launches represent superior performance.
APQC acknowledges that correlating these measures to various outcomes may support a different perspec-
tive. This is published with APQC’s permission to present the perspective that best fits the needs of Supply
Chain Excellence.
2 Design Reuse Flexibility, Total Design Chain Management Cost (PLM Operating Cost), and New Product
Revenue � Copyright 2003 The Performance Measurement Group, LLC, subsidiary of management consul-
tants PRTM. All Rights Reserved. Used with permission.

generic strategy: Focus. Put another way, companies must answer
two questions: ‘‘Will we focus on a broad industry or a narrowly
defined segment?’’ and then, ‘‘Will we achieve competitive advan-
tage through low cost or differentiation?’’ Porter describes compa-
nies that try to represent all strategies to all customers as being ‘‘stuck
in the middle’’—and they generally perform at or below parity in all
dimensions.

The team also was enamored with the simple assembly and the
large impact of the supply chain competitive requirements exercise.
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The concept was easy to explain: A company must decide on a sup-
ply chain strategy to achieve superior and advantage positions in
some metric categories, while maintaining at least parity in others.

So how can the concepts of Porter and SCOR be brought to-
gether? Figure 19-5 represents the team’s best attempt to mock up an
example using the durable products group. The left arrow represents
performance in the ‘‘cost’’ strategy, and the right arrow represents
performance in the ‘‘differentiation’’ strategy. Specifically, they re-
lated the left arrow with process measures and the right arrow with
customer-facing measures. The base of the arrow is actual perfor-
mance; the point of the arrow is target performance.

Arvid talked through one possible strategic scenario: By focusing
on niche markets, the durable products group could adopt both cost
and differentiation tactics to put itself into a better market position.
The direction of the arrows suggests that durable products narrow
its products and customer focus from ‘‘broad industry’’ to a narrow
industry niche, and that it pursue superior cost performance within
that niche, while customer-facing metrics operate at parity.

In value-chain metric terms, process measures need to move
toward the 90th percentile, and the customer-facing measures need
to move toward at least the 50th percentile. They all agreed this
chart needed more work, but that the concepts made sense. They

Figure 19-5. Value Chain Competitive Requirements (superior, advantage, parity, below

parity).

Competitive 

Performance
S A P < P P A S

Differentiation

Stuck in 

the Middle

Industry Segment Focus: Low Cost
Focus: 

Differentiation

Broad Industry Low Cost
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recognized that if both arrows are in the shaded portion, action is
required.

Perform Metric Defect Analysis

The team agreed that the disconnect analysis was critical to uncover-
ing the issues related to performance. Although some templates
would need to be created for the new metrics, the steps were identi-
cal to the supply chain project.

Develop a Project Portfolio

The team members agreed that this foundational supply chain deliv-
erable would be necessary to help dissect the issues, build projects,
and quantify the improvement. They thought the metrics and asso-
ciated defect analysis would define the brainstorm categories and
help the team associate ‘‘problems’’ with not just the supply chain
but with the design and customer chains as well. The main conversa-
tion centered on determining the level of the process with which
the team would associate the problems. All agreed that Level 3 was
too detailed. All also agreed that the team needed to discern between
Level 1 processes, i.e., Source vs. Research vs. Amend, etc. The
main debate was whether to differentiate at Level 2. Did it help to
identify problems at the level of make-to-order vs. make-to-stock
vs. new product vs. refresh, etc? Their conclusion: Learn by doing.

Implementation Considerations
The team discussed four types of analytical tools that it thought were
helpful in the Supply Chain Excellence implementation rollout and
might also be useful in the value chain project implementation: (1)
product-to-market map, (2) Level 2 process diagrams, (3) staple
yourself interviews, and (4) TO BE Level 4 process diagrams with
information system storyboards.
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Product-to-Market Map

This analytical tool was the most difficult to adapt from the Supply
Chain Excellence process. In the supply chain project, the geographic
map was an easy concept to grasp. Although there are material
movement aspects to value chains, the team discussed two other
layers that needed to be considered as part of the analysis as well.

First, it would be necessary to understand sales by region, as the
sales and marketing team views it. Figure 19-6 illustrates the three
regions of U.S. sales for durable products. Layering the geographic
map on top of the sales-by-region map was both intuitive and logical
for the team.

The third layer was not as simple. In fact, a spreadsheet was a
better tool than a picture. The concept the team was after was to
understand the rate of growth in each sales region between new and
existing products, and among new and existing customers. Figure

Figure 19-6. Durable product group’s U.S. sales by region.
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19-7 is a mock-up of the concept, which the team eventually labeled
Value Chain Growth Analysis. The analysis attempts to calculate
growth rates for revenue, gross margin, and unit volume for each
cell in the matrix. With the use of predetermined criteria, a cell
(product and customer) is graded positive (�), negative (�), or
neutral (0). The results helped the team understand the issues behind
growth. For example, Product Family B has growth issues across the
board, whereas Product Family A has particular trouble building
sales of existing products to new customers.

The benefit of this perspective is that the next set of ‘‘why’’
questions is not aimed just at supply. Marketing campaigns, pricing
strategy, product quality, product life cycle management, sales incen-
tives, and so forth are all in the mix of potential root causes and
ultimate projects.

Figure 19-7. Durable product group’s U.S. growth rate analysis.
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Level 2 Process Diagrams

As in the supply chain project, the preparation required to create a
Level 2 process diagram involved identifying the appropriate proc-
esses for each location. Figure 19-8 is a partial list of the choices for
each location; one necessary adaptation is the small-letter designation
in front of the Level 2 ID; ‘‘c’’ is CCOR, ‘‘d’’ is DCOR, and ‘‘s’’
is SCOR.

Figure 19-9 illustrates the team’s work assembling a logical dura-
ble products flow. The dotted lines represent both information and
product flow. As with any concept drawing, the team had a tough
time differentiating the ‘‘should be’’ from ‘‘the AS IS.’’ Arvid,
David, and Brian also realized they would need to get signed up for
DCOR and CCOR framework classes. They needed to affirm their
intuitions about the difference between design classifications of
‘‘product refresh,’’ ‘‘new product,’’ and ‘‘new technology’’—as well
as between the customer classifications of sell to ‘‘intermediary,’’
‘‘grouped account,’’ and ‘‘named account.’’ For the mock-up, they
used both refreshed and the traditional new product categories for de-
sign. For customer categories, they used grouped account (direct-to-
consumer). Figure 19-10 is the first attempt at putting together a
Level 2 process diagram relating the design chain (DCOR) for new
products to the supply chain (SCOR) supporting the growing ser-
vice business. The team decided that one of the necessary adaptations
would be to create a set of primary and secondary connection rules
among DCOR, CCOR, and SCOR Level 2 process elements.

Staple Yourself Interviews

The team decided that the steps in preparing and conducting the
staple yourself interviews would be identical to that of the supply
chain. The only necessary adaptation was to brainstorm major trans-
actions for CCOR and DCOR. Here is the first draft list:
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Figure 19-8. DCOR, CCOR, and SCOR Level 2 process categories.

Copyright 2007 Xelocity Ltd, www.xelocity.com. Used with permission.
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Figure 19-9. DCOR, CCOR, and SCOR Level 2 process categories by location.

Lab
(d:PR, d:PD, d:PI,

d:D1, d:D2, d:l1, d:l2)

Regional Sales Office
(c:PR, c:PS, c:PC,
c:R2, c:S2, c:C2)

HQ
(c:PP, d:PP, s:P1)

Customer
(d:PD, d:PI, d:D1,

d:D2, d:l1, d:l2, s:P2,
s:S2, s:S3)

RDC
(s:P4, s:D2, s:D3)

Manufacturing
(s:P2, s:P3,

s:S1, s:S2, s:S3,
s:M2, s:M3)

Supplier
(s:P4, s:D2, s:D3)

Copyright 2007 Xelocity Ltd, www.xelocity.com. Used with permission.

Supply Chain

6 Purchase Order

6 Work Order

6 Sales Order

6 Return Authorization

6 Forecast

6 Replenishment Order

Customer Chain

6 Customer Profile

6 Sales Call to Contract

6 Quote/Proposal

6 Service Request

6 Sales $ Forecast

6 Quota
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Figure 19-10. Durable products group value chain Level 2 process diagram first draft.
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Design Chain

6 Engineering Change Request

6 Product Design Specification

6 Manufacturing Qualification ‘‘Certificate’’

6 New Product Introduction Plan

TO BE Level 4 Process Diagrams with Information System
Storyboards

Like a broken record, the team again found the steps to build Level
4 processes and educate team members through the information sys-
tem storyboards were a direct application to value chain. No addi-
tional adaptations were deemed necessary.

Conclusion
The clock was pointing to 5:30 p.m., and the foursome sat around
the conference table, exhausted. They were already a half-hour late
leaving for the party that the supply chain design team was holding,
but they had that satisfied, head-spinning feeling that a well-prepared
college student gets at the end of final exams. Nobody seemed quite
ready to move.

Surrounding them were three 12-foot whiteboards full of dia-
grams, notes, and numbers—each with a great big ‘‘SAVE’’ scribbled
in the corner. In one day, they had outlined how to stretch the
Supply Chain Excellence approach to cover the value chain require-
ments in Arvid’s very different business. They were confident it
would work—and just realistic enough to know that the method
would have to be adjusted as they progressed.

David and Brian felt as though they’d just gotten two process
improvements for the price of one. Arvid felt that great sense of
being unburdened from the quiet troubles that had been building
within his business.
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‘‘When can we get started?’’ Arvid asked.
Brian smiled and replied, ‘‘Can we wait until after the party?’’

Notes

1. Michael Porter, Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Su-
perior Performance (New York: The Free Press; 1985); W. Edwards
Deming, Out of the Crisis (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Center for Advanced Engineering Study; 1986).
2. Balanced Scorecard Institute, Cary, NC, and Rockville, MD;
www.balancedscorecard.org.
3. Michael Porter, Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Su-
perior Performance (New York: The Free Press, 1998).
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A P P E N D I X

Fowlers Inc. Supply Chain
Excellence Project Charter
Organizational Summary

Executive Sponsor: Brian Dowell, COO

Business Sponsor: Jovan Kojcic, President, Technology Products Group

Department: Technology Products Group

Project Manager: David Able, VP Operations—Technology Products

Start Date: March 11, 2011, with executive GO Decision

Approval Date: March 11, 2011

Revision Date: April 18, 2011

I. Introduction
Purpose of the Project Charter

The project charter is created during the initiation phase of a project
to ensure that a complete understanding of the project scope and
objectives is established. The document allows confirmation of as-
sumptions and expectations with the executive team; project spon-
sors; stakeholders; project managers; program manager; and project,
validation, and resource team members. During the course of the
project, change requests may be generated and approved that vary
the scope, schedule, or cost of the project. These changes should be
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documented through the change management process and updates
reflected through revisions of the project charter.

Project Charter Contents

The project charter documents the background and business need
for the project as well as expectations for the project moving for-
ward. The project overview provides the project scope, business and
project objectives, and any assumptions. The project approach out-
lines the methodology to be used in completing the project along
with the schedule, milestones, deliverables, and any project depen-
dencies. A budget for the project is presented, and the organization
of the project team is discussed. Project expectations, and the ways
in which project success will be measured, are discussed. A plan for
communication throughout the project also is presented.

Maintenance of the Project Charter

After initial approval by the project sponsor, the project charter is
updated with approved change requests. Each update is noted with
a revision date on the cover page.
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II. Project Overview
Scope

Definition Matrix

Fowlers
North

America

Retail Markets Distributor
Markets

Direct-to-
Consumer
Markets

OEM and Key
Accounts

Government Home
Delivery

International

Food 
Products

X X X

Technology
Products

X X Developing X X X

Durable
Products

X X X

Customer/Market Channels

In Scope

1. Technology products group including retail, distributor,
OEM and key accounts, government, and international mar-
kets.

2. Business unit supply chain functions including materials plan-
ning, forecasting, purchasing, manufacturing, logistics, cus-
tomer service, financial control; corporate functions including
IT, sales, marketing, and finance.

3. SCOR metrics: perfect order fulfillment, order fulfillment
cycle time, upside supply chain flexibility, supply chain man-
agement cost, cost of goods, and inventory days of supply.

4. SCOR processes: PLAN, SOURCE, MAKE, DELIVER,
and RETURN; ENABLE as necessary.

5. SAP R/3� modules: Materials Management (MM), Produc-
tion Planning (PP), and Sales and Distribution (SD).
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6. All physical locations for the technology products group sup-
ply chains, including six regional distribution centers (two
each in North America, Asia, and Europe); four manufactur-
ing plants (United States, Netherlands, China, and India); raw
material, component and packaging suppliers; and contract
manufacturers.

Out of Scope

6 The developing technology products direct-to-consumer
market.

6 Configuration changes to SAP Financial Accounting (FI),
Controlling (CO), and Fixed Asset Management (AM).

6 Food products and durable products groups.

Business Objectives

6 Reduce inventory days of supply by 15 percent.

6 Achieve parity level delivery performance.

6 Add 10 percent of incremental operating margin.

6 Standardize on a global supply chain operational blueprint.

6 Improve utilization of SAP functionality.

Project Objectives

6 Develop a global scorecard that is consistent worldwide and
analytically repeatable on a frequent interval.

6 Prioritize supply chain performance targets by region by
market.

6 Develop and prioritize a global supply chain project improve-
ment portfolio that will help the technology products group
rank comparably as one of the top 25 supply chains.
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6 Expose all of our global leaders to the process either as provid-
ing input, participating directly, and/or reviewing output.

6 Develop internal Fowlers competence in implementing
SCOR projects in the future.

III. Project Approach
Methodology

SCOR (Supply Chain Operations Reference) model Version 10.0
will be the basis for this project. The major work tasks will be orga-
nized using the discipline highlighted in the Supply Chain Excellence
book and is summarized by the activities in Phase 0: Build Organiza-
tional Support; Phase 1: Define Project Scope; Phase 2: Analyze
Performance; Phase 3: Develop Project Portfolio; and Phase 4: Im-
plement Projects. Supply Chain Excellence uniquely combines the
concepts of Business Process Engineering—Management, Project
Management, and SCOR.

Project Schedule

Schedule for Global
and Small Business
Applications Deliverable Classroom Dates

Phase 0 February 1 to May 1, 2011
Build Organizational
Support Supply Chain Excellence Overview with wide February 7, 2011

audience

SCOR Framework Workshop Opportunity

SCOR Implementation Workshop Opportunity

Organizational Briefings As Needed

Executive Briefing—GO/NO GO March 11, 2011

Phase 1 May 1 to July 1, 2011
Define Project Scope

Business Context Summary Remote Web-
Based Meetings
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Supply Chain Definition Matrix (with data) Meetings

Project Charter April 18

Phase 2 Kickoff April 25
Analyze Performance

Metric Definitions and Data Collection May 2
Plan May 9

Defect Data Collection Plan May 16

Defect Analysis May 23

Industry Comparison May 30

Competitive Requirements June 6

Benchmark Data

Preliminary Scorecard

Scorecard Gap Analysis

IDEALLY DEDICATED ON-SITE
On-Site

Staple Yourself to an Order Interviews

IDEALLY DEDICATED ON-SITE
June 13 to 17, 2011

AS IS Process Diagram

Phase 3 July 11 to August 1, 2011
Develop Project
Portfolio AS IS Process Diagram

Defect Analysis Part 2

Brainstorm Event and Documentation On-Site

Preliminary Project Portfolio

Opportunity Analysis July 11 to 15, 2011

Assemble and Approve Implementation
Project Charters

Prioritize Implementation Projects

Phase 4 August 1, 2011, to July 31, 2012
Implement Projects

Identify and Approve Project Resource Combination On-
Plan

Establish Project Schedule, Including Site and Remote
Informal Kickoff Date Management

Review Project Charter, Background, and August 1, 2011, to
Expectations with Project Team July 31, 2012
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Develop Baseline for Metrics Selected as In-
Scope

Conduct AS IS Level 3 and 4 Process Gap
Analysis

Develop Action Plans to Close ‘‘Quick
Hit’’ Gaps

Assemble TO BE Level 3 and 4 Process
Based on Leading Practice

Develop and Approve Solution-Design
Storyboard

Build and Test Solution

Pilot and Verify Solution

Roll Out Solution to Project Scope and
Evaluate Metric Impact

Define Process Control Measures

Scale Implementation to Targeted Supply
Chains in the Definition Matrix

Steering Team Meetings

February 7 Introductory Session

March 11 GO/NO GO

May 16 Scorecard Review

June 17 Brainstorm Event Review

July 15 Preliminary Project Portfolio Review

August 1 Implementation Kickoff

Risks and Dependencies

6 Active sponsorship

6 A Fowlers financial analyst will be available for Phase 2: Ana-
lyze Performance

6 Availability of Fowlers worldwide raw historical data to collect
and calculate actual performance and associated defects
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6 Consistent availability of steering committee and design team
members

6 Desire and/or capability to accept the SAP ‘‘way of doing
things’’

Project Organization

Sponsors

Brian Dowell

Jovan Kojcic

Steering Team

Tadeo Morillo

Amanda Messenger

Timothy Ulrich

Girish Naagesh

Jon Park

VP Sales and Marketing—Technology Products Group

Finance Controller—Technology Products Group

Project Leader

David Able

Project Team

Director Applications

Director Customer Service

Director Logistics

Director of Purchasing

Plant Managers from the smallest two technology products
group plants
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Materials Managers from the largest two technology products
group plants

Demand Manager Technology Products Group

Logistics Manager Technology Products Group

Supply Manager Technology Products Group

Finance Control Technology Products Group

Extended Team

SAP super users for MM, PP, and SD

Schedulers from each plant

Buyers from each plant

Production managers from each plant

Warehouse managers from each distribution center

Director Accounts Receivable

Director Accounts Payable

Director Supply Chain

Director Manufacturing

Roles and Responsibilities

Project Sponsor

6 Set strategic mission, vision, and direction as context for the
project.

6 Review team progress against deliverables.

6 Provide resource support to project leader and design team.

6 Resolve escalated issues.

6 Approve budget and schedule.

6 Provide final approval for all changes within defined scope.

6 Attend steering team review meetings.
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Steering Team

6 Review and approve design team recommended changes.

6 Ensure organizational and functional commitment.

6 Resolve cross-functional issues.

6 Provide resources to project team as needed.

6 Lead change management cross-functionally.

6 Initiate and champion projects.

6 Attend steering team reviews.

Project Manager

6 Recruit project team.

6 Serve as liaison between project team and sponsors.

6 Measure team progress against deliverables.

6 Manage all external resources assigned to the project to con-
tractual commitment.

6 Manage all aspects of the project in a manner consistent with
company business requirements, policies, project management
methodology, and budget procedures.

6 Define and plan the project. Responsible for establishing qual-
ity standards and acceptance criteria in the statement of work.

6 Escalate the resolution of critical issues.

6 Obtain necessary approvals.

Design Team

6 Commit to class sessions and other blocks of time as required.

6 Complete any assigned work (project deliverables) on time.

6 Provide subject matter expertise as needed.

6 Develop and validate deliverables as needed.
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6 Define, communicate, and facilitate necessary changes to poli-
cies and standards.

6 Present results to the steering team.

6 Identify extended team members.

Extended Team

6 Expected to be available by appointment with advance notice.

6 Participate in team meetings, as specified.

6 Contribute to all activities of the design team as requested.

Coach

6 Provide formal knowledge transfer to the project team regard-
ing Supply Chain Excellence, SCOR, etc.

6 Provide formal and informal direct knowledge transfer to proj-
ect leader of all aspects of Supply Chain Excellence, project lead-
ership, tools and techniques, and change management.

6 Facilitate classroom sessions.

6 Provide critique to deliverables.

6 Modify instructional method as necessary.

6 Ensure curriculum integrity.

Benefits and Measures of Success

Stakeholder Expectations

In addition to the project and business objectives, the following
expectations are a summary of stakeholder interviews:

6 Improve corporate inventory turns.

6 Facilitate global, cross-functional process changes, ownership.

6 Define a path to superior delivery.
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6 Increase purchased finished goods (merchandise) turns from 5
to 10.

6 Improve transaction process with suppliers.

6 Integrate metrics for each area of the supply chain.

6 Clearly identify supply chain performance gaps.

6 Drive 2011 and 2012 after-tax profit performance.

6 Expand supply chain knowledge of the team.

6 Develop a repeatable process for future SCOR initiatives in
other business units in Fowlers.

6 Use SAP functionality more effectively.

Benchmark Sources

6 SCORmark�

6 Performance Measurement Group

6 Hoovers

6 Manufacturing Performance Institute

6 Warehouse Education Research Center

Benefit Analysis

TBD by July 15. In general, the average Supply Chain Excellence
portfolio achieves a 3 percent operating income improvement with
benefits falling into four areas: revenue growth, improved cash-to-
cash, cost reduction, and productivity improvement.

Project Communication

A formal communication plan will be established for each group
of stakeholders in this project including the steering team, project
manager, design team, extended team and Fowlers at large.
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AcceleratedSAP (ASAP) implementation
methodology, 163, 191

AcceleratedSAP (ASAP) Roadmap for
implementation, 20

accountability, 23
acquisitions, 5
active executive sponsor, see executive

sponsor
affinity diagrams, 115
AMR Research, Inc., 10, 232
Analysis Paralysis, and project team selec-

tion, 34
analyze-and-design process, 28
APQC (formerly American Productiv-

ity & Quality Center), 247
archive folder, 73
AS IS process, assembling, 171–173
AS IS Process Diagram, 164
AS IS SCOR, Level 3 processes diagram,

102
assumptions

of design team, executives’ challenge
to, 26–29

documentation, 92, 130
project charter and, 50
in project opportunity worksheet,

131, 133
review by steering team, 103
see also query assumptions

273
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atrophy, 230
audience, for project kickoff, 55–56
authority, level of steering team mem-

bers, 30
available qty, 211

balance sheet, 43
Balanced Scorecard, 247
barriers to project, 138
baseline for performance, development,

153–156
Bayer, 10
benchmark data, 64

assembling appropriate comparisons
for value chain, 247

comparisons with, 16
MF executives and, 28
sample for value chain metrics, 249
in scorecard gap analysis, 91
in scorecard review, 87
SCORmark, 60
sources for, 67
sources for value chain, 248
summary for profitability, returns and

share performance, 72
time allocation for, 96

‘‘best practice’’ processes, mapping to
SCOR Level 3 process blueprint,
193
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blame, change management and, 104
Bolstorff, Peter, 9
bottom-up method, defect analysis as, 96
Brache, A.P., Improving Performance: How

to Manage the White Space on the Or-
ganization Chart, 231

brainstorm event, 107
conducting, 112–118
planning, 108–112

brainstorm week, 164
business context document, profit in,

43–44
business context summary, 37–50

information categories, 38–46
business description, 39

example, 40–41
business goals, aligning with strategy,

23–24
business leaders

predefined roles for brainstorm event,
111

role in business context summary, 38
business processes, standardization needs

of, 5–6

Canceled Order Measure, 92
capacity planning, 21, 199

custom formula for, 227–228
rough-cut, 155, 185
SAP modules, master data in, 173, 176

Cargill, 10
cash-to-cash cycle time, 70
categories, organizing for brainstorm

event, 111
CCOR 1.0 (Customer Chain Opera-

tions Reference), 12, 241
change

in design team, 146–147
in team members’ jobs, 139–140
in timeline, 146

change management, 38, 104–105
chaos, coping with, 32
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charter for project, 50–53
example, 261–272
implementation, 137–140
roles and responsibilities defined, 53

CO46, Order Progress Report, 155
collective experience, of core team,

30–31
communication

on brainstorm event, 109–110
with executives and peers, 25
skills of core team members, 31

Compaq, 10
competitive requirements analysis,

80–84
rules for prioritization, 80–82
for value chain, 248–250

conflict management, 26
consumer demand, 19
core team

attitude, 31
buy-in, 29–32
collective experience, 30–31
communication skills, 31
project charter and, 50
for value chain, 242

corporate culture, 4
cost of goods sold, 69
cost reduction, assumptions on, 133
‘‘cost’’ strategy, vs. ‘‘differentiation’’

strategy, 250
creativity, 179
critical business issues, 40

example, 43
critical success factors, 40

example, 42–43
cross-functional business report, 161
cross-functional relationships, of steering

team members, 30
Customer Chain Operations Reference

(CCOR 1.0) model, 12, 241
customer group, 46
customer point of view, viewing supply

chain from, 48
customer service, decline in, 21
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data access, and team selection, 34–35
data analysis, 35
data collection experience, 78
data collection plan, 64–72

for project performance baseline, 154
data collection team, 67
data extract query, 64
data review, initial, 74–80
data warehouse strategy, 154, 156–157
data warehouse table, conventional di-

mensions for purchasing, 158
DCOR 2.0 (Design Chain Operations

Reference), 12–13, 241
dedication, 34
defect analysis, 95–105

accepting the numbers, 104
inventory days of supply, 102
Order fulfillment cycle time, 98, 99
Perfect Order Fulfillment, 96–97
supply chain management cost,

100–102
upside supply chain flexibility, 98–100

definition matrix, example, 263
DELIVER process element in SCOR,

11
Dx execution processes, 183

deliverables, for Phase 1, 37
demand planning, P1.1 Level 4 process

blueprint, 195
Deming, W. Edwards, 240–241
denial, change management and, 104
Design Chain Operations Reference

(DCOR 2.0) model, 12–13, 241
design solutions behaviors, of executive

sponsor, 29
design team

change in, 146–147
member on project team, 151
members’ role in brainstorm event,

111
picking, 32–35
for value chain, 242

detailed scheduling decisions, 199
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details, vs. vision, in design team person-
ality factors, 33

‘‘differentiation’’ strategy, vs. ‘‘cost’’
strategy, 250

The Discipline of Market Leaders (Treacy
and Wiersema), 82

disconnect analysis, 251
disconnects, Excel spreadsheet for collec-

tion, 109–110
distribution requirements planning, 121
documentation

of assumptions, 130
for brainstorm event, 112, 115
discipline with, 135
SCOR ENABLE process assumptions,

221

economic profit, 44
educate-for-support behaviors, of execu-

tive sponsor, 27
ENABLE filtering step, 122
ENABLE process element in SCOR, 12,

183–184
documenting assumptions, 221
resource to help define, 184

engineer-to-order (ETO) products, 183
Order fulfillment cycle time for, 63

estimated savings, in project opportunity
worksheet, 131

evangelist, 22–26
experience, 23–26
resume, 23
for value chain, 242

Excel, see spreadsheets
executive sponsor, 22, 26–29

design solutions behaviors, 29
and kickoff, 56
measures and strategy behaviors,

28–29
planning and organizing behaviors,

27–28
project charter and, 50
update considerations, 85–86
for value chain, 242
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executives
communication with, 25
‘‘more savings faster’’ vs. ‘‘less savings

later,’’ 26–29
expertise, lack of specialized, 4
external profile, in business context sum-

mary, 46
extrovert, in design team personality fac-

tors, 33–34

facts, vs. feelings, in design team possibil-
ities, 33

failure
defining, 98
defining modes for categories, 101
for perfect order fulfillment, 96–97

feature transactions, and storyboard,
199–200

feelings, vs. facts, in design team possibil-
ities, 33

file mechanics, 73
file-naming convention, 73
fill rate, 156
financial analysts, reviews of, 38
financial commitments, failure to meet, 4
financial performance information cate-

gory, in business context summary,
43–44

financial responsibility, in evangelist ex-
perience, 23

firm production plan, 173
flexibility metric, 91
forecasted growth, factoring out effect,

130
Fowlers Inc., 8

analysis of P3 Plan Make, 169–170
assumptions on income statement op-

portunities, 133–135
brainstorm event, 114–115
comparison data for computer net-

work industry, 75
competitive requirements summary,

83
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custom formula for capacity planning,
227–228

customer profile summary, 46
data collection, 68–69
data warehouse strategy, 156–157
durable products group, 239–240
durable products group, U.S. growth

rate analysis, 252
durable products group, U.S. sales by

region, 252
enterprise scorecard, 78, 79, 88
executive-level organizational chart,

18
formula to calculate capacity for pro-

duction resources, 225
gap analysis, 92–93
key performance indicators, 45
kickoff, 56
master scheduling policy, and EN-

ABLE PLAN processes, 221
P3 Level 4 processes and storyboard,

199
P3 PLAN MAKE Level 4 process

flow, 200
perfect order fulfillment team project

portfolio worksheet, 116, 117
pilot results, 223
poor forecast management Level 2 val-

idation, 126
problem validation P.1.1 filter, 123
problem weight validation, 124–125
project implementation charter,

141–142
SAP display material MRP 1 tab, 176,

177
SAP display material MRP 2 tab, 176,

178
SAP functionality for Materials Man-

agement and Production Planning,
153

scorecard template, 71
strategic background, 40–43
supply chain definition matrix, 47
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Supply Chain Excellence project char-
ter, 261–272

tactical planning in SCOR Level 3
blueprint, 179

tactical planning SCOR process blue-
print, 186

technology products group project
portfolio summary, 127–128

technology products scorecard with
competitive requirements, 90

To-Do list, 237–238
web conference, 82–84

functional testing, of SAP solution, 222
functional thinker, 32
functionality of SAP, configuring, 225

Gantt chart, 140
gap analysis, 91
Gartner Inc., 232
global projects, change in schedule, 146
global storage folder, 73
global supply chains, problems from mis-

alignment, 2
goals, aligning with strategy, 23–24
gross margin, 44

Harvard Business Review, 164
holistic data warehouse, 157

dedicated supply chain reporting ca-
pacity, 162

implementation as template, 160
structure, 159

hoovers.com, 43, 67, 247
humor, of evangelist, 25

Imation, 9
implementation management guide

(IMG), 225, 226
implementation of project

initiating, 147–148, 149–162
schedule and kickoff date, 151–153

implementation project charters,
137–140
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implementation resources, 139
improvement projects, running out of

ideas for, 7
Improving Performance: How to Manage the

White Space on the Organization
Chart (Rummler and Brache), 231

income statement, 43
industry comparison spreadsheet, 67

review, 74, 75–77
for value chain, 245

information, reporting capability, 20–21
initial data review, 74–80
in-stock percentage, 156
integration testing, of SAP solution, 222
internal profile, in business context sum-

mary, 44–45
interview, see staple yourself to order in-

terview
interview and diagramming process, 163
introvert, in design team personality fac-

tors, 33–34
inventory, 19, 21
inventory days of supply, 102
invitees, to brainstorm event, 108–109

Kaplan, Robert, 247
kickoff, 55–57

date for implementation project,
151–153

knowledge
of core team members, 31
minimizing loss, 146

lead time, working-capital impact of, 133
leaders

predefined roles for brainstorm event,
111

role in business context summary, 38
Lean Six Sigma program, 19, 33
Learn How to Sell stage, and value chain

excellence, 244
Learning Quotient (LQ), 242
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‘‘less savings later’’ (LL) scale, vs. ‘‘more
savings faster’’ (MF) scale, 26–28

Line Item On Time, 59–60
listening, as evangelist talent, 25
LL (less savings later) scale, vs. ‘‘more

savings faster’’ (MF) scale, 26–28
load testing, of SAP solution, 222
locations, identification of all, 44–45
Lockheed Martin, 10
logistics modules in SAP, 188
Lost Opportunity Measure, 92
Loud Clear, and project team selection,

34

machine time, 201
setting for, 206

MAKE process element in SCOR, 11
Mx execution processes, 183

make-to-order (MTO), Order fulfill-
ment cycle time for, 63

make-to-stock (MTS), Order fulfillment
cycle time for, 62

Manufacturing Performance Institute,
247

Market Share Measure, 92
master data accuracy, 155–156
master data, in SAP capacity planning

modules, 173, 176
master production scheduling, 121, 182
master schedule

orders driving requirements in, 185
policy, and ENABLE PLAN processes,

221
master schedule adherence, 155
Master Scheduling in the 21st Century: For

Simplicity, Speed, and Success—Up
and Down the Supply Chain (Wallace
and Stahl), 184, 199

material requirements planning, 182, 187
materials, in SAP platform, 173
matrix reporting, supply chain organiza-

tion scenario with, 234
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measures behavior, of executive sponsor,
28–29

mergers, 5
metric defect analysis, 84–85

for value chain, 251
metric scope, 154
metrics, definition, 64
MF (more savings faster) scale, vs. ‘‘less

savings later’’ (LL), 26–28
milestones, in projects, 138–139, 142
modules, for SAP software, 187
‘‘more savings faster’’ (MF) scale, vs. ‘‘less

savings later’’ (LL), 26–28
‘‘move as one’’ trait, 2

niche markets, 250
Nortel, 10
Norton, David, 247

objectives of project
in charter, 138
example, 141

on-site visit by team, planning for first,
102–103

operating margin, 44
operational improvement initiatives, 145
operations planning, faulty, 3
opportunity analysis, 129–136

summarizing opportunity, 130–135
Order fulfillment cycle time, 78, 98, 99

for make-to-order (MTO) and engi-
neer-to-order (ETO), 63

for make-to-stock (MTS), 62
organization chart, 44
organization scale, in design team per-

sonality, 34
organizational learning, pace of, 24
organizational support for SCOR proj-

ect, 14
organizational support for supply chain

improvement, 17–35
organizing behavior, of executive spon-

sor, 27–28
‘‘outside the box’’ thinking, 179
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P1.1 Level 4 process blueprint, for de-
mand planning, 195

P1.2 Level 4 process blueprint, for supply
planning, 196

P1.3 Level 4 process blueprint, for rec-
onciliation, 197

Pareto chart, of supply chain costs, 101
parity, company distance from, on key

metrics, 129
peers, communication with, 25
percent of sales to total, 89
Perfect Line Fulfillment, 59–60
perfect order fulfillment, 61–62, 96–97

data collection for, 78
impact of problem solution, 115
and manufacturing schedule adherence

definition, 154
team project portfolio worksheet, 116

performance analysis, 15, 55–72
data collection and benchmarks,

64–72
picking balanced set of supply chain

metrics, 57–64
project kickoff, 55–57

performance analysis for value chain,
246–251

benchmark comparisons, 247
competitive requirements analysis,

248–250
identifying performance metrics, 247
metric defect analysis, 251

performance baseline, development,
153–156

Performance Measurement Group, 247
performers, 236–237
personality factors, of design teams,

33–34
physical locations, 44–45
pilot project, for value chain, educational

content and consensus for, 242, 244
PIRs, see planned independent require-

ments (PIRs)
Pittiglio, 10
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PLAN DELIVER P4 process, 180, 182
PLAN MAKE P3 process, 182
PLAN process element in SCOR, 10–11
PLAN SOURCE P2 process, 182
PLAN Supply Chain P1 process, 180
planned independent requirements

(PIRs), 211
total requirements display detailing

consumption, 215
planning

brainstorm event, 108–112
for team on-site visit, 102–103
time zones, 184

planning behavior, of executive sponsor,
27–28

planning time fence, in storyboard, 211–
212, 217

plants, in SAP platform, 173
Porter, Michael, 240–241, 248–249
potential issues for project, 138
‘‘print screen’’ key, for storyboard screen,

193
problem statement, example, 141
problem weights, 115

validating, 122–125
problem-solving experience, of design

teams, 33
process analysis worksheets, 168

preparing, 165
process mapping, 171
process orders, schedule as collection of,

154
Process Similarity level of filtering,

120–121
process thinking, 32
Procter & Gamble, 10, 39
production line, two-week fixed plan

from scheduler, 187
production resources, formula to calcu-

late capacity for, 225
productivity improvement, assumptions

on, 133
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product-to-market map, for value chain,
252–253

profit, in business context summary,
43–44

profitability, benchmark data summary
for, 72

project charter, 50–53
example, 261–272
implementation, 137–140
roles and responsibilities defined, 53

project description
in charter, 138
example, 141

project design team, see design team
project implementation, 15
project implementation charter, example,

141–142
project kickoff, 55–57

date for implementation project,
151–153

project manager, 22
role in brainstorm event, 111

project objectives
in charter, 138
example, 141

project opportunity worksheet, 131–135
project portfolio, 107–118

development, 15
horizontal vs. vertical grouping of

projects, 121
for value chain, 251
worksheet data definitions, 113

project portfolio refinement, 119–128
problem consolidation into projects,

119–122
project resource plan, identifying and ap-

proving, 150–151
project schedule, for implementation

project, 151–153
project scope, 37–53

business context summary, 37–50
in charter, 138
defining, 14–15
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example, 141, 263–265
review at kickoff, 153
for value chain, 245–246

project task summary, 152
project team, members on, 150–151
project title, in charter, 137
projects

background review, 153–156
groundwork for implementing,

137–143
problem consolidation into, 119–122

purchase requisitions, 216

query assumptions
in cash-to-cash cycle time, 70
in cost of goods sold, 69
in order fulfillment cycle for make-to-

stock, 63
in perfect line fulfillment, 59–60
in perfect order fulfillment, 61–62
in returns management–warranty

costs, 68
in supply chain management cost,

65–67
in upside supply chain flexibility, 64

question-and-answer review, in brain-
storm event, 115

Rabin, Todd & McGrath, 10
RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Con-

sulted, and Informed) analysis, 150,
166

diagrams, 171–173
sample diagram of functions, 174, 175

rate of improvement, 19
reconciliation, P1.3 Level 4 process blue-

print, 197
remote meeting schedule, 50
resume, of evangelist, 23
return on investment (ROI), and supply

chain misalignment, 2–3
RETURN process element in SCOR,

11
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DRx and SRx execution processes,
183

returns, benchmark data summary for, 72
returns management–warranty costs, 68
revenue impact of delivery reliability,

133
Rockwell Semiconductor, 10
rough-cut capacity planning, 155, 185
Rummler, G. A., Improving Performance:

How to Manage the White Space on the
Organization Chart, 231

run rates, 201
base quantity for required run rates

setting, 205

Sales & Operations Planning: The How-To
Handbook (Wallace and Stahl), 194

sales planning, faulty, 3
sample size of data, 64
sandbox environment, 221–222
SAP

base quantity for required run rates
setting, 205

calendar week capacity planning, 208
capacity planning modules, master data

in, 173, 176
capacity planning screen with require-

ments in excess of capacity, 207
configuring functionality, 225
correcting MRP scheduling parame-

ters for capacity requirements, 210
implementation, 20–21
logistics modules, 188
machine time setting, 206
menu drilldown to transaction CM01,

189
modules and transactions, 187–188
scheduling module, 170
setup time setting, 206
solution rollout, 224
solution test, 222
standard available capacity in setup

screen, 204
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standard reports, 155
stock/requirements list for product,

213
T100 CRC2 resource settings in ca-

pacities setup screen, 203
understanding of system, 199

SAP Material Requirements Planning
run, data for, 211

SAP transaction storyboard, 191, 192
sardine strategy, 1
savings

identifying for project, 131
realistic estimates, 130

schedule, 140
change for global projects, 146
as collection of process orders, 154
for implementation project, 151–153
master, 155, 185, 221
project delivery formats on, 50–53
for remote meetings, 50

scope of project, 37–53
business context summary, 37–50
in charter, 138
defining, 14–15
example, 141, 263–265
review at kickoff, 153
for value chain, 245–246

SCOR, see Supply Chain Operations
Reference (SCOR) model

SCOR 10.0 manual, definition, calcula-
tion, and collection requirements,
58

SCOR approach to process mapping,
171

SCOR AS IS process diagram, 53
SCOR Framework, 10–12

process elements, 10–11
SCOR Initiative, value of, 16
SCOR Level 3 Blueprint, 180–184

configuring, 184–187
tactical planning in, 179

SCOR Level 3 elements, related to SAP
modules and common transactions,
190
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SCOR Level 4 process
constructing, 193–194
development, 191

SCOR overview presentation, at kickoff,
56

SCOR process blueprint, tactical plan-
ning, 186

SCOR project, key roles in education
process, 22

scorecard gap analysis, 91–93, 149
scorecard review, 87–93
SCORmark benchmark, 60
SCORmark survey, 80, 81
screen display for storyboard

copying, 193
sample, 193

segmentation strategy, for data collection,
64

segmenting metrics, 89
service reliability, metrics on, 91
setup time, 201

setting for, 206
share performance, benchmark data sum-

mary for, 72
shelf life, 19
Six Sigma, 84
skills management framework, in

SCOR, 236
solution design, 179–190
solution implementation

configuration, 221
tasks included, 219–220
time requirements, 219

solution pilot, 223
solution rollout, 224
solution test, 221–222
SOURCE process element in SCOR, 11

Sx execution processes, 183
sponsor, see executive sponsor
spreadsheets

for collection of disconnects, 109–110
for industry comparison, 67, 72
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order fulfillment cycle time for make-
to-order and engineer-to-order, 63

project opportunity worksheet,
131–133

for project portfolio, 119–120
for projects, 131–135

Stahl, Robert A.
Master Scheduling in the 21st Century:

For Simplicity, Speed, and Suc-
cess—Up and Down the Supply Chain,
184, 199

Sales & Operations Planning: The How-
To Handbook, 194

stakeholders, project charter and, 50
standard SAP reports, 155
standardization, needs of business proc-

esses, 5–6
staple yourself to order interview

preparing for, 165–170
for value chain, 254, 256, 258
worksheet, 164
worksheet details, 166–167

steering team, see core team
steering team review, 103–105

conducting number three, 136
stock requirements, for storyboard,

211–212
stock transport order (STO), 185
storyboard, 191, 192

capacity planning, 199–202
for Fowlers, 199
planning time fence in, 211–212, 217
producing screen for, 193
sample screen shot, 198
stock requirements for, 211–212

strategic background information cate-
gory, in business context summary,
39–40

strategic similarity focus of filtering step,
121

strategy, business goals alignment with,
23–24
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strategy behavior, of executive sponsor,
28–29

stress testing, of SAP solution, 222
subject matter experts, 135

on project team, 150
subscription sources, 67
supplier group, 46
supply chain

assuming vs. observing, 169
balanced set of metrics, 57–64
defining from product cost perspec-

tive, 48
definition matrix, 46–50
isolated strategies, 3
management cost, 65–67, 100–102
misalignment, causes, 2–7
organization scenario with matrix re-

porting, 234
Pareto chart of costs, 101
planning Level 4 samples, 194
upside flexibility, 64, 98–100
viewing from customer point of view,

48
Supply Chain Council, 9–10, 241, 247

Web site, 10
supply chain dimensions, 231

organization, 232–233
performers, 236–237
processes, 233, 235
technology, 235–236
trading partner, 232

Supply Chain Excellence approach
changes, 229
phases, 14–16

Supply Chain Management Cost, 78
Supply Chain Operations Reference

(SCOR) model, xv, 8, 9, 265
on critical success factors, 40
to drive supply chain improvement,

13–16
process detail levels, 12
skills management framework in, 236
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supply chain strategy, 230–232
essential elements, 231

supply planning, P1.2 Level 4 process
blueprint, 196

survey sources, 67
Swanson, Richard, 145
SWOT (strengths/weaknesses/opportu-

nities/threats) analysis, 39
example, 41–42

systems functionality experts, on project
team, 151

tactical planning, 121
tactical planning SCOR process blue-

print, 186
talents, of evangelist, 24–26
teaching, by evangelist, 25
team

change in member jobs, 139–140
members on, 150–151
see also core team; design team

technology
for supply chain information system,

235–236
underutilization of existing, 5

technology investment plan, lack of, 2
teleconferencing technology, 146
Texas Instruments, 10
3M, 10
time fence in storyboard, planning, 217
time zones, planning, 184
timeline, change, 146
top-down process, for calculating met-

rics, 91
Total Quality Management, 84
total requirements display, 211
trading partner, 232
transaction codes, in SAP software,

187–188
Transaction SPRO, 225
transactional systems, vs. data ware-

houses, 156
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transactions
SAP menu drilldown to, 189
in SAP platform, 176
and storyboard, 199–200

Treacy, Michael, The Discipline of Market
Leaders, 82

unit testing, of SAP solution, 222
upside supply chain flexibility, 98–100
user acceptance testing, of SAP solution,

222

validating weights and impacts, principles
for, 130

validation resources, identifying, 135
value chain

for durable products group, 246
key tasks by phase, 243
level 1 metrics and benchmark

sources, 248
performance analysis, 246–251
processes, 12–13
project portfolio for, 251
project scope, 245–246
sample benchmark data for select met-

rics, 249
supply chain extension to, 6, 239–259

Value Chain Excellence, 240–242
building organizational support,

242–244
project roadmap, 16

value chain implementation, 251–258
Level 2 process diagrams, 254, 255,

256, 257
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product-to-market map, 252–253
staple yourself to order interview, 254,

256, 258
value proposition statement, 39–40

example, 42
venue, for brainstorm event, 111
vision

vs. details, in design team personality
factors, 33

of project team, 157
visit by team, planning for, 102–103
Voice over IP (VoIP), 57
VSF forecasts, 211

Wallace, Thomas F.
Master Scheduling in the 21st Century:

For Simplicity, Speed, and Suc-
cess—Up and Down the Supply Chain,
184, 199

Sales & Operations Planning: The How-
To Handbook, 194

Wal-Mart, 39
web-conference platform, for remote

meetings, 57
weekly aggregated receipts and require-

ments, 211, 214
Wiersema, Fred, The Discipline of Market

Leaders, 82
workers, multiple roles of evangelist, 24
working-capital impact of lead time, 133
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